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Judging the suitability of an aircraft to safely and effectively perform its mission without undue pilot skill and discomfort
is what Vfying qualities" is all about. Central to such judgement and to the design of suitable aircraft plus flight control
systems, is an understanding of what the pilot can do with ease and comfort or conversely what bothers him. T'he Lectures
are designed, collectively, to impart such understanding to bosh novice and seasoned practitioners us flying qualities and
flight control and thereby to provide the bridge required to extend flying qualities requirements from simple -classic"
response aircraft. to the much altered responses attending the use of full-time active control. It also provides a unifying
connection among the empirically derived flying qualities requirements of different aircraft types, e.g. fixed- and rotary-wing.

Mathematical models of pilot control behaviour are fundamsental and basic to such appreciation and interpretation, and
are exposed and explained. 'The application of various models to flying qualities problems is discussed; and the influences
regarding the generic likes and dislikes of pilots drawn from such studies are listed and catalogued. The effects of distractions
due to excessive turbulence or due to secondary tasks or to required display scanning, both involving divided attention, arc
examined and treated.

For purposes of ready and universal "characterization", the aircraft plus flight control system (plus displays if
applicable), which may be of quite high order, and have new "command" and "hold" modes of control is approximately
matched by a lower order equivalent system of sufficient bandwidth to be indicative of the pilot's concerns. T'he fixed form
representations for such equivalent systems and the "matching" considerations are described; and the experimental data base
is also presented and discussed.

Finally, some of the pitfalls and benefits of using simulators for flight control system development and flying qualities
research are exposed and clarified.

T'his Lecture Series, sponsored by the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD, has been imptemented by the Consuttant
and Exchange Programme.

Le terme "Oualitis de Vol" implique une evaluation de l'aptitude d'un aeronef ii accomplir efficacement sa misaon dans
lea conditions do sicurite requises, sans gine excessive pour le pilote et sans l'obliger A depasser les limites nonnales de a
competence technique.

De rnsme que pour l'esode d'aeronefs et de systisnes de commandes de vol adaptees. toute evaluation de cc genre passe
par la comprehension de cc que le pilote eat capable de faire aisment et sans g6ne. ou. au contraire, deccc qui le gine.

L'ensemble des exposes eat organis4 pour fournir one telle comprehiension au clebutants, comme sot specialistes dans
Ie domaine des qualites de vol et des systehies de commnandes de vol. Lea conferences servent ainsi de "pont", indispensable h
l'evolution des specifications des qualites de vol des aerones ai reponse "classique vers one specification qui tient compte
des reactions tout A fait differentes engendrees par lea commandes actives permanentes. ERlca servent en memec temps de lien
qui permet d'intgrer Its sp-ecifications des qualites die vol obtenues empiriquensent pour differents types d'aeronefs. par
esemple A vollure fixe etah voilure tournante.

Lea modeles mathdmatiqzes du comportesnent des commandes de pilotage sont fondamentaux et ndcessaires pour tie
telles analyses et evaluations. Is sont presentes et des explications sont donnees. L'application de diffirents modeles aux
proleknes des qualitca de vol eat traitee. Les consequences des preferences et des aversions des pilotes revelces par dtelles
etudes sont repertories. Les effets des distractions occasionuices par on excedent de turbulence. I'execoiion die tfiches
secondaires ou par le balayage des visualisation necessaires par Ie pilote, impliquant une division d'attention. sont examines
et traitis.

Aux fins dune "caractdrisation" facile et universelle de l'adronef et du systime die commandes de vol (plus lea
visualisations, si necessaire) qui peuvent itre relativement sophistiquces et avoir des modes de conimandes nouvelles du type
"commande-maintien", on pot utiliser un systeme quasi-equivalent moins sophistiqu6, dont [a bande passante eat
suffisamment large pour itre representative des pr~ocepations du pilote. Lea representations die forme fixe de tels syst~mes
iquivalents et Its considirations "d'adaptation" sont dierites, et la base de donnees expdrimnsltale sont 6galcment prdsenties
et trait~es.

Enfin, cersisins avantages et desavantages die Is mise en oeuvre des simulateurs pour It d'~veloppemient des systemes de
consuandes de vol et Iai recherche dana Ie doiane des quitis de vol sont exposis ci de eclaircissementsisont donnis.

Ce Cycle de conferences est presente dans te cadre do programme des consultants et des dchanges. soot, I'~de du
Panel AGARD de Ia Mecanique du Vol.
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ITIHODDCTZOl AND OViRYIIU

Irving L. Aahkenas
Vice President

Systems Technology, Inc.
13766 S. Nawthorns Ilvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250, USA

This lecture series is designed to offer a review of some basic flying qualities
issuas and concepts which can orient and enlighten newcomers to the field and enhance
and simplify the trasition from "old" to "new" aircraft projects for the more seasoned
engineer. Such transition must recognise that the present directly-applicable flying
qualities dats are grossly inadequate to handle the growing dimensions of the "new"
flying qualities "matrix" which continues to steadily end rapidly increase -- from
classic to augmented aircraft, to full-authority command augmentation, to integrated
flight, fire, propulsion control, to gust and load alleviation, to superaugmentation, to
supermaneuverability, to task-tailored flying qualities and who knows what next.
Accordingly, it is not possible at this tine, and probably never will be, to provide
e xplicit experiment&lly-based guidance for all "new" control nodes and combinations.
Rather the basic ides is, and has been for a long time now (Wef. 1). to develop a viable
theoretic framework and some supporting data, which can be used in a general and generic
way to provide usable and useful guidance to the development of good flying qualities
regardless of system structure.

So to begin with, let's define flying qualities and why they're important. There
are a variety of definitions -- the lecture series abstract has one. Another is
(ef. 2), "those airplane characteristics which govern the ease or precision with which
the pilot can accomplish the mission." Yet another (Ref. 1) is, "those -- properties of
a vehicle that permit the pilot to fully exploit its performance and other potential in
a variety of missions and roles -- (so that) limitations on the airplane do not origi-
nate in any kind of a pilot-vehicle control problem, but -- in'some other design
aspect." The point is, that safety, mission performance and response to auxiliary and
emergency demands are all enhanced by good flying qualities, which basically embody
three recognised facets:

I) Trim end Unattended Operation

The pilot must always be able to trim the airplane, hands off, so that he
can, in fact, achieve an unattended state of operation in a reasonable length of

time. Unattended operation relates to whether the airplane and flight control
system is stable, or mildly to strongly divergent; and whether it can be left
unattended while the pilot devotes some of his attention to tasks other than
controlling the vehicle.

2) Large Amplitude Naneuvera

These are sometimes restricted by control power, sometimes by the nature of
the response. In any case, the maneuver results from a programmed, largely
open-loop, pilot input triggered by some cue or imminent danger, e.g., an
attacking aircraft, gut upset, imminent collision, etc.

3) Regulation and Precision Flying

The pilot is now in closed-loop control, holding the airplane to whatever
course or attitude he desires in the presence of wind and other disturbances.
and futhersore, precisely maneuvering and controlling the vehicle down a given
trajectory within applicable constraints.

The most difficult aspect of the first two categories is identification of the situ-
ations and circumstances to which they apply. Once this has been sccoesplished the

analyis problem reduces to computing a response to a specified input; the pilot** role
is basically as en observer or a skilled generator of open-loop, programmed commands.
In the last cotegory, however, the pilot dynamics are central and analytical treatment
of the pilot-aircraft-display as a feedback system is essential; furthermore such
analyses generally reveal the most critical, crucial and universal aspects of the flying
qualities problem -- those thiet e the primary basis e- nt assessments. Accord-
ingly, most of the lectures are devoted to explaining and elucidating use of closed-loop
pilot-vehicle theory, methodology, and experimental correlates in the specification and
identification of fundamental, pilot-centered flying qualities requirements.

?or the benefit of some who may not be too familiar with basic closed-loop analysis
we'll now identify some of the elements thereof. In the first place the Laplace-
trnsformed, linearised, small perturbation, differential equations of motion, in matrix
form, yield the Input/output transfer function G4(s) of the vehicle itself. This is
part of the total open-loop depicted in Fig. 1. The basic analysis problem is: given
the open-loop G(s) to find the closed-loop output/input transfer function 0I1+G. The
Fig. 2 example for G(s) - K/a shows that the closed-loop characteristics are set by the
open-loop (zero dM) Sod* gain which in turn sets the crossover frequency, m€ . The 90"
phase margin (crossover phase +180

o
) results in closed-loop characteristics which are

first-order. for a second order system the closed-loop damping ratio r, is related to
the open-loop phase margin, #M, as depicted in Fig. 3; for these and more complex
systems phase margins of about 40" yield "good" damping ratios near 0.3.
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When we consider feedback systems Involving nore than a single loop. closure of the
inneroest loop proceeds as above with a(s) expressed in tern of a characteristic demos-
i&ter. A, and an output/input-Spocific numerator, I.e.. referring to fig. 1. G(s)
Sg/A. The soccessive additional loops each modify both the characteristic and the

numerators as Indicated in the Fig. 4 simple example (adapted from Ref. 3).

ktb these basic concepts now "refreehed," Were. hopefully, ready to listeo and
understand our first lecture.

1. Aehkonas, 1. L., "Twenty-Fiva Tears of Handling Qualities Research." J. Aircraft.
%1. 21, No. 5, Nay 1984, pp. 287-301.

2. Rob. Roger K.. David G. Mitchell. Irving L. Aahkenas. Proposed NIL Standard end
Haodbook -- Pliln4 qualittes of Air Vehicles Vol. I. Propoed NIL Standerd,
AFWAL-TR-82-3081 (). Nov. 1952.

3. Nceuar, Duane T., Irving L. Aahkeonas, and Dunstan Graham, Aircraft Dfaics and
Automatic Control, Princeton University Prees, Princeton. N.J., 1973.

.1 - Az
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Vehicle Equations

a&IS + &12# a+13r - Ya
8
e + Y6r6r

a2 + a224 + a2 3 r - LS.6a + L4r r

310+ *32# + &3 3r - N;,6. + Vfrir

Controller Equations

8a  - f(#) - Go(#, -

6r  - f(r) - -Grr

With the f(r) - Sr loop closed

a1 1B + a 1 2 0 + (a13 + YrGr)r -Yom

a216 + a224 + (823 + LjrGr)r - L'68

&3 1B + &324 + (a3 3 + N;rGr)r - 6.

The #/6a transfer function developed from this array,
denoted as (0/6a) r + 

6
r, is given by

e11 Yj a13 
+

&21 L'6a  a 2 3 + L;rGr

r- 831 a 3 3 + NIrGr(8 H4
r-- 6r 1i " 1 2  "13 + Y rr

:21 422 823 + L Gr

83t a 3 2  a 3 3 + NirGr

After minor manipulation,

6&*r "'a-=s 6& 1 + GrNMr .I I + GrR6 r
da (' )r -r + GrNrr [- a 1

Nla~rr Le identified as a "coupling numerator" defined by

eI Y~e Y r (s - Xv) Yaa Y r

N -ea a2 1  L6. L6r -LO L'8 L6 r

&31 N is N' -N K 'as N'

A#r(e +

and is recognised as the characteristic determinant with terms
in the * and r columns replaced by aileron and rudder control
effectiveness teras, respectively.

Figure 4. Multiple Loop Example Derivation
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PILOT MOOKLINO

Vuane T. NcRuer
President

Systems Technology. Inc.
13766 S. Hawthorne Blvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250, USA

SUNUART

The paper begins with a description of pilot control behavior in general. This is
followed by emphasising the essential features of pilot dynamics for closed-loop control
of aircraft. The crossover model is presented at the simplest and most useful model for
the majority of flying qualities analyses. Two models are developed in some details a
structural-isomorphic form which accounts for some human subsystems as well as the total
input-output behavior; and an algorithmic optimal control model which attempts to mimic
the pilot's total response only. both full and divided attention conditions are
treated.

IETODUCTION

The human operator in a man-machine system is the archetype hierarchical, adaptive,
optimalizing, decision-making controller. Control theories can also be classified using
similar adjectives, so it is not surprising that almost every new advance in control
theory has lad to attempts to better understand additional aspects of human behavior in
the perspective of this advance. Sometimes, but not always, these attempts have been
fruitful, and a control theory paradigm has evolved which is useful in quantifying the
human's operations. Just as theory has been used to "explain" experiment, so unex-
plained experimental results beget new theory. The results of this widespread synergis-
tic activity have been documented in hundreds of research papers and in a series of sut-
mary surveys which have appeared aperiodically. (A chronological listing of surveys is
given at the end of this paper, succeeding the reference list). As a consequence, much
of the successful art is now mature. Furthermore, it has become a fundamental mode of
thinking on the part of technical practitioners in the fields of operator/vehicle con-
trol system Integration, vehicle handling qualities and, indeed, all aspects of interac-
tive men-machine systems.

Besides the technological aspects of manual control, interdisciplinary activities
between control engineers, physiologists, and experimental psychologists have led to
control theory descriptions of human subsystem behavior and to the interpretation of the
human's psychophystological outputs in control engineering terms. These interdisci-

plinary areas have been especially productive in building psychophysiological models of
those human subsystems involved in the human controller, in understanding biodynamics as
affected by environmental variables, and in interpreting objectively the effects of
alcohol, drugs, fatigue, etc., as operator impairments.

From this rich variety there are many aspects of mn-sachine control that could be
addressed, but the emphasis here will be on a few examples particularly pertinent to
flying qualities. Although the models treated do not represent an exhaustive cross-
section of the field, they do include both classical and modern control theoretical
viewpoints. We shall begin with a description of some of the ways in which humane
behave as controllers and thereby introduce some of the mysterious complexities which
face researchers in this field. From these starting points, the discussion will be con-
tracted to emphasize human behavior in closed-loop compensatory systems, and the two
currently predominant types of human operator modeling used to describe this behavior
are discussed in some detail. The first of these is a structural model which attempts
to account for many of the subsystem aspects of the human controller as well so the
total Input-output behavior. The second model treated is algorithmic, which primarily
sttempts only to mimic the human operator's total response.

TUE 9TEtIAL 2AIU9S Of N& K&CRtRK CONTIOL -- & C&TALOG OF RKUAXOI
t
L
- 
CONTLEKITUNS

The humen pilot is complicated to describe quantitatively because of his enormous
versatility as an information processing device. Figure 1 shove the general pathways
required to describe human behavior in an interactive man-machine system wherein the
human operates on visually sensed inputs and communicates with the machine via a manipu-
lative output. This control system block diagram indicates the minimum number of the
major functional signal pathways internal to the human operator needed to characterize
different behavioral features of the human controller. The constituent sensing, data
processing, computing, and actuating elements are connected as internal signal pro-
cessing pathways which can be reconfigured as the situation changes. Functional opera-
tions on Internal signals within a given pathway may also be modified. Thus, we have
adaptation both of the pathways involved and of the functions performed. The specific
internal signal organisational possibilities shown have been discovered by manipulating
experimental situations (e.g., by changing system inputs and machine dynamics) to iso-
late different combinations of the specific blocks shown.

To describe the componente of the figure start st the far right with the controlled
slement; this Is ths machine being controlled by the human. To its left is the actual
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tigure f. Major Human Pilot Pathways in Pilot-Vehicle System

interfacebtwn human and the machine -- the neuromuscular actuation system, which
is the h an output echansm. Ths in Itself Is complicated feedback control
ayste capable of operating as an open-loop or combined open-loop/closed-loop system

Wthough that level of complication Is not explic t in the slmple feedback control
system shown here. The neuromuscular system comprises lomb, muscle, and manipulator
dyInamc In the forward loop and muscle spindle and tendon organ ensembles as feedback

eleeni t. A these elements operate within the human at the level from the spine cord
to the periphery.

There are other sensor sources, such as joint receptors and peripheral vision, which
Indicate limb output position. These operate through hlgher centers and are subsumed in
the proprioceptive feedback loop Incorporating a block t the perceptual level further
to the lay (e ghe diagram. If motion cues eare present these too can be associated in
similar proprioceptive blocks with feedbacks fro the controlled element output.

The three other pat hs new pathae perceptual level correspond to three different
types of control operations on the visually presented system inputs. epending on which
pathway is effectively present, the control structure of the man-machine system can

ppear to be open-loop, or combination open-loopelosed-loopl or totally closed-loop
with respect to visual stimuli.

When the compensatory block is appropriate t the perceptual level, the human con-
troller acts in response to errors or controlled element output quantities only. With

this pathway operational, continuous closed-loop control is exerted on the machine so as
to minimize system errors in the presence of commwnds and disturbances. Compensatory
behavior wl be present when the commands and disturbances are random-appearng and
when the only informtcon displayed to the human controler consists of system error or
machine outputs.

When the command inputs can be distngu shed from the system outputs by virtue o
the display (e.g., i and a are shown or detectable as separate entities relative to a
reference) or preview (e.g. , as in following a curved pathway). the pusi pathway

joins the compensatory. This new pathway provides an open-loop control in conjunction
with the compensatory closed-toop errer-correcting action. The quality of the overall

control can, in principle, be much superior to that where compensatory acts alone.

An even has her level of control is possble. When complete failisrity with the
controlled element dynamics and the entire perceptual field is achieved, the operator
can generate neuromuscular commands which are deft, discrete, properly timed, sealed,
and sequenced so as to result in machine outputs which are exactly as desired. These
neuromuscular commands are selected from a repertoire of previously learned control
movements. They are conditioned responses which may be triggered by the situation and
the command and control quantities, but they are not continuously dependent on these
quantities. This pure open-loop programmed-control-like behavior is called precogni-
tiv..e. Like the pursuit pathway, It often appears In company with the compensatory
operations as a dual-mods control -- a form where the control exerted is Initiated and

largely accomplished by the precognitive action and then may be completed with compensa-
tory error-reduction operations.

.,
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The above description of pathways available for human control activities has empha-
sixed the visual modality. Similar behavior patterns are present in the other modal-
ities as well. Thus. man's interactions with machines can be even more extraordinarily
varied than. described here, and con range completely over the spectrum from open-loop to
closed-loop in character in one or more modalities. Just what pathways of the overall
system are present at a particular time depends on the detailed nature of the specific
task at hand and the corresponding perceptual situation. All of the fundamental path-
ways are involved in various piloted-aircraft maneuvers. Thus all these features are
potentially significant in vehicle flying qualities. In the sequel we shall, however,
consider only the simplest form of closed-loop behavior -- compensatory operations.

CONPENASTO2T OPERATION AND TEE CIOSSOVER MODEL

The compensatory pathways in the visual modality have been by far the most exten-
sively studied in san-machine systems. Thousands of experiments have been performed.
and most of the adaptive features of the human operator associated with these kinds of
operations are well understood. Both classical control and optimal control theoretical
formulations are available to predict steady-state and dynamic performance.

Figure 2 illustrates in vector blo-, diagram form a general system configuration
appropriate to closed-loop man-machine control. The diagram shows the human operating
on a number of perceived quantities, y(t), and exerting control over an aircraft ("con-
trolled element") by actuating a number of controls, m (t). The response of the con-
trolled element to actuation of the controls and to dlisturbances is presented on a
"display." As used here, display includes dynamic geometrical perspectives of the
visual field, other visual stimuli present on physical display elements either on the
aircraft or in the surround, and proprioceptive, tactile, aural, and other information
impinging on the pilot. From the display the human separates the information needed for
monitoring from that required for control purposes. Only the latter directly affects
tLe human's operations as a controller, although both present attentional demands and
thereby affect workload.

After receiving the displayed information the pilot internally selects and equalizes
appropriate signals and sends the results on to the neuromuscular actuation subsystem
for control action. The equalization and neuromuscular properties depend on the task
variables (effective aircraft dynamics, display, and inputs); they in fact constitute
the pilot's adaptive features whereby he attempts to offset any dynamic deficiencies of
the remaining system elements. In the process of accomplishing control the human intro-
duces observation, scanning, divided attention, equalization, and motor noises (together
constituting "remnant"). These unwanted components of the operator's signals are func-
tions of the task and the qualities of the display.

Two types of human operator models are available to handle the details in Fig. 2.
The first is a multLloop, multi-modality model, based on describing functions, which is
structurally isomorphic in that its component dynamics are intended to parallel the
dynamics of more or less identifiable human operator subsystems, The emphasis is on
cause and effect relationships having similarity in form and structural connections with
those of the human operator. The second type of model is algorithmic. It uses linear-
quadratic-guassian optimal control theory, modified to permit a pure time delay and
operator-induced noises to be given quantities along with the machine characteristics,

Distibonce CommandInputs, V (t) Inputs, I (t)

us

leinent Display

(ySnics
*IjnlkWdin anterfnol visual

field, kinet.ri a c and
ppioceplive cues

HUMAN PILOT

Mani~ltor Peceand

Operations

Molo NOW Observaon, Sconning
a nd E£wolizoi NoW

Figure 2. A Generalized Men-Raohinoe System Structure
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Both types of models represent the san-mackine system as quasilinear in the sense
that the response to a given input Is divided Let* two parts -- a component which corre-
sponds to the responses of equivalent linear elements driven by that input and a
"remnant" or noise component which represents the difference between the response of the
actual system and an equivalent system based on the linear element. Verbal-analytical
instructions which express the adaptation of the human population to the task variables
are an important formal feature of the structural isomorphic model and have counter-
parts, such as the specification of the performance index, in the algorithmic model
form. For limited situations, both representations can be used to predict human oper-
ator dynamic behavior (in some sense), operator-induced noise (remnant), workload
indices, visual scanning effects, and overall system performance such as moan-squared
system errors and control activities.

The major fundamental differences between the models are their conceptual bases.
i.e.. causal and structural isomorphic as contrasted to algorithmic and (potentially)
teleologic; the computational techniques associated with the exercism of the model; and
the nature of model identification processes. At the present time there are other
differences between the structural isomorphic and algorithmic models relating to their
regimes of application and their validated capabilities for prediction. These latter
differences are not, however, fundamental; instead, they reflect the relative maturity
and extent of application.

Both the structural isomorphic and the algorithmic model approaches will be
described below. As a preliminary let us first examine some of the general characteris-
tics of human pilot dynamic response in compensatory mn-machine systems by considering
an elementary example. Figure 3a shows a display and functional block diagram of a
simple single-loop man-machine system. The controlled element dynamics are given by:

Yc Kc

@(Ts + 1) (1)

This could represent, for example, the idealised roll angle to aileron transfer func-
tion. The compensatory display presents the pilot with a visual stimulus which shows
only the difference between the system forcing function and the system output. (Histor-
ically this is the definition of compensatory; modern usage applies the word compensa-
tory to the situations wherein the human operates on errors regardless of the display
details.) The pilot's task is to minimize the presented error signal by attempting to
keep it superimposed on a stationary point or line on the display. This is accomplished
by the manipulative control action c(t) which affects the controlled element, and gives
rise to the system output m(t) being controlled. The usual purpose of a system of this
nature is to make the system output closely resemble the system forcing function or, in
other words, to make the output follow the input. The quality of the following is indi-
cated by the system error, which is, of course, the operator's visual stimulus.

Figure 3b (Ref. 1) presents typical time histories in this system when a random-
appearing forcing function Is applied. The first thing to notice about the time
histories is that the system output, m, does indeed follow the forcing function, i. very
closely. Only a slight time lag keeps the output from being a nearly identical dupli-
cate of the forcing function, although there are some small, random wiggles here and
there on the output. On the other hand, the operator's output does not correspond at
all well with the system error, even if the error is delayed. However, the operator
output lagged by (a + t/T) is approximately proportional to the error signal delayed by
0.16 sec. Thus, as an approximation, the operator's transfer characteristic can be
inferred to be:

Yp Kp(TS + t)e
-
T(~(2)

This result states that the operator develops a lead which is approximately equal to the
first-order lag component of the controlled element dynamics and that the operator's
response lags his stimulus by T sec. The open-loop man-machLne transfer characteristic
appears as:

IG . YpTe J [Kp(Ts + I W)s o JKc(3
P p(T + 1)(3)

" Kec
T  

. (c)

5 a

The data of Fig. 4 illustrate how well this latter relationship is obeyed for a variety
of subjects. The agreement with the amplitude ratio is excellent over a broad range of
frequencies. The phase agreement is good in the region of the crossover frequency. wc
but departs somewhat at lower frequencies. Figure 4 also shows the extended operator
model wherein a time constant, I/n, describes those phase contributions in the crossover
region which arise from leeds and lags (in the pilot end/or the rest of the system)
which are present wll below the crossover frequency band. This phase contribution is
represented by eSJ4 m. It is an approximation not intended to extend to extremely low
frequencies.
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If now a large variety of controlled element forms are used and similar measurements
are taken, the huuan transfer characteristics will be different for each controlled
element. But, for a very wide range of controlled element dynamics, the form of the
total open-loop transfer characteristic about the crossover frequency will remain sub-
stantially Invariant. In other words, experiment shows that Eq. 4 has some pretension
to general applicability. The effective time delay, T, which is of course only a low-
frequency approximation to all manner of high-frequency leads and lags, is not a con-
stant., It depends primarily on the amount of lead equalization required of the oper-
ator, as shown in Fig. 5 (Ref. 1). This indicates that pilot equalization to offset
controlled element dynamic deficiencies has an associated computational time penalty.
with this proviso on r, the Eq. 4 relationship becomes the well-known simplified cross-
over model of compensatory manual control theory. The human operator's adaptation to
controlled element dynamics is implicit in the relationship, i.e., for a particular set
of controlled element dynamics defined by Yc the human will adopt a crossover regiontransfer characteristic Y - 1ce-8

5
/sTc. The general form of the human's response would

thus be determined by te specifics of Yc. sand changes in this task variable evoke
changes in Y p such that the crossover model open-loop transfer characteristic form is
preserved.

The crossover model also applies when the machine dynamics are smoothly time varying
(Ref. 2). The crossover frequency tends to be constant for a given set of task vari-
ables. It increases slightly as forcing function bandwidth is increased and is reduced
for very small input amplitudes. This is a consequence of the operator's indifference
threshold, which ie the most important nonlinearity to be considered in connection with
crossover model transfer characteristics.

The second component of the operator's response is operator-induced noise or
remnant. This can, in principle, result from several sources, but in single-loop
systems with linear manipulators the basic cause appears to be random time-varying
behavior within the operator primarily associated with fluctuations in the effective
time delay. This can be interpreted as a random change in phase, akin to a random fre-
quency modulation, or to variations of internal sampling rate in a sampled data inter-
pretation of the operator (Refs. 1. 3-6). In any event, the remnant Is a continuous,
relatively broadband, power spectral density which, as shown in Fig. 6, s"ales approxi-
mately with the man-squared error (Refs. 4, 5).

Task variables other than the Smachine dynamics, as well as environmental and oper-
ator-centered variables, can change open-loop gain, effective time delay, and remnant.
Accordingl5 me and r variations become a quantification of chandes or differences in the
task, environmental, and operator-centered variables expressed directly in terms of the
operator's control actions. In measuring the effects of training for instance, me
increases with trials until stable conditions are obtained for that particular subject
and set of constant task and environmental variables. Similarly, the remnant may also
cheage as a function of the control situations. For instance, comparison of Figs. 6.
and Sb shows the change in remnant bandwidth and level associated with the lead squall-
ration required to offset costrolled elemnt lags. As another example Ref. 7 shows that
operator gain is decreased and remnant is increased as a consequence of ingested
alcohol.

........... .A'S
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To generalize these remarks, the total pilot actions can be thought of as that of an
adaptive plastic sensory-motor link -- adaptive in that the pilot is tak-adjusted to
offset controlled element dynamic deficiencies and to respond to forcing function com-
mands or regulate against disturbances; plastic in that the adaptive characteristics are
further shaped by the external and internal (pilot-centered) environments. These
behavioral features suet be accounted for in either the structural isomorphic or algo-
rithmic aodele. A general deecription of these models and some of their characteristics
follows.

rug S12gCTURA, ISOfORPHIC uuAN OPRATOR NODEL

The extensive analytical and experimental studies of closed-loop man-machine systems
conducted since World War 11 have had as a principal goal the mathematical quantifica-
tion of human dynamic behavior and the development of laws which permit this behavior to
be predicted. In general, emphasis has been on the human operator as a complete entity
rather than as a summation of functional subsystems.

In recent years, the precision and dynamic range of mesurements taken with the
total human operator have increased greatly -- to the point that certain of the measure-
ments made over certain frequency ranges can be associated with the human subsystem
dynamics. Thus, the study of the human operator as a whole has now arrived at the stage
where not only must subsystem models sum up to be compatible with the total human dyno-
sic model, but subsystem and total system studies can be directly related. Accordingly,
control engineering descriptions of the overall human (see, e.g., the list of surveys),
dynamical descriptions of the human motor coordination system, studies of predictive
control conducted for physiological understanding, and studies of neuromuscular actua-
tion systems, which were originally separated disciplines, now become united.

As described in Ref. 8, the adaptive and plastic properties of the operator permit
the experimenter to set the stage and write a script calling for a particular form of
action. Table I illustrates some of the experimental procedures which can be used to
evoke various types of behavior.

Sy properly selecting combinations of these procedures and techniques, particular
channels of human dynamic operations can be isolated, examined, and measured. Appro-
priate models which "explain" each of these varieties of behavior and which are also
compatible with what is known from other views of experimental psychology and physiology
can then be constructed to form a current version of the structural isomorphic model.
One such construction, which is somewhat simplified, Is given in fig. 7. Here the con-
trolled element and display blocks constitute the machine, whereas all the remaining
detail reflects the man.

Starting at the far right is the neuromuscular actuation system. secause the San-
machine system depicted here is operating on random-appearing signals which have eases-
tially stationery statistics, the neorosmeculer system is fluctuating about an operating
point which in general corresponds to some steady-state or average tension. This is
graphically illustrated by examination of the average and differential uwG signals shown

_
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TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES TO EVOKE HUMAN OPERATOR BEHAVIORAL CHANGES

PROCEDURE (EFFECTS) BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATIONS (EXAMPLES)

Controlled Element Equalixation changes and associated time delay increments
Adjustment

Manipulator Modification Scaling of joint movement and force ranges;
Activation of proprioceptive pathways

System Forcing Function

Changes

Bandwidth Fine tune task-induced stress;

Adjust average neuromuscular tension and associated time
delay Increments;

Amplitudes Operator gain (for amplitudes near indifference threshold)

Additional Visual Scanning, operator gains as affected by parafoveal and
Inputs foveal viewing

Excitation of Additional Activation of additional internal pathways (e.g., vestibular,
Modalities kinesthetic) and consequent squalisation changes

External Environmental Change task-induced stress;
Modification Difforentially change some internal subsystem dynamics

Drugs Modify operator-centered variables; s
Differentially affect various internal signal pathways

in Fig. 3b, Consequently, the dynamic operations of muscles, which can act only in con-
traction, can be treated as positive or negative fluctuations of many agonist/antagonist
pairs about a steady tension bias value. This permits a great simplification in depict-
ing the dynamic essentials in terms of a block diagram. The forward path of the neuro-
muscular system shown includes ensembles of muscles operating on coupled skeletal and
manipulator dynamics. The feedback path sensors operating at the spinal level are
primarily spindle and Golgi tendon organs. Because the individual actions of specific
sensors are difficult to separate in the intact human the system shown has a feedback
element labeled as spindle/tendon organ ensembles. The spindle characteristics may very
well be predominant for the small motions and relatively light forces involved in most
of the measurements thus for accomplished. The effective dynamics of the closed-loop
neurosuscular system from the alpha motor neuron commeand signals to manipulator force
can be approximated over a wide frequency range by the third-order transfer function
shown. This form is also compatible with small perturbation dynamics based on experi-
mentally verified analytical models of muscle and manipulator characteristics (Refes. 9.
10). The parameter values are strongly dependent on the steady-state neuromuscular ten-
sion, yo, due to the gamma motor system. The gammae commends also affect the dynamics of
the spindle ensembles and, in fact, provide another pathway (not shown) capable of
actuating the neuromuscular system via the spindle ensembles. These features are
pictured by the arrows indicating variation in the Zsp and P5 p factors in the neuro-
muscular system feedback block and in the yb and Yo inpus.

This rudimentary level of neuromuscular actuation system description is a minimim to
have value even in gross physiological descriptions. It is an essential feature in the
study of human pilot characteristics in vibratory environments (Ref. 11) &ad is also
often needed for the study of limb/mnipoletor system dynamics in aircraft control
(e.g., Refs. 12, 13). For many other man-machine system applications, however, the
neuromuscular actuation dynamics are so high in frequency as to be relatively unimpor-
tant in their details. In these cases, a pure time delay, 

T
m.. or a first-order lag can

be used as a low-frequency approximation.

The neuromuscular actuation system described thus far is appropriate when the mani-
pulator is restrained by a stiff spring and the control actions involve very little
joint movement. When significant joint movements are present, proprioceptive pathway
elements enter into the neuromuscular actuation system dynamics. These derive from
severel source*, the Boot important being peripheral vision and joint receptors to the
limb. These feedback* act through higher centers and thereby exhibit larger response

* time delays. When they are present, the neuromuscular actuettn system bandwidth may be
reduced significantly.

Proceed now to the sensory mechanisms at the far left of the human operator. A good
deal of the detail in the visual pathway is intended to emphasise the parallel opera-
tions of parafoveal and foveal vision and the co.trol of eye movements. An important
feature of the visual pathways is that essentially continuous signals from a particular
display element can be available to the operator, by virtue of the parallel foveal and
parafoveal pathways, even when the eye is scanning, The essence of past work in man-
machine @yet*** involving "my displays (Refs. 1, 14-18) shovs that:
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1. A fairly stationary scanning strategy evolves for a given task and display
array.

2. The operatorls output control motions are such more continuous than a discrete
sampling of input signals coincident with foveal eye fixations would imply.

3. The first-order effects of scanning are to reduce gain and increase remnant in
the scanned chanels.

The degree of ges reduction depends on parafoveal viewing angle and relative parafoveal
to foveal dwell times.

The other sensory elements arT vestibular and kinesthetic (Refs. 19-23), which are
present when the pilot is moving, as in a maneuvering airplane or a moving base simu-
lator. The pilot contains neurological elements capable of sensing rotary and linear
accelerations. These are primarily in the vestibular apparatus, although other sensors
and pathways can also be Involved. The rotary notion feedbacks usually associated with
the semicircular canals act like signals from a highly overdamped angular accelerometer.
Over the frequency range from about 0.2 to 10 rsd/sec the output signal is proportional
to angular rate, so the sensor can function as a rate gyro. For prolonged steady
turning the sensor washes out; thus. spurious sensations occur in steady rotations or
when the turning motion stops. This pathway has a threshold on the order of 1-2 deg/
eec. Because the rotary motion sensing apparatus gives rise to an angular-rate-like cue
directly, any need for generating angular rate information by seaes of a lead equalized
visual cue may be reduced. This feedback can also be thought Of as an inner loop which
tends to reduce the effective operator time delay in the visual pathway. For instance,
in terms of crossover model characteristics, the presence of rotary motion can reduce
the effective time delay for otherwise visual tasks by as much as 0.1 sec.

The other functional operation of the vestibular and kinesthetic pathways is the
provision of the "nystagaus crossofeds" to the oculomotor system. These produce invol-
untary eye motions as a function of the excitation of the vestibular apparatus. These
eye movements can be helpful in properly directing the gaze, although many of their most
interesting properties involve their effects in disorientation and illusions. The
motion effects which conflict with the visual modality can seriously distort the opera-
tor's perception of the state of affairs and can be so severe as to affect the human's
control capacity.

Turn now to the central elements. As shown there, the operator can develop a neuro-
muscular system input command which Is the summation of a lag, proportional, lead, and
double-lead function of the system error. The lag and proportional channels have a
basic time delay, vc associated with them. The higher derivative channels have addi-
tional incremental delays. These increental time delays constitute the dynamic cost of
lead generation. They are about 1/5 sec for rate, r, and greater than 1/2 sec for the
acceleration channel. ,. The proportional, rate, and acceleration equalization is
shown as separate parallel channels primarily because of their respective latency dif-
ferences. This independence of these channels is oversimplified, for common neuro-
logical apparatus is undoubtedly present for each function. These common elements are
modeled here by the central processing and integration block preceding the visual
channel and the motor command integrative mechanisms succeeding it. Besides the
different time delays, the other evidence for parallel channels is the difference In
response quality as a function of the low-frequency equalization supplied by the
operator. For example, when very-low-frequency leads are present, as if operations were
through the rate or acceleration channels, the operator's output tends to be more dis-
crete and pulselike than when little or no lead is required.

The channel gains and the time constant T, are all shown as variable quantities.
These, in conjunction with the neuromuscular system variations with Yo, constitute the
principal adaptive changes in the operator characteristics as display, controlled
element, and environmental conditions change. For a given controlled element, these are
of course edjusted such that the crossover model applies over its frequency range of
validity. Thus, the extremely compliceated structural lsomorphic model reduces to the
visual and/or vestibular equalization actually present and with neuromuscular dynamics
as pertinent to the task. When a higher degree of exactitude is required, the struc-
tural lomorphic model Is adjusted via a series of analytical/verbal rules which take
Into account the details of the task variables. A version of these rules is summarized
below.

squallsatiem seleties and AdJeotmat

For aircraft applications a particular equalizstion is selected from the general
form

i(Tj. a+ I)
(T IJ I 1)

such that the following properties obtain:

(a) The system can be stabillsed by proper selection of gain, preferably ever a
very broad region.

(b) Over a considerable frequency rnuge In the unit gain crossover region (that
freqeency band cqatered ep the reosseover frequency, eaN, the open-loop de-
cribiag function I TpC(Ju) d has epproximately a -20 d cdaeede slope.

' ;T •

,. 4* ,,;
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(C) IT T,(ia)I >> I at low frequencies to provide good Iow-frequency elosed-loop
ragpoe to system forcing functions (commands).

Examples of form selection and basic adjustment arm provided in Table 2.

ti" 6916 Adieimeat

Examples of time delay adjustment appropriate for aircraft are listed in Table 3.
The visual tag *ad proportional channels have a basic (minimum) time delay, 7,, of
0.1 ace associated with either or both of them when all other effects (e.g.. motion
sensing, full limb/manipulator neuromuscular system, and display computational lags) ae
repremented Separat@ly; 

T 
v should be increased to 0.2 sec. If fixed-base operations are

being considered with visual lag and/or proportional equalization, full neuromuscular
system and separate display effects. If the neuromuscular system can be approximated by
a pure delay, add Tom to T , where examples of valus for Tv are given in T..ble 3. The
visual load equalization tao an additional Incremental delay. This incremea.tal time

*delay constitutes the dynamic coat of pilot lead generation In the visual modality.

Crossever Frequency with pall Atteatiom

* The factora Involved ink estimating crossover frequency* wc. with full attentio. to
control activity consist of the following:

(in) Reeagular &ad qeseI-rectangular forcing fauctioms pectra (discrete power-
spectral densities that are essentially rectangular and low-pass continuous
spectra with a high-frequency cutoff equivalent to a third- or higher-order lag
filter).

(I) goal: crossover frequency. we , The basic crossover frequency for quasi-
rectagular forcing functiof spectra is found by adding the phase
angle, -%a due to the base effective time delay, to the phase angles of
t he controlled element and the previously estimated Y equalizer
characteristics. Estimates for atc*ad the associated pilot g p kin are then
sods from the conditions for neutril stability,

(2) Theme mam. #N. The phase margin for thin forcing function category
correponds to an incremental time delay, ATe(wie).

sk -(0~00 ,.) Men (6)

(b) Low-pass with a rell-off of loe thee third-order sad augmented (shelf-type)
etiae** impmt spectra.

(I)0 Continuous attention reamnt. Approximations to the forms of Injected
renatn:u,,whe ::reflected to the pilot's input signal under conditions

of a cotnou atteniowre shown In Pig. 6.

( o- to 0-5.!~) where Integral and/or proportional

one

(01t . where lead equalization is used

where u! - * %.( .)d~

(2) PEmteal creecapeor frequema a . With equalization and effective time
delay, t

o, selected as above, ethe nominal crossover frequency, a., and
associated pilot gain is estimated from the condition to provide minimum
"en-squared error in the presence of the appropriate form of continuous

a ttention remnant In Item (b)(1) above. The nominal cases (continuous
roeennt magnitude set to the geometric mean of the values cited above)
are-

ge Pilot Lead: 0.763

Low-Fraeumcy Pilt Lead: 0.662

where m is the maximum fall attention crossover frequency at the dynamic stability
limit corresponding to zero phase margin (#N 0). Thus a, v/2r,.



TABLE 2. TYPICAL PILOT EQUALIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

CONTROLLED ELEMENT EQUALIZER ADJUSTMENT

EXAMPLE Of APPROXIMATE TRANSFER PILOT Low- KID- SIGN
CONTROLLED FUNCTION IN CROSSOVER EQUALIZER FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
ELEMENT REGION FORM C ( < we) (mREGION) Cu)> e)

PerectACA X, La-Led lT 1 T to partially
Perfct AAN K LagLead I/TIfaet T + N

High- T t atal
late Comeand 1/wFrequency -- se T +TH

XeiaLead CYLu We 1)

Lateral Low- TL not available
Course Ke/CJu)Z Frequency I/T1 - to offset

Displaceent Lead + N

Mid-
Frequency -- TL T -

Lead
Roll Control Kc/Jw(Tiu + 1)

High- TL to pertially
Frequency -- -offset

Lead + TNM +7

Low-
Frequency I/T1  --

Lead

Practical 
W1 *

ACAR + Lag-Lead - T to partiallyon OnIf I/T1  M

TABLE 3. TIME DELAY ADJUSTMENT

Effective Visual Delay, TV Qualifications

-V 0.1 see Other effects (e.g., motion sensing, lieb-eanipulator-
mInimum neuromuscular system. display computations) are repre-

sented by their separate dynamics in Fig. 5

Add 
T
NM to TVIf neuromuscular system dynamics are not represented --

where TNM - 0.1 see, If manipulator is stiff (isometric)

r y 0.2 see, if manipulator is freely moving (iso-

Add 0.1 see to TV If fixed base operation$ are being considered

Add another incremen to 
T
V Rfer to figure below for first-order

as a function of t h: lead and add
equalization, TL

- y~-~~.-y~y -0.25 secA T G 20 6 f

(I/sto

0lot Moeid so$;--]nBea rqunyITL(ede
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(c) Nomel crosewoer frequeney regreesim. When %I nears or becomes greater than
0.8 we for the quasi-rectangular forcing function case or when NJ /W is
greatel then I for the low-pass and augmented low-pass spectra, then thnecross-
over frequency regresses to values such lower than uee and We. respectively.

d) Nomial crossover frequency lwartiace properties.

(,) a - . todepemdee. After initial adjustent, change@ in controlled
f tetgain. Kc. are offset by changes in pilot gain. Kp, i.e., nominal

crossover frequency, 
m
e, ts invariant with We.

(2) a - oIsdapeudence. Nominal crossover frequency increases only slightly
fth forcing function bandwidth until crossover frequency regression

Occurs.

(a) Threshold properties. With very lou stimulus amplitudes, a threshold charac-
teristtc should be included in series with the pilot's describing function.
Also, when ful-attsntion, nearly continuous control actions are not required,
sn indifference threshold is likely to be present. loth of these loner uc from
what uould be estimated using the above adjustment :ules.

The ue regression phenomenon mentioned in the adjustment rules refers to a reduction
of pilot gsin and, hence, of crossover frequency when the forcing function bandwidth
becomes too large. The reason for this is best described by referring to the relative
mean-squared error plotted in fig. 8 for the crossover model subjected to a rectangular
forcing function spectrum. If the ratio mt/uc is les than about O.S, an increase in
normalised gain (T wc) will result in a decrease in normalised mean-squared error. When
this approximete inequality is reversed, the normalized mean-squared error can bcome
greater than I as gain is increased. The trend, therefore, for high forcing function
bandwidths is to reduce gain. This regression effect has practical consequences when-
ever the pilot is required to track broadband signals.

The adjustment rules given above are generally adequate for the pilot's lower-
frequency dynasics in tasks with spring-restrained manipulators. The higher-frequency
properties due primarily to the neuromuscular actuation system are included only to the
extent that TRW is a component of % .

The neuromuscular system dynsmics will change markedly as the manipulator load
dynamics are modified. One of the most important of these possible modifications is
reduction in stiffness of the spring restraints. This is a common feature of aileron
controls, as opposed to elevator and rudder controls. When the spring forces are light,
the manipulator approaches the free-moving (isotonic) extreme. to these cases, the
pilot must supply proprioceptive feedbacks that introduce into the neuronuscular system
dynamics additional delays that are not present with the isometric situation. Available
dats from Refs. 10, 24. 25 indicate that the effect of this proprioceptive feedback
required of the pilot when the manipulator is free-moving is to increase the effective
time delay by approximately 0.1 see. This can be added directly to the previously dis-
cussed time delay, ro. It amounts to an additional time delay cost incurred by forcing
the pilot to close a positional loop about the manipulator.

For some configurations of manipulator and effective vehicle dynamics, the higher
frequency characteristics of the nouronuscular system can be important. In particular.
the peaking tendency associated with the second-order mode in the limb/manipulator block
of Fig. 7 can be sufficiently large to make a higher frequency gain margin (in the fre-
quency range from 2 to 3 Nm) negligible or even negative. Whether this will lead to an
instability vill depend on the accompanying phase. Such very high frequency pilot-
effective vehicle oscillations as "roll ratchet" can be caused by this coupling. The
detailed nature of the peaking tendency i s very strong function of the manipulator and
the rest of the controlled element dynamics. The peak can be "tuned" to a maximum or
minimum by the presence of just the right amount of controlled element lag. Thus, for
example, a pure Tc - K/a will have little if any peaking while a Te - K/s(s + 1), with
T about 0.1 ee., will have a great deal. The known connections are all empirical;
therefore, the reader is referred to Refs. 12 and 13. which present all of the available
data.

Another "structural model" of the human pilot has been fruitfully applied to flying
qualities problems (Refs. 26-29). This model makes most of the adjustments of the pilot
equaslisation via feedback pathways instead of in the forward loop, and the "isomorphic"
features ar, not modeled. A good deal of effort has been spent on validation with the
exieting data base, and with developing connections with pilot ratings via the theory of
Ref. 29.

Raving completed this review of the struttural-isomorphic and crossover pilot models
for full attention situations, we next examine relationships between pilot workload and
pilot dynamics which will help to treat divided attention situations involving control
operations.
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Figure 8. Mean-Squared Error Based on Crossover Model

WITIIUD ATTETION PILOT-V3EICLE-TASC 1ODEL

The pilot is, in general, involved in two types of operations -- control tasks and a
diverse combination of monitoring/aupervising/communicating/data-gathering/decision-
maklng activities referred to as "managerial" tasks. While the pilot's attention is
"divided" between the "control" and "managerial" tasks, these are often performed nearly
iaultaneoualy as parallel processing operations. Neither type of task is necessarily

primary or secondary.

to the moat complex or demanding mission phases, the two task categories may require
all of the pilot's available attention. These high workload mission phases have a major
impact in design, because, as tasks that are critical for either control, decision
making, or human error potential, they provide the context in which system roles are
established and human end equipment resources are allocated.

The eanagerial tasks often result in discrete action sequences. For many of these,
the skilled and experienced pilot has developed a nearly routine, highly rehearsed,
response repertoire to meet normal and many unusual demands. These types of nearly
automatie action sequences are subject to "slips" of intention or execution, also
referred to as "absent-minded errors." A commonly-cited example of a slip is the
pilotts failure to lower the lending gear or flaps due to distractions like voice com-
munications amd in-cockpit warning alarms. Current studies of cognitive behavior,
associated with human error (e.g., %sf. 10), emphasize that slips are most likely to
occur under divided attention conditions.

Far a given situation, the minimum divided attention level will be established by
the control tasks. Consequetly, we need a divided attention model for control opera-

tions. fth model should provide such results as:

, I _ __.. . -
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" The nature of control task performance degradation due to divided attention

" An indication of the attentional demands required for various levels of control
activity and the excess capacity left for managerial tasks.

An elementary model suitable for such purposes is summarized below. It places heavy
emphasis on both the attentional demands for control tasks and the excess capacity left
for managerial tasks. These are quantitative indices. The attentional demand for con-
trol is equal to the average "control dwell fraction" (0 < q < ), while the "excess
capacity" left over for other operations is the average "control interrupt frection"
(1-). The control interrupt fraction is therefore also termed the "managerial dwell
fraction."

The theory of divided attention operations can be considered as an extension to the
well-established theory of display scanning and signal sampling/reconstruction (Refs. 1,
15, and 31). In the control task, the human pilot's behavior can again be characterized
in mathematical terms by describing functions that depend on the effective dynamics of
the aircraft being controlled, the dynamics of the pilot-vehicle interfaces (displays
and controllers), and a "remnant." These two components are depicted in the block dia-
gram of Fig. 9, wherein the dynamics of the effective pilot-vehicle system are charac-
terized by the crossover model described previously. Par more elaborate models of the
pilot are possible, but the crossover model is quite adequate to characterize matters at
the level needed here.

Recall that, when the pilot's full attention is focused on the control task, the
crossover frequency, wc, of the pilot-vehicle system is maximized consistent with near
minimu mean-squared error. The closed-loop performance issue is handled by a minimiza-

tion process that arises from a compromise in following the command input while reducing
the relativ4 influence of the remnant. The remnant in full attention operations is a
broadband random process that can be considered as a pilot-induced noise.

When managerial tasks are also considered, both the describing function and the
remnant characterizing the pilot's control behavior will be affected by the divided
attention nature of the pilot's total operations. The describing function and remnant
will be modified to account for the additional signal processing or supplementary paral-
lel sensing needed to continue control operations while the pilot is attending to the
managerial tasks. Depending on the specific details, these modifications may reduce the
effective pilot gain, add to the effective time delay, and/or increase the injected
noise. Thus the system crossover frequency will be reduced simultaneously with an
increased contribution of noise to the uncorrelated system error. Both effects will
cause the precision of control task performance to be reduced from a full attention
baseline. Similar modifications to the pilot-vehicle dynamics are made even with full-
attention control operations when the visual cues are modified to call for divided
visual attention, for example, in changing from head-up visual meteorological conditions
(VNC) to the head-down instrument panel scanning needed for manual approach in INC oper-
ations.

Dividedl Attention

S Rmnnt
System o I I |

Forcing System 1e fn PILOT/VEHICLE SYSTEM Sstm
Function Erro I ut

I + IY,YI ,wei + eXpl-jWr#)

* Effective dynamics of erhicle (eg., aircraft plus stability

augmentation plus displays)

Ys Full attention pilot describing function

* Perceptual describing function to account for divided attention

WC 2 System crossover frequency

e Overatl pilot-vehime system elftclve latency

#w System phase margin (wt2 - ysswt)

Ove Pracssilng remnant spectrum (nP

Mean squard system *ro

#Vofe; 00) is "error' ad subscript *s* in r.,z is ettctiv"

Figure 9. Pilot-Vehicle Systen for Divided Attention Control Task
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In the divided attention situations of primary Interest, it is essumed that the
pilot has been well trained in the control and managerial tasks involved. His attention
is allocated among control and managerial tanks in which information is simultaneously
gathered from several "perceptual fields." These fields may include:

Visual "Segments"

Foveal

Parafoveal Parallel Pathways

Peripheral

Proprioceptive "Segments"

Vestibular

Joint receptors

Stretch receptors Parallel Pathways

Pressure receptors

Etc.

Aural "Segments"

Tactile "Segments"

and others. The word "segment" is intended to convey the properties of extent, thresh-
olds, input/output dynamics, etc., that characterize the particular sensory modalities

involved as they are integrated into useful perceptual signal sources. The easiest to
describe are the visual perceptual field segments, which can be divided on a physio-
logical basis into foveal, parafoveal, and peripheral pathways. Besides the differing
spatial (geometric) extent of these segments there are also differences in threshold.
dynamic properties, contrast background, etc.--all the bewildering complexities
associated with vision in its myriad details. For our purposes here, the key point to
understand is that a visual "display" can be attended to not only with the foveal seg-
ment but also with the parafoveal. Thus a control task not requiring the high acuity
property of foveal vision could involve sharing between the foveal and perafoveal path-
ways for control, with attentional adjustments of the foveal pathways between the con-
trol operations and elsewhere (e.g., reading information, conducting visual search,
etc.). The "perceptual scanning" process in this case is the "switching" of the input

signals for the pilot's control task from the foveol plus parafoveal to the parafoveal
alone pathways.

"Perceptual scanning" is, of course, sore general than the simple shifts between
foveal and parafovool visual pathways serving to provide continuous information to the
pilot from a visual display. All of the other perceptual fields for each input modality
are also operating more or less continuously and providing signals that impinge on the
pilot's sensorium. Although all of these data inputs are present, they are not neces-
eerily acted upon simultaneously. However, in the highly trained, unimpaired pilot, the
inputs delivered from several perceptual fields may be, in some sense, "operated on" in
parallel all of the time. One feature of "impairment" is a reduction in this capacity
of parallel or nearly simultaneous operations in different input channels.

A related concept needed here is that of "attention," adding to the ability to sense
and perceive stimuli a readiness to respond to selected stimuli. By analogy with visual
perception, we can conceive of an attentional field having a principal focus and bor-
ders. httentional fields have both spatial and intensive aspects. Thus Inattention or
impaired attention can result in a narrowing of the spatial borders, an increase in the
minimum stimulus needed to cause an operator output, or both. A common example is "tun-
neling" of vision ("gunsight vision") wherein, under highly stressful conditions, the
visual perceptual field is narrowed. As far as active pilot control processes are con-
cerned, the perceptual scanning and attentional field features are joined; that is, all
manner of perceptual inputs are impinging on the pilot at any one time, but the atten-
tional foci serve to activate selected perceptual fields as sources of control or

managerial task "signals."

The pilot's primary attention may be shifted from one signal source to another in
the course of conducting a particular mission phase. Yet, when a control task is
involved, it must be attended to from time to time. So, too, for the managerial
tasks. In the course of operational training, the pilot learns to switch primary atten-
tion from one task element and/or perceptual segment to another, and then another, and
back to the first, etc. This is conveniently thought of as a perceptual scanning
process. When the pilot finally becomes skilled in the operational scenario, the scan-
ning behavior over the task duration exhibits certain stable properties in a statistical
sense. Por instance, the proportion of the time spent on a particular input-gathering
chore, the dwell times on certain instruments, and the total time before prominent
features of the scanning process are repeated tend to develop stable probabilities.
This is not to say that the scanning is esther periodic or uniformly sequential (i.e.,
from "A" to "B" to "C" and back every time) but rather that cyclical activity is present
in the perceptual scanning process.
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Control tasks conducted under divided attention conditions both in flight and labor-
atory research have shown that the coverage of elements (e.g., instruments or perceptual

fields) in a given array of input sources has a definite average frequency and cor-
responding mean sampling interval, Ts, albeit with appreciable variance. The mean "con-
trol dwell time," 

T
d, is the time spent on information sources needed for control pur-

poses. Its duration depends on what information has to be extracted. The ratio of
these two times gives the "control dwell fraction," n - Td/Ts, which indicates, on the
average, the proportion of the total control plus managerial task scanning time interval
required by the control task.

The information transfer characteristics of the divided attention attributes of the
human controller may be modeled as a quasi-linear, random-input "perceptual describing
function," Yh" This multiplies the full-attention (continuous control) human describing
function s), Yp, to provide the describing function(s) for the human pilot's control
activities.

The simplest way to develop an internal signal from a finite duration sampled input
is to act proportionally to the sampled signal. Then, during the fixation period. T ,
the pilot's output would be proportional to the perceptual input being sampled, white
outside the fixation period, it will be zero (see Fig. 10, lines a and b). The des-
cribing function is based on the best linear fit of the output, in the mean-squared
sense. For this simple finite dwell time sampling, the perceptual describing function
is just the dwell fraction itself, Yh . n. The "remnant" accounts for all of the
pilot's higher frequency power not linearly connected with the input. The describing
function and remnant are shown on line c of Fig. 10 (Ref. 15). [It is important to
emphasize that the signals shown in Fig. 10 are highly idealized for clarity. Every-
thing is really much more random: the signals themselves, the dwell times (Td) , and the
sampling intervals (Ts).]

From Fig. 10 it is easy to see, as the divided attention level is changed to reduce
the control dwell fraction, n, that

" The describing function, Yh, is reduced

" The remnant is increased

The crossover model in Fig. 9 shows that a reduction in Yh will cause a concomitant
reduction in the pilot-vehicle system crossover frequency, wc" for the crossover model,
wc is also the pilot-vehicle system loop gain. This is directly related to the system
phase margin, OM, by

- - (8)

where Te is the overall pilot-vehicle system latency, so the reduction in wc will be
reflected in increased phase margin.

As can readily be appreciated from the above discussion, the effects of divided
attention can have profound consequences on the pilot-vehicle system performance in con-
trol activities. These can be conveniently summarkzed by t'e llu~trative case sketched
in Fig. II. As already noted, divided attention results in lower crossover frequency
and associated increased phase margin. As far as the pilot-vehicle system dynamics are
concerned, a major consequence is a significantly increased error in control activ-
ities. As shown in Fig. 11, divided attention penalizes the error performance in two
ways:

" By reduction of the permissible crossover gain, and

5 By a major increase in the remnant due to the divided attention (i.e., lack of
attention to the control tasks).

figure 11 shows that the full attention pilot-vehicle system error begins to
increase only as the dynamic stability limit is approached; at lower gains, error is
reduced as gain increases. While a similar trend is shown for divided attention, the
error may still increase without bound for circumstances where there is still a large
dynamic stability margin. This is because the closed-loop effect of divided attention
remnant, the power level of which scales with mean-squared error as in Weber-law noise,
causes error signal instability in the mean-squared sense (Refs. 15 and 32). From the
analyst's point of view, this property of control tasks with divided attention requires
a larger phase margin (even more stable operation of the control task than with full
attention) as the control dwell fraction is decreased.

A Weber-law model of divided attention remnant has been apolied to the error signal
ii the "crossover law model" shown in Fig. 9 (Refs. 15, 33 through 36). The model of
divided attention remnant includes factors representing average attentional dwell time
fraction (on the control task) and variability thereabout. A quantitative example of

the effects of divided attention on performance is presented in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12a,
the abscissa is normalized crossover frequency (analogous to Fig. II). while Fig. 12b
provides the same date plotted with phase margin as the abscissa. The forcing function
is white noise passed through a third-order Butterworth filter with normalized break-
point wiT a 0,25. The full attention condition is the lowest curve in both portions of
Fig. i2. The divided attention conditions that govern the remnant are shown as families
with control task dwell fraction, n, as the parameter. In this example, the normalized
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ctoldwell interval Is set at Td/?. - I.5. and the normalized lower bound on the
sIInng inter va l - 0. S.

figures 11 and 12 show the profound effects of divided attestion on control system
performance particularly emphasizing the two "stability limits." rho first to the full
attention limit given by wo~ - v/2%*, which to approached by the full attention. qi - 1.
Curve. The second is the "instability in the mean square." This is associated with the
Inequality constraint

ala

% p - = (9

The bases for this phenomenon and other divided attention analytical relationships will
be summarized below.

lote that man-square error instability occurs at progressively increasing phase
margins as the attentional dwell fraction on the control task decreases. Furthermore.
the phase margins for minima in normalized error variance are even greater, and the
minima are broad. Typically, the "blow up" phase margin is less then the phase margin
for best performance by 10 to 16 dog. figure 13 puts these points into context by
showing the phase margins for the blow up condition (F - 1). the phase arini for the
amine (from Fig. 12), and the phase margins for a value of error coherene, p4, of 1/2
(corresponding to F - 0.5). This curve coincides almost exactly with the imum mean-
squared error curve when the control dwell fraction io loe than 1/2. For larger con-
trol dwell fractions, say from 112 to 1. the phase margin for minimum mean-squared error
is essentially a linear function of dwell fraction, as Indicated by the fit on Fig. 13.

Analytical formulas (derived it Ref. 34), on which constructions such as Figs. 12
and 13 are based, are summarised In Table 4. The phase margin-dependent function 1($U.
t o/Td) [or normalized crossover frequency-dependent function L(rr .W v/Td) ias hown in
AS. 14. The curves are given as families with two parameters: (a) e normalized con-
trol dwell time T /To and (b) the nondimensione variable ST., where - /Td The
Tt o (t phe - -1 curve is the simplified function A(#-). As phase margin Increases.
w/s becoms a reasonable approximate bound for the sore complete function.

One of the most interesting features provided by the formulas i the limit assoc-
iated with the fundamental constraint.

Td 1.5

so- 18 *.5

e e rt* .25 (3rd order Butterworth)
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60
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0
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Figure 13. gffett of ivided Attention on Phase Margin$
for Minimum eon-Sqmared Irror
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TABLE 4. $ASIC DIVI8D ATTENTION RELATIONSHIPS

DIVIDED ATTENTION REMNANT POWEs SPECTRAL DENSITY

T,(I - n)(I - 8) -y 0 C 6 - TO/To < I

no(*) (WT 4 21 0 0 n - T /Ts (I

where *2 h fo *e d.

To is the lower bound on the atteationel scanning or sampling interval

Ts is the mean value of the attetional scanning or sampling interval

Td is the mean value of the attoationel dwell interval

See() is the error power spectral density, (units of orror)
2
/(rad/sec)

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Total Input-and Uncorrelated
System Disturbance- Mesn-Squared-Error

Nen-Squared Correlated Caused by
Error Mean-Squared-Error Divided Attention

0 02 + 02
cI n

- + W I+IGid TT 2

where G is the open-loop describing function of the pilot vehicle system (Fig. 9)
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Divided Attention Error Stability Limit

F 0 C 1. or

02

- Td)(1 - 6)

A (To1d08

The curves of Pig. 14 can be used directly in conjunction with Eq. (10) to determine
the minimum phase margin or maximum normnalised crossover frequency available for a given
level of divided attention. The maximum value of &( # T /e) must be less than
T /(To - Td)(l - 6). With an appropriate change of labeling-on the ordinate, the curves
then become boundaries for stability in the mean-square, with locations below the curves
corresponding to allowable phase margins.

For some purposes, the inequality of Eq. 10 may be awkward to work with because of
the dependence of both sides on T The siapler, more approximate form using the A(#)
may therefore be more useful. With this approximation, the Eq. 10 condition becomes

I (o- Td)(1 - 8) . Td (I 6)(t.~~D (11)

These last relationships emphasize the need to constrain the system phase margin to
keep the error in divided attention operations within bounds. This follows because
(1-n)/n increases as the managerial demands increase. [For a given control task, the
overall system latency is the sun of the net high-frequency system lag and the pilot's
effective delay. The control task dwell time, Td. defines how long the pilot must
fixate on various "display" elements to asstmtlate the information needed for control.
Thus Td/t is approximately constant for a given control-display task. and (i-n)/
governs tle inequalityl. Then, as the maximum allowable value of 1(k, e/Td) is
reduced to maintain the inequality, Fig. 14 indicates that the divided attention control
task phase margin must be increased. Because the normalized crossover frequency. TeSwc
is directly related to the phase margin by 4 - (w/2) - T w this can also be inter-
preted as indicating that the control task crossover frequency is reduced.

The implications of these statements include:

" The control task error has an extremely strong dependence on the control task
dwell fraction. (The pilot-vehicle system gain is reduced and the system "rem-
nant" or effective uncorrelated input due to lack of attention to the control
task is increased as control task attention decreases).

a If the task complex requires significant division of pilot attention between
managerial and control tasks, the dynamics of the system being controlled by the
pilot must be able to support very large pilot-vehicle system phase margins. As
a corollary, the controlled system must possess dynamic properties that require
little attention to control.

These implications are, of course, consistent with the conventionel wisdom that attitude
control and path control functions are among the highest priorities for automation.
Steps in this direction cut down the control dwell fraction directly, and increase the
fraction of attention that can be devoted to managerial task sequences.

ALOOUIKUNIC UAN PILOT NODEL

An alternative approach to the estimation sand description of human control behavior
has been the application of modern optimal control theory. The starting points in this
process are the well-founded theory of the linear-quadrattc-gaussan stochastic control
problem and manual control theory and data. To successfully marry these two elements is
not easy. yet progress has been made (e.g., Refs. 37-46). Some notable applications to
flying qualities problems have also been published (e.g., lofs. 47-49). The concept
rests on the presumption that human operator responses can be emulated by an analogous
optimal control system. The optimal system operates to minimize a quadratic performance
index in the presence of various system inputs and noises. In doing so it provides a
representation for at least some of the adaptive characteristics of the human operator.
The basic consideration in this algorithmic approach is provision of techniques for
imposing those characteristics of the human which represent both favorable (e.g., adap-
tation) and unfavorable (e.g., time delay and remnant) features so they are consonant
with experiment. Related techniques must account for certain very fundamental human
characteristics, such as the effective time delay and neuromuscular delays.

The general medel is shown in ?ig. 15. At the top are the machine properties
involving the controlled element *ad display as acted on by disturbances. These are

Irepresented by linear state vector and display vector-matrix equations. The distur-
bance, w(t), is a vector of white gaussian noise processes. If the forcing functions
are colored, they are represented by filtered white gaussian noise. The additional
etas required to represent the filter dynamics are appended to the controlled element

_AL
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will be seen later. this weighting tend@ to set the frequency range over which the
pilot-vehicle system may approhiate the crossover model In a single input, single
Output system. When everything is takes ieto account In an effective pilot describing

fuctonT~the direct aneuromuscular lagS represented by TM will be cancelled by other
quantiies, athough the total effectiv ties delay may reflect some neuromuscular lag.

The remaining elements of the human operator are adaptive to the system character-
iticse and to changes In the explicit human operator limitations described above. Esti-
mation of the delayed stats vector is accomplished via a Kalman filter. This delayed
state estimate is fed to a least -mean-sq uared predictor to yield the estimated state
vector. i(t). The optimal gain matrix, L, is generated by solving the optimal regulator
problem for a quadratic cost function of the form

3(u) - ha li.r f T (YQy + ulgu + %;,G%) dt ~ (12)

because the cost functional woightings preordain the details of the controller gain
matrix. L. the selection of weighting* is critical to the model's success, This is par-
ticularly the case when the model's purpose is to simulate human operator responses.
For simple single-loop control situations. excellent agreement with experimental
measurements has been obtained with a cost functional of the extremely simple form:

3() * I ~T -. Yi fT C;
2 

+ gc 
2

) dt (13)

where e is the compensatory system error and c - 4 is the operator's control rate. The
value of g Is selected as described above to yield an appropriate neuromuscular
delay, TN. for more complex situations, the relative weights are determined based
either on maximum allowable deviation* or limits, or from a knowledge of human prefer-
ences and capabilities. This to similar to the technique suggested by Ref. 50. wherein
the weighting on each quadratic term is simply the inverse of the square of the corre-
sponding allowable deviation. The solutions for this modified Kalman filtering predic-
tion and optimal control problem are given by, for example, Ref. 38, 39, 42, and St.
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figure 16. Reasured and Predicted System Dynamics and Remnant for a Path
Controlled Element (Adapted from Ref. 44)
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Some appreciation of the degree with which actual human operator data can be charac-
tenIed by the optimal control modal can be gleamed from Fig. 16. Theoretical and
measured frequency responses for an elementary siagle-loop system with a rate (Y 0
K ,) controllmd element (Raf. 44) are compared. These frequency reopoase data indicate
that the model reproduces the essential characteristics of the human controller with
excellent fidelity. Perhaps more important, the parameter values for other simple con-
trolled elements, much ms Ye a Rc and Ko/ 2 (Ref. 44) are very consistent, although the
time delay needed to match the operator characteriatics f.. Kc/g

2 
dynamics was soewhat

longer. This, of course, is to be expected from considerations deac-ibed earlier and
does not constitute a defect in the model.

The optimal control model results, of course, in a very high order describing func-
tion form when the various matrices are developed into transfer functions. Conse-
quently. the fact that the OCR results presented in Fig. 16 are very similar to the
extremely simple crossover model Is a matter of great interest. Reference 51 reduces
the OCN calculations involved to applications on a PC and elso provides !or the genera-
tion of transfer function date in factored form. This step Is very helpful to indicate
whet is taking place Inside the otherwise obscure OCR galculations. For the simple
Tc - Kc/s case discussed above, the total T. is given by (Ref. 51)

p { J131(3. lO)(5.45)(l1O.1)!-O.66. 32.11 _(0 _2)9__)

S 9)(5.44)(9.94)[.428, 21.91(39.1) (O)(2)(9.94) 14)

where (a + a) - (a) end (s
2 

+ 2Cws + %21 _ 1C. %I

Thus, for the simple X /s controlled element the pilot model is an eighth degree over
ninth degree transfer lunction! Rowever, this is immediately reduced by three degrees
because of the exasct cancellations given in the second bracketted quantity. Notice here
that the neuromuscular system pole given by (9.94) is exactly cancelled by a zero. The
remaining bracketted quantity also hs a number of nearly cancelling terms, i.e.,
(5.45)1(5.44) and another apearance of the neuromuscular mode, (10.1)/(9.94). Finally,
when the high frequency terms [-0.666. 23.11/f0.428, 21.91, which are the result of
using second-order Fade approximates for the pure time delay, together with the pole at
39.1, are converted to an effective time delay, the pilot model becomes,

yp 3.80(3-10) e_0.14 •  iS

(s.9e) (15)

This is, at last, the simple Y_ sought. The frequency response data from very low fre-
quencies to well beyond the crossover region to described very well by this much reduced
model.

This set of calculations is very revealing. The most interesting aspects are the
exact and nearly exact cancellations of dynamics which were initially put into the model
formulation as a representation of the neuromuscular system. Further, the peaking ten-
dency present at higher frequencies beyond the crossover region is due (in the case of
Ref. 51) to a shift, as s consequence of closing the loop, of the denominator term
associated with the Pade approximate for the pure time delay in the open-loop pilot.
Clearly it is essential to resolve the OCR data into a Tp factored form if one is to
really understand the results in their most fundamental sense.

The algorithmic end computational advantages of the optimal control model sake it
extremely valuable as a means to make quantitative estimates of the human operator's
dynamic response in control tasks for which the model is appropriate. Sesides the need
to simplify, as illustrated above, there are three other aspects which give some diffi-
culty. The first is philosophical and relates to the explicit requirement that the
human operator description contain a complete internal model of the human's intrinsic
characteristics and the system dynamics and disturbances. Thus, for the state estima-
tion to be accomplished, the A, 9, C, D, and I matrices plus thn system disturbances and
the human time delay, observation noise, and motor noise must all be known. Further,
for the controller equalization adjustments, the A and 3 matrices plus the weights in
the cost functional are needed. All of this amounts to an essentially complete "know-
ledge" by the human of the man-machine system characteristics. Internal models have a
long history in psychology for several purposes. for instance, their elaboration and
refinement have served as a useful construct for the development of skill by dint of
training. In fact, even the simple crossover model can be interpreted as an implicit
Internal model of the human and controlled element dynamic characteristics in the cross-
over region. The key problem is thus not with the concept of an internal model, but
rather Its degree of perfection, especially in extremely complex systems where the
required internal model is equally complicated.

The second difficulty is that of attempting to identify the underlying model para-
meters from experimental data. Not only io this inverse problem fundamentally diffi-
cult, but the optimal control modal reviewed here suffers from overparemeterteation.
Thu. from an identification viewpoint, the observation end motor noises are not resolv-

a similarity transformation of the model (Ref. 52).
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The third problem area is specification of the cost function. The teleological
character of the linear quadratic optimal model is imperfect because the performance
criterion must be shaped to the task. As a practical matter, this has seldom posed a
serious problem when the model has been applied by an experienced practitioner. None-
theless. an aura of artistry is present in this requirement.

In the structural isomorphic model, a very large number of experimentally observed
phenomena are accounted for. Since its inception, a great deal of effort has been
devoted to similarly account for human operator behavior with the algorithmic model.
This has required, in the main, adjustments in the cost function or in those properties
associated with the human operator's limitations, such as normalized observation or
motor noise. The model has proved to be quite flexible in accommodating most of the
&any behavior changes desired. Table 5 summarizes some procedures and techniques which
have been found suitable to accomplish this accommodation (Refs. 36-38, 41-45). Thus
advanced modeling features, such as divided attention operations, can be handled with
the OCM. Consequently both the structural and algorithmic forms of pilot model are now
quite mature and can be used in a complementary fashion to solve pilot-vehicle analysts
problems and to help resolve data interpretation issues.

TABLE 5. PROCEDURES FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE ALGORITHMIC MODEL

FEATURES TO BE MODELED SUITABLE PROCEDURES AND MEANS

Effective time delay Least squares prediction applied to output of salman estimate
acconodation of delayed states

Basic crossover behavior Use of control rate weighting in distinction to control
weighting in cost function

Effective neuromuscular Select ratio of control weighting to control rate weighting
lag TN (e.g., "g") in cost function

Selection of cost Choose weights to be inverse of squares of the respective
function weights on maximum al'owable values
states and control

Remnant Ole.v-ition noise covariances scealed with mean-squared state.
-s' al (non-scaled) observation noise component to account

for imprecision due to lack of references.

Motor noise to reflect inability to generate control motions
precisely.

Residual motor noise to reflect human's introduction of noise

into an undisturbed system.

Low-frequency phase lag Use larger motor noise level than actually present in deter-
mining Kalman filter gains

Perceptual and Scale observation noise inversely with equivalent gain
Indifference thresholds (random input describing function for threshold)

Scanning effects Scale observation noise inversely with attentional frac-
tion (fi) of each display, subject to the constraint that
(1fi) + fnmrgin " 1, ft ) 0.

Different noise levels for foveal and parafoveal viewing.

Workload (attentional) Attentional workload effects evaluated by examining perform-
ance as a function of the reserved workload margin, feargin

'otion cues Add model of human motion sensory apparatus (e.g.. vestibular
system, proprioceptton) to state and output equations.

As,.
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PILOT NODELING APPLICATIONS

Irving L. Ashkenas
Vice President

Systems Technology, Inc.
13766 S. Hawthorne Blvd.

Hawthorne, CA. 90250, USA

SUNNARY

The role of pilot opinion and rating in defining flying qualities, and the pilot-
adapted control behavior that impinges on such ratings are delineated and discussed.
This is preparatory to the exemplary application of frequency domain pilot-models to the
examination and elucidation of a variety of flying qualities situations/problems. This
examination starts with single-loop situations which progress in complexity; and then
shifts to multiple-loop cases, which also progress in complexity.

This succession is designed to increasingly reveal the basic pilot-centered require-
ments for good flying qualities. Such requirements, which stem from easily achieved
pilot adaption and good resulting closed-loop responses, are more generally applicable
to "new" unknown situations than are classical requirements on the open-loop controlled
element dynamic parameters. However, the latter do in fact influence the ease of
piloted closure and the resulting closed-loop responses so, when properly expressed in

terms of characteristics in the projected crossover frequency region, may also achieve a
degree of generality.

The pilot-centered requirements illustrated by the examples, and others found in the
literature, are collected and briefly discussed to conclude the lecture.

INTIODUCTION -- PILOT RATING CONSIOEATIONS

Before we consider applications of pilot-vehicle analysis we have to recognize that
flying qualities are based on judgements delivered by pilots and reflected in recorded
opinion/commentary; and also (usually) by a rating number which is arrived at through a
rating system in a well-defined and hopefully universal manner. The most favored system

currently in use is the Cooper-Harper scale (Ref. 1) which is reproduced in Fig. I. We
can see, from the widespread appearance of the words "pilot compensation," that closed-
loop operation is an important rating consideration. In fact, ratings of closed-loop

operation (usually the most demanding task) are generally indicative of overall rating.

Of course, for a given set of aircraft characteristics, including cockpit controls
and manipulators, the ratings depend on the intended mission; and on the mission-related
tasks and task variables, environment including visibility and disturbances, and display

quantities and arrangement. The rating numbers are not objective, but rather are sub-

jective, and are ordinal rather than interval, meaning that differences between numbers
are not necessarily the same. Nevertheless, such subjective ratings are related to

measures of pilot workload in a regular way, as shown (Ref. 2) in Fig. 2. Here pilot

ratings for a series of primary single-loop tasks are plotted versus the steady-state
maximum first-order divergences (s-X ) controllable by the pilot at the same time in a
secondary task. The value of 1A achieved, normalized by the value achievable when con-

trolling only the divergence, is a measure of the attention or capacity the pilot can
divert from the main, primary task; i.e., his excess available capacity for other
control while performing the primary task -- so labeled in Fig. 2. The division of the
rating scale into flying qualities "levels" is in accordance with MIL-SPEC-8785 usage.

Pilot rating is thus an indirect indication of task attentional demand and perhaps,

therefore, more quantitative than expected from the ordinal nature of the rating scale.

More direct indications of workload are the quantitative lead (compensation)
required, as measured by the IYpi slope at the crossover frequency; and the departure of
gain from a near-optimum value. Thus for Level I pilot ratings:

The pilot lead (anticipation, compensation) dIYpIdB/d(In u) lwc must be less than

20 dB/dec, corresponding to an effective lead time cnnsant, TL < I sec

The effective controlled element gain (e.g., stick sensitivity) must be adjusted to
near optimum values.

The control dwell fraction must be less than 1/3.

The last stems from the attentional workload associated with the Fig. 2 Level I
boundary; the first two from the Fig. 3 results (Ref. 3).

_ _
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We've already mentioned the potential influence of disturbance inputs and Table I.
(from Ref. 4) illustrates the allowable degradations in rating with atmospheric turbu-
lence. The turbulence levels themselves, when not measured quantitatively, are defined
in Refs. 1, 4, by descriptions of the effects on the aircraft and occupant: e.g.,
severe turbulence "-- causes large, abrupt changes in altitude and/or the altitude --
and large variations in airspeed;" and "Occupants are forced violently against seat
belts or shoulder straps. Unsecured objects are tossed about." When known, as in simu-
lation, or measured for certain flight situations, light, moderate, and severe turbu-
lence levels are quantitatively defined below in terms of rms horizontal gust (ou )

MAGNITUDE Og
(ft/sec)

Light 0-3

Moderate 5

Severe 10

Extreme 24

The differences in ratings, due to atmospheric disturbances, shown in Table 1 are
those that are allowable not necessarily those that will occur. In fact the suscepti-
bility to gusts and turbulence is strongly affected by the stability and windproofing
afforded by the flight-control-augmented configuration under test. For example in the
Ref. 5 flight-tests where light to moderate turbulence from 1.0 to 4.0 ft/sec res was
encountered, the pilot rating increased by about 2 1/2 points for the basic control
system, but not at all for either the rate- or attitude-command control systems. Also
the Ref. 6 flight results show that the flying qualities of stable aircraft are not as
much affected by increasing turbulence level as are unstable aircraft.

Additional Applicatios Literature

Having thus furnished some additional background on the meaning and significance of
pilot rating and its general closed-loop and pilot model correlates, we are now in posi-
tion to pursue the subject application studies. However, before we go into specific
example applications it is very pertinent to point out the existence of Ref. 7 which
catalogues a large number of application studies and contains close to 250 references.
Many of these references are mostly assigned to one or the other of the categories shown

in the "Applications" Table 2. Note that the reference numbers in Table 2 are those for
the Ref. 7 listings.

SIgGLO-LOOP ROLL CONTROL

(Example 1)

In general, before we can pursue a viable closed-loop analysis of human control we
have to be sure that the loop(s) we select for closure correspond to those the pilot is
really controlling. This isn't always easy to do because even for a single input/single
output case it may not be clear which response the pilot is rcnlly concerned with espe-
cially when the "task" is relatively unstructured. A case in point is the uncertainty
sometimes voiced relative to the motions of most significance in characterizing short
period stable and sometimes unstable (PIO) oscillations. The choices are between O, a,
n. and there have been advocates of each.

However, for the lateral case the situation is not as obtuse and there seems uni-
versal agreement that closure of the single #-loop is a basic flying task which reveals

some key closed-loop flying qualities considerations. More specifically, control and
regulation of bank angle using ailerons is a fundamental lateral control task, either
for its own sake or as an inner loop for heading or flight path control.

The complete aircraft-alone roll dynamics usually has the form

. L'S (a
2 

+ 2c#wzs + w2)

Sa (s + I/Ts ) (s + l/TR) (s
2 

+ 
2
8dwdS + s)

(I)
Spiral Roll Dutch roll!

Subsidence

. . . . . ..V. . . . . . -
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The roll subsidence Idealization which neglects the spiral, Dutch roll and numerator
dynamics is given by

4m s(s + JfTRT 2

and the appropriate approximate Yp for this Ye, is

re

Yp Kp(TLJw + 1) e
- 
jWTO(TL) - Are(wi)] (3)

with TL TR

So, the open-loop describing function (C - Y p ) becomes

G & KpLiou(w/wd)
2 

-J.[To(TR) - A&T(W))

The closed-loop stem accordingly has the familiar crossover-model fore ce-TS/s
with 

5
c " KpL&a(6/ da"d T - ro(TR ) - AT( u). In addition to good closed-loop per-

formance, satisfactory pilot ratings will require proper adjustment of manipulator gains
and a comfortable level of pilot lead, TL - TR. For Level I ratings this pilot lead
(anticipation, compensation) must correspond to TL < I which is equivalent to dlYpndB/
d(tn w)luc less than 20 d3/decade as shown earlier. This requirement on TL is really
the basis for the usual limitations of TR to values no smaller than about one, for
satisfactory flying qualities.

Now considering the complete model dynamics, the simplest measure of the deviation
from the simplified roll subsidence representation is given by the w$/ d ratio.

(C". + I..) (%% I..) ~
2 N ' L~ 'S C, % Ix C, ff. 2: - "aB -

d L6N rI I.. C1 g (5)

(n)2 can range from negative values to positive values > I

For CIS < 0 (positive effective dihedral) and a stable Dutch roll (No'> 0), the key
parameter is Nha - i.e., for Nha < 0 = "adverse" aileron yaw, (wowd)

2 
< 1; and for N's >

0 - "favorable" yaw, (-fd)
2 

, 1. These approximate relationships are given graphic
interpretation in Fig. 4.

The closed-loop pilot-aircraft system analysis, reflecting the same pilot describing
function characteristics as for the idealized roll case, would then involve the open-
loop transfer function

K T~
e -

es(s + I/TL)(S
2 

+ 
2
C ---

G (a + 1fT5 )(s + IfT 5 )(s
2 

+ 
2
Cd53d8 + d, (6)

Bode and root locus plots of this system for TL 6 TR, e-Ts &e

- TS / 2  
6 -s/ (the

Pade' approximant), C and & small, and the relative magnitude 8f the key atetJFM2given
by wd < u. 

< 
I/TR < 2T.e are presented in Fig. 5.

The most obvious feature of the pilot-aircraft system closure depicted is the
closed-loop dutch roll instability at moderate values of gain. In effect, the pilot's
actions in controlling bank angle with proportional aileron rolling moments incurs
aileron yawing moments, roughly proportional to r - gf/Uo, which reduce the dutch roll
damping.

4k
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This an early example of significant closed-loop flying qualities effects
attributable to numerator parameters. In fact W#

2 
can become negative resulting In a

directionally divergent characteristic for the wings-held-level condition. Incidentally
W#

2 
in the guise of a non-dimensional LCDP (lateral control divergence parameter)

2 Cno - CL - Cnd/Cla is used to characterize spin susceptibility (Ref. 8).

TURN COORDINATIOE

(Example 2)

The u /wd effects of the foregoing simple example are only of real significance when
the yaw tamping is small as for most unaugmented aircraft at high altitude. Hodern
flight-control augmentation invariably adds sufficient directional damping so that
incipient (conditional) instability due to w,/ud > I is not a problem. However, the
basic roll-yaw coupling is still there and can present a turn coordination problem to
the pilot. One way of achieving such coordination is through the pilot's use of a
learned (programmed) rudder response to a given aileron (or roll command) input: in
effect a crossfeed of aileron to rudder.

Pilot-adapted crossfeeds in multi-output/input conditions have not been system-
aticaly measured. For one thing such behavior is, as indicated above, a programmed,
timed response and has dtfficult-to-define statistical properties. However, the
required crossfeed to perfectly coordinate a turn can be easily computed and taken as a
measure of the difficulty of the piloting task. This notion was used in Ref. 9 to
identify parameters related to both the magnitude and the dynamic time-history, or
"phasing" of the required "ideal" rudder response to a step aileron input.

These parameters, Nga/L8a and u respectively, are shown in Fig. 6 to define Iso-
opinion regions indicative of the task difficulty. The broadest region around p - -1.0
is associated with relatively simple crossfeed dynamics: an initial input which falls
to a required steady state rudder of zero degrees. By contrast the p - +1.0 region
requires steady rudder values equal to twice the initial value. According to the
assumptions and simplifications leading to these results, the effective values of 

4
6w

and Law for augmented aircraft (including possible imperfect crossfeeds) are the yawing
and rolling accelerations due to a wheel (or stick) input at frequencies above 6.0 rad/
sec.

WINGS LEVEL TURNING

(Esample 3)

As noted, the above example does not, strictly speaking, follow from closed-loop
considerations; although crossfeeds may be an important aspect of closed-loop opera-
tions. A better example of cross coupling effects, in this case reflecting closed-loop
control problems, is afforded by the Ref. 10 study of direct force control (DFC) systems
which theoretically give the possibility of independent control of the six motion
degrees of freedom. However, realistically, practical mechanization of a DFC mode must
recognize the departures of the feedback and crossfeed equalization from the ideal (com-
pletely decoupled) values. Establishing acceptable, less than ideal, response is an
important aspect of the flying qualities requirements picture.

We must also recognize in such non-ideal cases, that the use of secondary controls
by the pilot to improve the response to the primary control (such as using rudder to
eliminate adverse yaw as in the last example) is specifically prohibited. This follows
inasmuch as the sole purpose of independent control over six degrees of freedom is to
simplify the piloting task; it is therefore fundamentally inconsistent to require sec-
ondary control usage. Some experimental verification of this was obtained during the
flight tests (later discussed) where the pilots objected to using lateral stick to
counter the effects of adverse roll coupling in the wings level turn mode.

Bandwidth Hypothemis

Another fundamental is that the basic reason for the extra complication of independ-
ent control is to allow improved performance in some specified task, nearly always
entailing faster closed-loop responses. The increased closed-loop response is desired
and necessary whether the loop is closed via an automatic system or by the human pilot,
i.e., there is a minimum guidance and control, as well as a possible pilot-centered,
requirement.

Accordingly, it was hypothesized that the achievable piloted system bandwidth, would
be indicative not only of closed-loop speed of response, but also of pilot rating.
Furthermore, the p j:o P "bandwidth" defined by amplitude and gain margins similar to
those characterizing I/TR s the roll-control time/frequency response parameter of sot
direct interest, would be related to and could be substituted, for the real closed-loop
bandwidth, as a correlating parameter. The selected "bandwidth" definition, consistent
with such usages, is the minimum frequency for which there is a gain margin of 6 dE or a
phase margin of 45".
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Dynamic Considerations

The available bandwidth which can be obtained from any particular direct force con-
trol mode is related to its limiting (Numerator) response, corresponding to infinitely
tight feedbacks, as listed below (tight feedbacks and limiting response in that order):

* 
6
r, * * 

6
a for wings-level turn, By/ sf * Yasf

ay * asf, # " an for yaw pointing, */6r " N' /(8
2 

- Nrs + N')

# * 8r' * - 6
a for lateral translation, V/8f Y&.f/($ - Yv

)

The longitudinal degrees of freedom, az, 0, w, have analogous feedbacks and limiting
forms with Yasf replaced by Z5L, Ngr by N, N, by Mq. NB by -N,, and Yv by Zw.

C hereas the responses of the pointing and translation modes are inherently circum-

scribed by the limiting-form dynamics shown above, those of the normal acceleration and
wings-level turn modes are basically infinite (open-loop phase > -90 deg), assuming a
pure DPC response. The implication of this is that in the normal acceleration and
wings-level turn mode the inherent closed-loop response limitations will not be due to
basic loop dynamics but rather to coupling and or imperfect cancellations In the DFC
feedback and crossfeed mechanisations.

Flight Test Results

Based partially on this last observation, most of the rather limited flight test
program, conducted to test the bandwidth hypothesis, was accomplished using the wings-
level turn (WLT) as a representative mode of control; it also showed considerable poten-
tial operational utility in the YF-1 flight tests (Ref. 1i). The select-d task was

air-to-air tracking using the DSF Princeton Navion against a target aircraft maneuvering
through a random series of bank angle reversals. The primary objective was to establish
whether bandwidth is indeed the appropriate handling qualities parameter to separate
satisfactory, acceptable, and unacceptable flying qualities for DFC modes. The configu-
rations tested included one with minimal coupling (WLTI), two each with favorable roll

(10, 12) and yaw (2, 5) coupling, and three each with unfavorable roll (11, 13, 14) and
yaw (3, 4, 15) coupling. Selected examples of the flight test Fourier transformed
heading responses are shown in Pig. 7.

Pigure 8 shows the Cooper-Harper pilot ratings, for the air-to-air tracking task
using the wings-level turn mode, plotted versus heading bandwidth. The open symbols

indicate that the variations in heading bandwidth were achieved via yaw coupling. That
is, the crossfeed gain from DFC control to the rudder was increased above its nominal
value to achieve favorable yaw coupling and reduced below its nominal value to achieve
unfavorable yaw coupling. The closed symbols indicate that the heading bandwidth was
varied via changes in roll coupling, i.e.. the DFC control to aileron gain. To the
pilot, favorable yaw coupling appears as a tendency for the nose to move in the direc-

tion of the commanded turn, whereas unfavorable yaw coupling appears as a tendency for
the nose initially to swing away from the commanded turn. When flying a configuration
with favorable roll coupling, the pilot will observe a tendency for the aircraft to roll

in the direction of the commanded wings-level turn, thereby improving the basic response
characteristics (provided roll is not too large). Finally, adverse roll coupling
appears to the pilot as a tendency for the aircraft to bank away from the commanded
wings-level turn.

If the bandwidth hypothesis is valid, the pilot ratings and commentary should be
similar for aircraft with approximately equal values of heading bandwidth, regardless of
the secondary aircraft motions. The results shown in Fig. 8 confirm that this is indeed
the case; more specifically:

* The pilot rating for Configurations WLT4 and WLTi5 (adverse yaw coupling) are
approximately the saes as the pilot rating for Configuration VLTI3 (adverse roll

coupling). As can be seen from Fig. 8, all of these configurations have approx-
imately the same heading bandwidth of between 0.7 and 0.8 red/sec.

a Configuration WLT3 (slight adverse yaw coupling) has approximately the same
pilot rating as Configuration WLTI4 (slight adverse roll coupling). The band-
width of these configurations are both epproximatel, 1.1 rad/sac.

0 Configurations WLTIO and WLT12 have significant favorable roll coupling and cor-

respondingly high values of heading bandwidth. Configuration VLT5 also has a
large value of heading bandwidth (4.1 rid/see) by virtue of its highly prover&.
yaw coupling. Figure 8 Indicates that these configurations are all rated
approximately the same.

I _ _
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Comelmsioae

The above examples provide strong evidence to indicate that satisfactory DFC flying
qualities depend primarily on the ability of the pilot to increase his tracking band-
width to some established level by tightening up on the controls.

The rating data in Fig. 8 indicate that even the best wings-level turn configura-
tions barely meet the classical definition of Level I flying qualities (e.g.. Cooper-
Harper pilot rating equal to or better than 3.5). However, when one considers that the
task involves tracking a target undergoing large and rapid bank angle reversals, it is
difficult to conceive of any configuration that would correspond to the adjectival
descriptions of a pilot rating of 3 (i.e., "minimal pilot compensation required for
desired performance"). The pilot commentary indicates that the WLTI configuration had
very acceptable flying qualities and that the desired performance in tracking task was
"easily" attained (but apparently involved more than "minimal compensation"). Hence,
the inability to attain average pilot ratings better than 3 is not attributable to the
configuration per se, but rather to the difficulty of the task involved. Pilot ratings
of 2 for the wings level turn mode were, in fact, obtained for a task requiring tracking
of a ground target which performed a discrete step change in position, a significantly
less demanding task than the air-to-air tracking utilized in this program.

LINO-SIDSTICK OTIANIC 1ITIIACTIOI WITH lOLL CONTROL

(Example 4)

The next example addresses the fact that a great many recent new aircraft with fly-
by-wire or command augmentation in the roll axis (Fig. 9) have encountered either Pilot-
Induced Oscillations (PlO) or roll "ratcheting" (or both) in early flight phases. PlO
has typically been associated with high gain, neutrally stable closed-loop pilot-vehicle
control oscillations with a frequency of about 1/2 Hz. The "roll ratchet" is somewhat
more obscure, appearing most often in rapid rolling maneuvers with typical frequencies
of 2-3 Hs. as illustrated in the flight traces of Fig. 10. The frequency difference
alone indicates that PO and ratchet are different phenomena, yet both clearly involve
the closed-loop pilot vehicle system.

The preceding lecture on the pilot model notes the presence of a neuromuscular
system limb-manipulator dynamic resonance peak at 14-19 rad/sec and such charscteristics
are known to be important and critically limiting even though this frequency range of
major activity may be well above the bandwidth associated with the "usual" control task.

It is more and more apparent that modern, high performance, high gain, response con-
sand flight control system bandwidths say be encroaching on the neuromuscular system.
Furthermore, we know that the neurosuaculer syetea/limb dynamics differ when the manip-
ulator restraints change; and force sensitive side-sticks and new levels of breakouts,
thresholds, and nonlinear force/gradients have drastically changed the conventional
manipulator picture. Accordingly, attempts to alleviate roll ratchet, PTO and other
roll flying qualities problems have involved adjustments in stick force gradients, fil-
tering, and sensitivity; and have included introduction of various nonlinear elements
such as command gain reduction with pilot input amplitude or frequency, filter time
constant changes with sense of input (increase versus decrease), and different force
gradients for right and left roll commands. These adjustments have generally involved
ad hoc empirical modifications in the course of the aircraft development, much of it
accomplished in flight test with correspondingly large cost.

The purposes of the Ref. 12 work, were to

• explore the origins of the roll ratchet phenomenon;

* develop insights about the tradeoffs involved in adjusting the properties of

force sensing sidesticks;

a present guidelines to minimize roll control problems.

Pilot-Dynamic System Coesideratiome

To begin with, using the detailed model of the neuromuscular system (instead of only
approximating Its phase lag contribution) and superimposing it on a K/s controlled
element for the low frequency approximation as in Fig. 11, we see an open-loop reasonant
peak in the 2 to 3 Rx. frequency range due to the neuromuscular system. The corre-
spondence of this frequency range and observed roll ratchet frequencies is very unlikely
to be a coincidence; so, at observed roll ratchet frequencies the neuromuscular/limb

node clearly should be taken into account.

Accordingly an experiment was designed to investigate and quantify limb/manipulator
dynamics and interactions between the neuromuscular subsystem, force sensing side-stick
configuraiton, high gain command augmentation, and command filtering; and to investigate
possible relationships between these interactions and the roll ratchet phenomenon. A
longer range goal was to provide and enhance guidelines for manipulator-system design.

I
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The experimental setup used a fixed base simulation of a roll tracking task in
which the pilot matched his bank angle with that of a "target" having pseudo-random
rolling motions obtained via a computer generated sun of sine waves. The tracking air-
plane (controlled element) approximated a high gain roll rate command system with an
effective roll subsidence or flight control system prefilter time constant, T. whichever
is larger. It also included a pure time delay, T, which for very smail values of t way

be a realistic approximation to digital flight control system sample and hold dynamics.
The parameter values for T and T used i the experiment were generally consistent with
those for a modern flight control system designed to have Level I flying qualities.
Thus. they should produce excellent effective controlled elements providing the gain is
appropriately adjusted.

The sidestick manipulator variables included three stick displacement configura-
tions: fixed (no displacement), as in the F-16 (Ref. 13); 0.77deg/lb (small) stick
motion; and 1.43 deg/lb (large) stick motion. The latter two matched the displacement/
force characteristics employed in an NT-33 flight test (Ref. 14). Analog signals from
the manipulator force sensor and the resulting roll response * were passed through an
A to D converter to a digital computer where YpYc describing functions and various
performance measures were computed. The computations were essentially on-line and
printed out at the conclusion of each run. Some 530 date runs were accomplished which
provided a tremendous data base from which to determine or identify the various
interactions of interest.

Since roll ratchet had not previously been observed or recognized in fixed- or
moving-base simulations, the first objective of the experiment was to tune the con-
trolled element, manipulator, and command/force gradients to try to achieve roll
ratchet, or at least maximize roll ratchet tendencies, in the fixed-base simulation. A
key factor based on pre-experiment analysis was that describing function measurements
must cover the limb neuromuscular peaking frequency region, and forcing functions should
be adjusted to emphasize good data in the neuromuscular sybsystem region.

R xperimental Nemrommscular Peakimg Tendencies

Figure 12 presents example describing function measurements for 3 runs using the
fixed force stick and a controlled element having a command/force gradient of 4 deg/sec/

lb, no time lag, T, and a time delay of about 70 ms. Amplitude departures from the
expected wc/s crossover characteristics are the contributions of the pilot's neuro-
muscular system at high frequency and his trim lag-lead at low frequency. The highest 3
frequencies show a peaking in the vicinity of 14 rad/sec for 2 of the 3 runs; and there
is remarkable consistency in both amplitude and phase measurements across all frequen-
cies for all 3 runs. Two of the amplitude data points at 14 rad/sec lie slightly above
the 0 dS line. This represents a neutral or slightly unstable dynamic mode if the phase
angle is near -[80 deg at this frequency. This then could be interpreted as affecting
roll ratchet.

The peaking tendency shown is representative of a large amount of the data obtained;
and this frequency is consistent with the roll ratchet frequencies observed in the
flight traces.

Additional measurements and correlations show that a time delay of approximately
0.065 to 0.07 tends to maximize the neuromuscular system peaking. At time delays either
below or above these values, the peaking tendency decreases. Of all the controlled ele-
ments examined, K /S shows the minimum tendency for a peak. Interestingly, the time
delays which maximize the neuromuscular peaking would be considered good from the MIL-
8785 flying quality specification standpoint. In essence, these data show that the ten-
dency to peaking can be "tuned" by the adjustment of the controlled element effective
delay, with a maximum effect near 0.07 sec.

Also, the peaking sensitivity to command/force gradients ranging from 3 deg/sec/lb
(slightly lower than on the F-16) up through 15 deg/sec/lb (utilized In the NT-33), is
only slightly increased in the vicinity of 7.5 deg/sec/lb command force gradient for a
fixed stick and a time delay of 0.067 sec. This Is about the same value as the

response/force ratio for the flight encountered ratcheting. This may or may not be
coincidental. However, it is significant that there is appreciable peaking of the

*neuromuscular system across the entire gain range investigated in these experiments.

There is relatively little difference between the fixed and small deflection force-
stick. Both show an increase in neuromuscular peaking tendency for the 0.067 and 0.1
sec time delays, a tendency to maximum peaking in the vicinity of 14 rad/sec and con-
siderably less peaking for the zero time delay cases. The large deflection stick, on
the other hand, shows little peaking across the 11 to 19 red/see frequency band and a
lack of sensitivity to the controlled element time delay.

Adjustment of Pilot Lead

Comparison of the phase angle data points in the Fig. 12 and 13 examples indicates
that the pilot has introduced lead in the Fig. 13 case which essentially cancels the
time lag at 0.2 secs, so that the amplitude ratio is w -Is-like in the vicinity of the
crossover. However, there is now considerable scatter in the data points in the region
of the neuromuscular system peaking dynamics. In only one of the three runs shown in
Fig. 13 was there a peaking tendency for the neuromuscular system; in the other two
runs, the amplitude date points lie quite close to the 

T
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For the Fig. 14 lag tine constant of 0.4 see., the phase plots show that the pilot
has sow moved his lead to precisely cancel the controlled element tine leg so the
resulting TpT e -. we/* throughout the frequeecy region of interest. The peeking ten-
dency of the seuroeuscular system is no longer evident and there should be little chance
of roll ratchet. Nowever, the roll control bandwidth hen now been reduced to approxi-
meately 2.5 cad/see whereas it was approximately 4.5 rad/soc for the smeller time
constants. If the pilot were to attempt a 4.5 rad/see bandwidth in the presence of the
lag characteristics shown in fig. 14. a PlO would occur at roughly that frequency
(4 red/see). Thus in reducing or eliminating the roll ratchet tendency, we may have
substituted a tendency for the lower-frequency PiO.

The direct experimental evidence for actual roll ratchet in the fixed base simula-
tion was not very solid. However, considering the possible 0.1 sec reduction in the
pilot ties delay due to notion, it can be concluded that the fixed-base neuromuscular
peaking examples which show negative gain margins of the amplitude ratio peak are quite
likely to result in oscillatioos in the flight situation.

Compariseme with flight Data

Certain of the experimental controlled elements essentially duplicate the P-16 con-
figurations tested in Flight (Ref. 13). and the qualitative results and trends are the
sane. The compromise prefilter for the F-16 had a time constant of 0.2 rod/see which is
shown in Fig. 13 to allow a comfortable bandwidth slightly above I rad/sec and having 30
to 35 dog of phase margin and a much reduced neuromuscular peaking tendency. Thus there
should be minimum tendency for either low or high frequency PLO elthough the date
scatter in the higher frequency range of Fig. 13 show that conditions favorable to roll
ratchet could pop up from time to time.

Another comparison between simulation results and flight data can be drawn from the
investigation of roll ratchet and various prefilter configurations flown in the MT-33
(Ref. 15). However, a major difference was the use of a center-stick In the NT-33. The
roll ratchet encountered in this flight test was at approximately 16 rad/sec.

Figure 15 includes these and other data in a plot of command/force gradient versus
the roll time constant, TR . The circles identify configurations flown; the open symbols
reflect no ratchet obtained, the shaded symbols reflect roll ratchet observed by one or
more of the evaluation pilots over the range of time delays Investigated. (In almost
every case, the ratchet only occurred with non-nero T as in the lab simulation.)

The square symbols in Fig. 15 are configurations investigated in the fixed-base
simulation. The open symbols identify configurations for which the Y pc zero dB line
did not pass through the neuromuscular peak (no ratchet possibility). The shaded
squares identify configurations for which the zero dB line passed through the peak
(ratchet possibility). The letters F, S. L reflect the displacement of the simulator
side-stick. It is likely that the L side-stick most closely matched the HT-33 center-
stick characteristics.

There is very good correlation between the flight and lab simulation ratchet tenden-
cies shown in Fig. 15. The dashed line appears to separate the non-ratchet from the
ratchet configurations except for the two or three lowest command/force gradient config-
urations at TR - 0.2 sec. It is possible that this difference may be related to wrist
(simulation side-stick) versus are (flight center-stick) neuromuscular subsystem contri-
butions at the lower command (higher force) configurations. The good agreement between
flight and simulator results is interpreted as an encouraging validation of the simu-
lator definition of ratchet potential -- i.e., neuromuscular peaking cut by the Yp c
zero dl line.

Coelwsiene

Crossover Model Refinements

0 The property wc(Yc) - constant extends over an order of magnitude variations in
Rc changes In force gradient. wc begins to fall off as very small Kc demands
great pilot effort (large Kp) to keep uc constant.

0 Controller element lags for Y. - Kc/(To + 1) are:

-- almost exactly cancelled by pilot lead when T ) 0.2 second (lag breakpoint
of 5 rad/set);

-- partly offset by pilot lead of approximately I/8 second when T < 0.2 second.

Thus the adjustment rule indicating that pilot lead well offset controlled ele-

ment lags by nearly exact cancellation now has a lower limit at about 1/8
second.

Human Pilot Limb-Manipulator Dynamics

a The classical third-order system approximation for the limb-manipulator portion
of the human neuromuscular system is both adequate and an essential minimum form
needed to consider pilot-aircraft system dynamic interactions in the frequency
range from 8-20+ red/see.

j ____ "_ .I
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0 The peeking tendency (damping ratio, CM ) of the quadratic component of the
third-order approximation is a very strong function of the controlled element
dynamics -- In essence this feature can be "tvud" by adjusting controlled
element properties.

" For all stick force/dtsplacemnst characteristic* investigated the highest CN
(smallest peaking tendency) occurred for Yc - Kc/s controlled elements.

" Pure time delay induces a greater peaking tendency than an equivelent time lag.

" Distinct peaking tendencies occurred for fixed and small stick deflections for
T - 0.07 and 0.1 second.

5 The controlled element form which exhibited the maximum peaking tendency (AAR -
7 dl) was Yc - EX-TeS/s. for T - 0.07 sec. Higher and lower values of T
resulted in les peaking.

" For large stick deflections the peaking tendency is minimized or non-existent.

Roll Ratchet Connections

" The data strongly support the suggestion that the roll ratchet phenomenon is a
closed-loop pilot-vehicle system interaction in which the pilot's neuromuscular
dynamics play a central role.

" Ratchet tendencies can be detected in fixed-base simulations by careful tailor-
ing of the forcing function and examination of particular stretches of data.
Unlike the case in flight, the pilot may not be aware of the occasional ratchet.

" The ratchet potential of a given configuration is associated with the degree of
neuromuscular syatem peaking. This peaking tendency can be "tuned" or "detuned"
by controlled adjustments in the effective vehicle dynamics.

e This is readily assessed in a fixed-base simulation by describing function
mesurements in tracking tasks conducted with an appropriate forcing function.
Such procedures are recommended as pre-flight development tests with modern fly-
by-wire command augmentation systems.

" Ratchet tendencies are most severe on force sensing sidestick manipulators with

small stick deflections.

LATERAL lLIORT DIRCTOR 0981ON

(azample 5)

The purpose of this example is to apply the theory of manual control displays to
develop design principles for advanced flight director systems and to illustrate some of
these principles with modern lateral flight director design (Ref. 16).

In general, a flight director steo includes the display elements, the pilot, and
the effective (augmented) vehicle in fIeedback control system, with the flight director
display presenting both command and status information. The command elements provide
steering signals combining desired path and aircraft notion quantities. These are
shaped, filtered and appropriately mixed to permit the pilot to close the combined
system loop with ease and efficiency.

The status information indicates the aircraft state relative to the external world;
for example, locallser and Slide path signals, and altitude and airspeed error.

The sub of the dynamic design problem for flight director systems is the selection
of the appropriate mix of signals to make up the steering commands. This mix must rec-
ognize that when flight director control is contrasted with pilot operation on raw, full
panel data, the primary advantage of the flight director is that it can be designed to
satisfy pilot-centered needs and desires. Consequently, these advantages should be con-
sidered in terms of the relevant pilot properties and available theory from the very
outset of design, instead of as a final ad hoc tuning up procedure which makes do with
what is available.

A summary of all requirements central to design of such systems (evolved e.g., in
Refs. 17-19) is given in Table 3.

Guidance and Control Requirements

Guidance and Control Requirements are independent of the type of controller, manual
or automatic. In general, they are such to establish the aircraft on a commanded path/
speed profile, &ad to reduce any path errors and disturbance effects to zero in a
stable. well-damped manner. They lead to outer-loop feedbacks and command feed forwards
which are required to accomplish the missior. Additional inner-loop feedbacks are
needed to permit the first set of feedbacks to function.

t7e,
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Pglet-Caentered gteqmhgememte

Pilot-centered requirements stem from the presence of a human pilot in the control
loop which places additional requirements on the specification of the guidance and con-
trol laws, as follows, from Table 3.

Ninimum Pilot Compensation

As noted in the preceding lecture, when low-frequency led is required of the pilot,
his dynamic capacity is reduced by increased tine delay and resulting degraded system
performance. Pilot ratings also suffer. and may deteriorate further if the gains are in
a non-optimus region (too sensitive or too sluggish). Accordingly, the effective con-
trolled element should be constructed to:

e Require no low-frequency lead equalization.

a Permit pilot loop closure over a wide range of gains.

This can best be achieved when the effective controlled element (airplane plus SAS
plus flight director) approximates a pure integration, K/s, over a fairly broad region
centered about the piloted system crossover frequency.

Finally, the display/controlled-element dynamics should be approximately time invar-
iant, implying that the beam error be range compensated. The pilot can adjust to non-
stationary situations, but this involves adaptation and learning which increases task
difficulty and degrades performance.

Response Quality

Response quality refers to certain aspects of the display, and path, responses which
directly affect the pilot's subjective opinion of the system. The display response
qualities are:

" Command bar consistency -- Correspondence between the command signal and the
vehicle or control motions in each of several frequency bonds. At low frequency
the command should be consistent with path deviation and aircraft heading. The
aid-frequency response should be consistent with vehicle attitude motions and at
high frequency with attitude rates or control displacement.

a Face validity -- The command bar notions must be consistent with the status
information without discontinuities or step commands that require large sudden
control inputs (and/or result in attitude overshoots).

e Response compatibility -- The command bar response should not requie aggressive

control activity nor should it appear "busy" to the pilot.

Aircraft motion response qualities for a centered flight director are:

e Modal interactions -- The closed-oop system response should be rapid and well
damped with minimum coupling between the modes of motion. The path and attitude
modes should be well separated In frequency; and loop closure should not drive
the system modes into near proximity.

" Path mode consistency -- The system response to an offset initial condition (due
to an external disturbance, pilot inattention, etc.) should not result in "long
tails," steady offsets, overshoots, or abrupt large attitude changes. The
latter, overdriving of bank or pitch, is not consistent with normal IFR piloting
technique and results in degraded pilot opinion and passenger comfort.

Frequency Separation of Controls

The lower frequency range of control for each director bar (e.g., throttle and
column) should aleo be separated. In this way one director is primary, e.g., for path
regulation; and the other is for lower-frequency trim, thus reducing the scanning work-
load between the two directors to an acceptable level.

Non-Interacting Controls

Each director should be essentially non-interacting, meaning that closure of one
director loop will not produce an undesirable response on another director.

Insensitivity to Pilot Response

This implies a broad region of K/s where the pilot can close the loop with en accep-
table phase margin. Additionally, there should be no problems with inattention such as
would occur if beam integral were fed back to the flight director. In this case, when
the pilot is not responding to the director, small loceliser deviations will integrate,
to large director commands. When the pilot then centers the bar, he drives the aircraft
off the beam until the integrator output cancels the localiser. The return to the beam
is then very slow with a time constant near that of the integral term.

SUR.
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Remnant Suppression

Pilot remnant may be of three kinds -- residual, scanning, and processing remnants.
A basic reason for having a flight director in the first place is to decrease the number
of displays and thereby the scanning remnant. The basic trade-off here is to maximize
the information on the flight director while keeping the display uncomplicated. High-
frequency control motions, characteristic of pilot remnant, should not show up when
flying the flight director display. This follows, in part, from making the effective
controlled element a C/S i.e.. high-frequency signals are filtered. Pure gain effective
controlled elements which do not ettentuate high-frequency components tend to look very
busy because of pilot remnant.

e sign Amalysle Pr*cedmre

With these fundamental requirements established we can now turn to specific consid-
eration of an example of lateral flight director design for curved path following. To
begin with we consider the effects of various possible feedbacks on the pilot/vehicle
system requirements, as given in Table 4. Two basic design concepts show considerable
promise in achieving curved path tracking; first, "conventional" feed-forward of certain
trajectory-dependent parameters (Plight Director A) and, second, less conventional, tra-

Jectory-independent washed-out bank angle feedback (Flight Director 5). & generalized
system for lateral control is shown in the Pig. 16 block diagram which assumes that: I)
the beam is range compensated; 2) all turns are coordinated; and 3) localizer noise is
zero.

Dynamic Requirements

The characteristic equation of the Fig. 16 closed-loop system is given by:

ACL -A + P N1. [G4 + G F! + Gf) + JL.U0  82 Y (7)

A i+ YpNgw

Closure of the flight director loop via human (or automatic) pilot drives the system
poles into the flight director zeros, WPD which are defined by the shaping, and relative
weighting of the feedbacks and feedforwhds, Gi,. N. and A in Eq. 7 represent the roll

numerator and characteristic equation of the augmented airplane which generally has the

following form:

s'(s + l/Tjeu )

Generically, the dominant roots of the augmented airplane consist of a roll subsidence
mode and a spiral mode at (or near) the origin. Then, open-loop transfer function vhch
defines the effective fligt director to wheel response (obtained from Fig. 16 and
Eqs. 7, 8) follows:

PD . Lew8 u1[
2
G#_ f us(G4/Vo + G#) + IGy

8, @3(s + I/Taug) (9)

The generic root locus and Bode (frequency) characteristics of a typical piloted closure
are given in Pig. 17 where the closed-loop characteristic modes may be optimized by
adjusting the numerator zeros through manipulation of the feedback transfer functions in
&q. 9. The following requirements result directly from these considerations.

a. The numerator must be at least a second order at frequencies well below the roll
mode (wl ( lIT 1 ) for system s and to maximize the region of K/s. Among
other things, this implies F 0

b. Reading feedback, G$ and/or beam rate feedback. Gj, is necessary for system
daming.

c, The frequency of the numerator zeros (.s) determnes the maximum achievable
closed-loop system bandwidth. As such, it must be large enough to allow good
command following and disturbance regulation.

Note that a and c, above, are in conflict and involve a fundamental tradeoff between
command following/disturbance regulation and system stability.

Steady-State Reoniremente

The above analysis provides certain insights as to the necessary form of the feed-

backs to obtain desirable system dynamic response. To complete the picture, we have to
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aloe consider the steady-state requirements, which relate to degrees of comamead-
following (straight and curved course*) and disturbance regulation (wind and wind
shear), Such aelyaes detailed in Ref. 16, show that, considering all possible eombin-
atimne and simple dynamic forms for the 0 operators in Fig. 16 (except integral squeli-
ation on 0 d and which could force localixer standoff), the practical posibilties

yielding are path error to curved paths and wind shears are:

" Beam (ky) and beam rate (kfs), without bean integral, along with washed-out roll
sel1s.

" The use of fedforward commands deserves consideration.

Both alternatives were considered in the present design exercise, PD A with a feed-
forward and FD I with washed-out feedback,

parameter Adjustment (PU A)

in general, the analytical design procedure to set the final system gains, feedback
transfer functions and limiters was formulated so that the system requirements expressed
earlier could be interpreted directly in terms of certain quantitative criteria. For
PD A. the flight director to aw numerator takes the following generic form:

do Kp,~ - 3 + !-A 02 + g a 8 + g" 2 Kp Kp Kp

The zeros of this numerator represent the limiting characteristics of the system closed-
loop modes as the pilot increases his gain, Kp. Comparison of Eq. 10 with Eq. 9 reveaeL
that the addition of roll rate feedback, i.e., G+ - K# + KpS, incrteses the order of N

T
6w

from two to three, making the effective controlled element (Na /6) C/c-like out to
infinite frequency. The coefficients of Eq. 10 were adjusted in accordance with the
pilot/vehicle requirements discussed earlier, resulting in the system survey shown in
Pig. 18. This is valid for all flight conditions because the augmented lateral airplane
transfer function is essentially invariant with speed.

The root locus in Fig. 18 indicates that the dominant system resonse is third order
with the second-order closed-loop flight director mode, w;D, occurring at slightly
higher frequency than the first-order subsidence, I/TpD, in the region of crossover.
One of the primary goals in the design was to make the effective controlled element,
PD/dw, K/c-like over a broad range of frequencies, and this is reflected in the Bnde
amplitude plot. The gain crossover, estimated from the results of several simulator
programs, is in the K/s region and very near the frequency for maximum phase margin.
Notice that deviations in pilot gain from the (assumed) nominml by, say, t 6 dB do not
greatly affect the resulting closed-loop modes (see Bode).

There was some initial concern over the (conditionally) unstable root locus at low
frequency (near the origin) and the effect this might have during periods of unattended
operation. Nowever, this ms not a problem, and the pilots were totally unaware of any
conditional stability aspects of the flight director.

The third-order nature of the response (two modes at nearly the same frequency)
prompted considerstion of the response qualities requirement, discussed above. For
example, increasing the rote gain. K , tends to drive I/TFD and I/ThD towards the
origin, and results in a higher-order-looking response, characterized by a localizer bug
that initially moves toward the center and then seems to stand off.

Figure 19 shows the (time response) disturbance regulation properties in response to
a crosswind, end an initial offset of 122 n (400 ft) for the closed-loop sirplane/
display/pilot system. Per both positive and negative crosswinds of 25 kt the disturb-
ance regulation characteristics are seen to be quite good with the aircraft on course at
an established crab sngle within 20 sec. For left crosswind, the bank angle limiter is
saturated until course convergence is established, resulting in s discontinuity in the
flight director signal at about 5 seconds as the signal comes off the limiter. What
this amounts to is a sudden change in the effective flight director law from PD. -
(. lis- #) to FDw - f(yc, #D. *, P). While this violates the pilot-centered require-
Ients for "face validity," it is difficult to avoid since the bank angle limiter is
necessary to satisfy other pilot-centered requirements. Piloted simulation results
Indicated that this problem was not objectionable enough to downrate the system, espe-
elally since it occurred only after a large abuse, (400 ft offset in a 25 kt crosswind).

Paramoter Adjustment (rb S)

As noted earlier, Plight Director S does not require feedforward signals and will
track any arbitrary path without external inputs. The design is les straightfoward
then PD A, requiring additional tradooffs sand some performance compromises. As shown in
Ref, 16, the system limitations are of practical interest only when a small turn radius
is requited (Bc < 1219 m (4000 ft). Por such cases, a washed-out (*ts + I/Two) step
bank angle command must be added to allow the aircraft to "blend in" to the curved path
prior to reaching the point of tangency.
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This increases PD B from a third-order numerator (FD A) to a fifth-order numerator
due to the bank angle washout circuit, and a lag in G* required to filter beau noise,
which was effectively eliminated in Flight Director A by complementary filtering. The
design of Flight Director U i predicated on being able to follow any beam shape (within
system limits) without prior knowledge of the beam geometry. Some of the considerations
relative to parameter adjustments are shown in Table 5.

The final adjustmente involved setting the roll rate feedback, K.. to maximize the
region of K/s in the effective controlled element. It wsa determined by auxiliary
analysesa that as K i increased, the effective feedback becomes the derivative of
croestrack ateeleration, j (* & e), and the path zeros decrease in frequency. As a
result, it is necessary to strike a compromise etween the pilot-centered requirement for
K/s at high frequencies and path mode stability.

With the above considerations In mind, the system parameters were adjusted to give
the controlled element characteristics shown In Fig. 20. The crossover frequency shown.
estimated from simulator time responses, corresponds to near-maximum phase margin. The
compromise involved in setting the p feedback gain is evident from the region of /

2

between I/? and I/TFD2 in the bode asymptotes.

The Bode amplitude of PD B is down by a factor of 1.5 from YD A in the region of
crossover. Piloted simulator experiments indicated that this was too low and the dis-
play gain was therefore set to 1.5.

As in PD A, the low-frequency conditional instability was found to have no effect on
pilot opinion.

Figure 21 shows FD B responses to a lateral offset in the presence of a negative
crosswind. Note that most of the lateral offset is removed in 15 seconds and that the
last 10 percent seems to stand off, but in fact goes to zero in 3Ts - 43 see. This
effect is inherent to the washed-out system and is attributreble to the residual output
of the washout circuit which causes an effective standoff with y.. Such residual
lateral offset was found to be negligible during the simulator evaluations of FD B.

On the other hand, the regulation characteristics to crosewind shear (not 5own) is
considersbly improved by PD B reducing the cross-track error (to a 2.23 ft/sec cross-
wind shear) from 30' (FD A) to about 5'.

The fundamental advantage of the washed-out bank angle director lies in its ability
to track an arbitrary course (within design limits) without the benefit of external
guidance Inputs in the form of feedforward commands. The time response characteristics
of a curved course intercept from a straight course are shown in Fig. 22 in calm air and
with a 25 kt tailwind. These results are for a 1219 a (4000 it) turn radius and a true
airspeed of 90 kt. Course transients at the intercept point are inherent due to the
lack of an advanced bank angle command and are sensitive to the commanded turn radius.
true airspeed, end wind.

Coneluetons

Application of the system requirements produce viable and workable flight director
laws.

KULTIPLK LOOP SKAUPLS

We depart now from the single-loop situations so far examined to consider the more
complex multiple-loop situations, which are mostly associated with longitudinal control.

In the first place we recognise the existence of experimental evidence (Ref. 3) that
the Pilot Model is applicable; and identify in general how it is to be applied in
Table 6.

An important feature of such application is the selection of the loop structure to
be used, which is not always readily apparent, Instead, the possible feedbacks, and
their flight control consequences, must sometimes be carefully compared to ascertain
those that would be preferred/selected by a skilled controls designer (much as for the
lateral flight director example). A good test pilot will "find" these preferred struc-
tures and develop the same vehicle-appropriate control techniques.

A ease in point ts the two representative piloting techniques depicted in Pig. 23.
The "STOV" technique using throttle to control altitude is appropriate for aircraft
operation on the "backside" of the drag or power curve where rate of climb decreases
with decreasing speed and control of altitude with elevator is unstable, causing diver-
gence to stall, The "CTOL" technique is appropriate to "frontside" operation where
decreasing speed Increases cllb-rste and altitude control with elevator is stable.
These now-apparent differences and assigned applicabilities were not always so evident
and accepted. In fact one of the very first problems studied by multiple-loop pilot-
vehicle analysis involved a good deal of preliminary loop closures and comparisons
before it was decided that (a variant of) the STOL technique was the appropriate,
closed-loop system for the carrier approach situation (Refs. 20, 21).

.I

. ... . nqs~de~auame At
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CAUSIZ AISCZAlT A'R/OACK 371 SELECTION

(Uxampla 6)

The subject situation involved piloted control of approach along an optical boom and
analysis of those flight conditions, on a variety of US Navy aircraft, where the pilots
reported "inability to control altitude or arreet rate of sink," not covered by any
then-known approach-speed limiting parameters. The very complete analysis of Ref. 20
considered both of the basic fig. 23 loop structures as well as low frequency (filtered)
angle of attack feedbacks to throttle or stick. Control of altitude with stick (CTOL
technique) was shown to give fast-response altitude control, but to require airspeed
control with throttle for stability. On the other hand, throttle control of altitude
has inherent low bandwidth capability (but adequate for carrier wake-induced turbulence)
yet is stable without auxiliary speed (or alpha) control. Also, application of the
latter technique was successful in explaining the causes of the above-noted flying
qualities problem whereas the former was not; accordingly the STOL technique was
selected as most appropriate.

Later extensions of chi@ study (Ref. 21) showed that for contemporary Navy aircraft,
two-loop control of attitude with elevator and altitude with throttle (without u + 6)
caused only small perturbations in airspeed. These were, in fact, considerably smaller
than those for the complete three-loop CTOL mode (h,e + 6e; u + 6r). Thus, despite the
CTOL mode's potentially superior altitude control, it suffers by comparison with the
STOL mode (for backside operation) on two counts: speed dispersions are increased and
three loops rather than two must be closed. In the latter sense, the CTOL structure
violates the pilot's desire for control economy.

Now that we've established the pertinent piloting technique, let's examine the
problem. The Fig. 24 root loci illustrate the effects of the successive loop closures
on the closed-loop phugoid characteristics - those most significant for path control.
The first closure (0 - Se) yields the single prime poles; the second closure modifies
the single prime to the double prime (final) characteristics. In these example generic
closures, the pilot "model" is a simple gain in each loop since the frequencies are so
low that "comfortable" pilot equalization is not possible and T effects are negligible
(A phase - To).

If I/Te 1 decreases on the backside from the value ,sketched) in Fig. 24 (it can
actually become negative) so that I/TeTe2 < op2 then (p) 2  

decreases as the (KS) gain
is increased. This sets the stage for a condition (including both loops) where
increased pilot's 0-loop gain first becomes less effective in increasing the outer loop,
altitude control, bandwidth; and eventually an increasing $-loop gain results in a
decrease in bandwidth and altitude control performance.

The speed at which reversal occurs (i.e., where the bandwidth variation with to iszero), was postulated as corresponding to incipient "inability to control altitude ... "
For lower speeds the harder the pilot tries, by tightening attitude control (normally
effective), the more he degrades his altitude performance. Such "performance reversal"
speeds were computed for seven Navy carrier aircraft and shown to compare favorably with
pilot-selected approach speeds for five of the seven; the remaining two had other iden-
tified limiting problems. Additional successful correlations with simulation (Ref. 21)
and experimental aircraft flight results (Ref. 22) further confirmed the validity and
applicability of the "reversal" condition so a flying qualities metric.

SUTTLE OR3T3R PIS

(Example 7)

The shuttle orbiter landing is a non-powered manuever involving only column control.
For the longitudinal axis this means elevator control of pitch and altitude as for the
CTOL mode. The orbier digital flight control system is an example of fairly modern
technology which, in common with other modern systems, has had early development
problems. One of these involved certain early (ALT [Approach and Landing Test] FF5
flight) Pl0-like flight deficiencies as depicted in Fig. 25. To determine the possible
cause and cure for such behavior, the quasilinear human pilot model (fsf. 3) was applied
to the ALT-FFS approach and landing flight condition (Ref. 23).

Aircraft Characteristics

The pertinent aircraft !haracteristics are represented by:

*'/do The augmented pitch attitude transfer function for control inputs

h/ The aircraft's path response at pilot's station, to attitude changes for
pilot control inputs

The pitch attitude transfer function and frequency response are given in Fig. 26. Also
given in the figure are the transfer function and frequency response of a low-order
"equivalent" system model of the form,

I (TEs + 1)
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and parameter values (K - 0.4 deg/sec/deg, i/TE - 3.5 red/sec, and 
T

e - 0.264 sec)
giving a beat fit to the complete frequency response of the ALT. The equivalent system
is useful for selecting pilot model parameter values and for making comparisons with
other aircraft. The actual PlO analysis used the complete ALT transfer function as
given in Fig. 26.

The path to attitude transfer function and frequency response for elevator inputs is
given below.

N- Khv6ef" + I/T 1j. 1 (a + /Th 2 ) (  + I/Th3)
e -6 Ke + I/Tel,(. 1 I/T 6 2 )

- -2.25(s + 0.026)(s + 4.45)(s - 4.91)
s(a + 0.042)(a + 0.72)

It should be recognized that these characteristics, being the ratio of numerators, are
identical to the unaugmented airframe and cannot be modified by feedbacks or feed-
forwards to the elevator.

Only the higher frequency roots, above. (i.e., I/TO 2 , I/Th 2, and I/Th3) are of con-
cern to the PlO problem. Their values are set by basic airframe characteristics. T0 2 ,the flight path lag, is due to wing loading and CL.; Th2 and Th3 are set primarily by
the pilot's location relative to the center of instantaneous rotation (CIR) for elevator
inputs. For a pilot location aft of the CIR. as in the Orbiter, I/Th2 and I/Th3 are two
distinct first-order roots approximately the same magnitude but of opposite sign. In
aircraft where the pilot is located forward of the CIR, the more common case, these two
roots wilt couple into a second-order pair wh . For a more complete discussion of these
transfer functions and approximations for the values of their roots, see Ref. 23.

Pilot Characteristics

Ype accounts for the pilot's action In closing the inner attitude-to-elevator loop;
Yph for his closure of the outer path-to-attitude loop. The pilot model forms used in
the analysis are:

YPe " pe (TL4s + Ie- Os

YPh - tph

Setting the lead 
T

Le, equal to the Fig. 26 equivalent system lag achieves the desired

K/s result.

The pilot's time delay, T0 , is given by the relationship:

To -
T
e -0.1

to account for Inflight notion cues, and

(12)

1/o - 0.24 + 0.214 (i/TLe)

to account for the lead effect on time delay. The use of a low frequency pure gain
pilot model (KPh) in the outer altitude loop is consistent with experimental results.

Pilot/Vehiele Closed-Loop Characteristic@

For pilot attitude gains corresponding to crossover frequencies from 2.5 to
4.0 rid/seec, the location of the closed-loop attitude mode, wsp. is shown (as diamonds)
in the root locus plot of Fig. 27. As can be seen, the maximum stable crossover fre-
quency is slightly ess than 3.5 rad/sec. The other critical mode shown in this plot is
the path mode, I/TO 2 , which for the above range of pilot gains is very close to the
basic aircraft flight path lag, 1/TO 2.

These two inner-loop characteristics. a p end I/T'02 . limit outer-loop performance,
as illustrated by the Fig. 28 root locus plots for pilot closure of the path loop.
(Successive sets of diamond symbols along the three loci in each plot correspond to
given increasing altitude gains.) These plots are for the two indicated levels of
inner-loop crossover frequency. The left plot, for medium inner-loop gain, shows the
slightly unstable attitude mode, ,, being stabilized with increaring outer-loop gain
resulting in, the final closd-loop attitude mode designated by e%. The closed-loop
path mode, wh. results from the coupling of the I/Th 2 path mode and the kinematic alti-
tude integration, This plot also shows that, for medium inner-loop gain, the maximumA _____
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stable path node frequency is limited to about 1. rad/sec. For reference, the observed
ALT-IFS PTe frequencies are noted in this plot. The right plot illustrates that for
higher Loner-loop gain a minimum level of outer-loop gain is necessary to stabilize the
attitude mode, but the potential improvement in path bandwidth is minimal,

The tradeoff between perforeance and stability is illustrated by the closed-loop
path/attitude stability boundaries shown in Fig. 29. The figure shows the closed-loop
stability limits as a function of combinations of attitude *nd path gain. Within the
stable region, lines of constant closed-loop mode frequency are also shown. At lower
attitude gains a path mode instability will result at the limiting path gain. Since the
(right-hand) path mode boundary is slopiqg upward to the right, higher path gains
resulting in better performance (higher is) can be achieved by increasing inner-loop
attitude gain. This is true for attitude gains up to about 1S dE, which corresponds to
an inner-loop crossover frequency of wce - 3.5 rad/sec (the left Fig. 28 plot). As
attitude gains increase beyond 18 dB, increasing levels of path gain are required to
stabilize the attitude mode.

Por maximum performance, the pilot is drawn Into the tip of the plot where the PTO
region has been noted. At a stable operating point within this region, the system is
very sensitive to both attitude and path gains. At a fixed attitude gain, lover path
gain will result in an attitude sods Instability, while a higher path gain results in a
path mode instability. The range of stable path gains is only about 1.2 dB. A similar
situation exists for fixed path gain. A higher attitude gain will result in an attitude
mode instability and lower attitude gain in an unstable path mode. The only way to back
out of this region in a stable manner is by a judicious, simultaneous and peculiarly
proportional reduction in both attitude and path gains, a very difficult if not impossi-
ble piloting task for an unexpectedly encountered PTO. This extreme sensitivity to
small increases or decreases in individual pilot control characteristics is the essence
of this particular PlO situation. Nonlinearities. e.g., due to elevon surface rate
limiting, will accentuate but not otherwise alter this essential character. The exis-
tence in the ALT-FFS flight test data of both neutrally stable modes at very nearly the
same frequencies indicated by the analyses is strong evidence that the PT0 conditions
have been analytically reproduced.

STOY. APPROACE PATE CONTROL

(Example 8)

This example (from Ref. 25) provides a further exposition of the Fig. 23 "STOL"
technique but certain aspects of the "CTOL" technique are invoked. In any event, for
simplicity and improved clarity, we'll assume that the inner, 8, loop is tightly closed
so that the pertinent dynamics of the aircraft's motions are given by the attitude
numerator, i.e., the closed, inner-loop denominator, ', given in general by:

A' - A + Yp e

approaches YpONfe for large ype" Similar effects occur for all the usual control
transfer function numerators. The net result is that the pertinent path control
transfer functions are given rather simply in terms of the following forms and factors
(for Y. - 0*):

Characteristic A . TYpO me f(
2  

+ ( Z .- 
1 ). (ZwXu - XjZu)

(13)

- 2 + 2t 5 u s + 4e
2

or (a + I/ToI)(s + I/To 2 )

Attitude Input Responses, assuming Xge - Z e - O, are correspondingly given by:

- ( - g)(s + gZ

_ (Z- g) (a + Tu1

Ae Z o(15)
X- + L IL

a hl

aThe y- 0 initial condition dose not detract from the general applicability of

these small perturbation relations, lesically, the h responses so computed are equiva-
lent to deviations normal to the flight path stability axis for the usually smell values
of ye pertinent to approach conditions.
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Thwottle Ispat amsposm
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with NK , 0 become:

u XdT[._

SET (M)

-~~ -i-r + y
8T - x u Zc(,(17)

Z IT + I

Th6T

Notice that the characteristic & path mod* roots are defined by the besic lift end
drag terms, Z. and Xu, plus the coupling terms, X. and Zu . The latter derivatives
couple the speed and flight path modes. That is, the drag change with verticel notion,
Xw ,  establishes how speed will vary with path rite of climb (i.e. . w) and vice verse
for the Zu tern. When their product is large and negative the path mode is oscillatory
(we

2
); when small, the path modes are two first-order subsidences (I/Tei, I/To 2 ).Because the input numerators Eqs. 13-17 are all first order, there can be no cancella-

tion of (selective) poles and zeros (&I for the Tejo T0 2 form) when the path mode is
oscilletory. The result is that u and h motions then occur with the same dyqamice and
are therefore inherently coupled. However, the relative magnitudes of u and h are also
important; end these are governed, for the throttle inputs, by the thrust-inclination,
T, and associated values of XAT/ZAT.

The consequences of coupled u and h responses are best illustrated by the control
actions and responses associated with the two piloting techniques for a level of XwZu
couplin; which produces an oscillatory characteristic (we). Considering the CTOL tech-
nique, h - 0 and u S AT, the time-history sketch (Fig. 30) shows that for a near step
attitude input the h response is more rapid and proportionately much greater than the
corresponding u response (both are sketched to the same scale). In fact, there is
essentially no u response in the first 3 to 4 sec, implying a very speed stable situa-
tion (due to the positive Xw  required to produce the coupled, we, conditions). The
final value of the speed change is conventional in that there is a reasonably small
reduction for a nose-up attitude. Thus, from the standpoint of flight path control
h - ec appears direct and adequate. That is, u responses are decoupled from h
responses, despite their oscillatory similarity, because of magnitude differences.
Accordingly, provided speed error remains acceptably small, there are no anticipated
control problems. However, because of its delayed response characteristics, precise u
control with attitude (e.g., to correct for winds) would be difficult; furthermore, such
corrections will introduce large flight path errors.

For speed control with throttle, we see that except for the short delay in
responses, the h and u traces are very similar. That is, there is essentially no way of
making a throttle-controlled speed correction without introducing altitude rate errors
of equal magnitude. Physically, this interaction or coupling between u end is
obvious1  since for eT - 00, an 1 change is produced by a normal force change due to Zuu
(i.e., h - Zuu).

Changing techniques, i.e., controlling h with throttle and u with e, only makes thS
situation more difficult because of the very poor u and associated large secondary h
response. The pilot effectively has no direct measure of speed regulation for either
technique.

To illustrate the other extreme, consider the inherently decoupled path mode condi-
tion (I/Tei, I/

T ez). The purity of the individual transient response to throttle inputs
is governed additionally by the values of 1/Tue and I/The. These zeros are affected by
the inherent coupling derivatives, X. and Zu, and also by the ratio of the control force
derivatives as shown specifically by Eqs. 16 and 17. Without the corrunting effqct of
these coupling terms on the dynamics (i.e., for X, - Xa7ZE - 0), the h path response
to a throttle input, as previously given (Eqs. 13 and 16), is.

-Z T ( o /
T 

he )

asBecause of the conatrained attitude effect, the u and h throttle-response numera-

tora are not the usual simple AT numerators but rather the coupling numerators which
apply when two (or more) control inputs are involved, hence the modified notation which
reflects conventional multiloop practice.
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where, now,
1 1

Th- T (is)

thus

-LZ ST

For the asumed zero X6 the corresponding u/6 T is, of course. identically zero; how-
ever, for finite (but saull) X8 s u/dy & XST/(s + I/To,). The point is both responses
are of different magnitude anT frequency content, and this desirable feature of
uncoupled path nodes depends strongly on near-cancellation of certain numerator and
denominator factors.

Such incomplete cancellation but good seperation of u and h responses occurs for
stick inputs and the above-postulated conditions; i.e., for le - 0, I/Tul - -Zw - lI/T 2
and I/

T
h1 - -Iu - (g/Uo)(Zu/Zw) I/Tel - (g/Uo)(Zu/Zw). Accordingly:

U X,

Zolo + lf
T
hl)

" (a - I/Te)(s + I/To2) (19)

where

Although the u response Is pure and slowly subsident (I/Tel), the h response while
basically fast (lITs 2 ) can also exhibit the saie slow subsidence, depending on the
ratio l/

T
hl and l/T@l .  If they are both small and positive, the slow subsidence is

essentially eliminated, and the h response is then similar to that for throttle input
(Eq. 15). If 1/

T
hl is negative ("backside" operation), the ubsident contribution in

increased and the speed bleedoff eventually reverses the sign of the h response. Notice
too (9q. 19) that the initial h/u response ratio is given by Zig, a parameter most
oftesn used to characterize ehort-period response (Ref. 26); thus, path control may be on
underlying factor in the current short-period dynamic requirements. Finally, we should
note (Eqs. 13 and 15) that I/Thl and I/T5 1 cannot be varied independently without also
modifying the inherent attitude numerator; i.e., the basic derivatives. Xu, 2u, 

1 
Z.

all appear in both w9
2 

and l/Thl.

Clesed-Leep Asmlysee

The foregoing qualitative discussion provides a physical feeling for two multiloop
path control techniques. A more quantitative appreciation has been gained by closed-
loop pilot/vehicle analysts applications (Sefa. 27, 28). For example, Figs. 31 and 32,
show the effect of thrust inclination, X6T/Z6T and dynamic coupling, Xw, for a fixed
value of Zu, on the effective altitude closure bandwidth, a, and gain, A. The two
values of X, - 0 and 0.1 correspond respectively to backside conditions of, ThI - -0.09
and -0.03. The detailed aspects of these closures are described in Ref. 27; however,
for each condition the bandwidth and gain were computed assuming that the pilot closed
the h + 

8
T loop with an ideal (constant) crossfeed to maintain effectively zero speed

error; and the closed-loop bandwidth was defined by 45* of phase margin.

Without dwelling on the closure details. since our prime concern Is closed-loop per-
formance, notice that thrust angles between 90' and 0' show a progressive reduction in
wh while the gain Ah, in general, increases. An increase in bandwidth would be expected
to improve performance; however, on excessive increase In gain (i.e., sensitivity) tends
to degrade performance. In fact, a high gain condition in combination with a low band-
width Is a rather poor control situation, reflecting the undesirable features of a
sluggish response with a highly sensitive control. The vehicle doesn't respond rapidly
enough for good regulation (.g., suppression of disturbances), and with high sensitiv-
ity there is a strong tendency for a PO (i.e.. pilot-induced Osillation). The above
considerations imply that the beat pilot ratings occur at the Nigher Inclinations as
shown by the predicted trends in Pigs. 31, 32. Note also that for 1/Thl - -0.09, the
extreme backside condition, the variation in rating is more pevers, with the best rating
occurring at 90'.

The conditions analyzed above, plus a third set involving a second order (Eq. 13)
CS, s*, were tested using a simulated straight-in instrument (ILS) lending approach
initiated on the loceliser beam from an off-nominal glide slope situation and an initial
trim speed of 60 knot. The attitude control response was held constant by using a rate-
command attitude-hold eugeentation scheme. The pilote were requested to correct the
indicated off-condition (100 ft low) as quickly as possible; and they also generally
introduced their owe disturbamces, offsets, and abases to aid evaluation. The lateral
ILS task was simply to maintain the stoaliser beem.
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The matrix of test configurations examined in this experiment is given in Table 7.
The basic dynamic@ of configurations 1-6 are typical of a tilt wing propeller STOL, con-
figurations 7-12 are more representative of current thrust augmented vehicles (e.g.,
augmenter wing concept or deflected thrust arrangement), and configurations 13-18 repre-
sent an extrome of the trend established by the first two sets. Notice also that the
"odd" thrust Inclination of 63.5* was deliberately chosen to omake the I/Tue sores cancel
an appropriate pole. Also, sines the path coupling and backside parameters are not
independent, they were set to oppose each other. That is. the docoupled denominator
dynamics (I/T9 2 > I/To, and 

1
w - 0) were tested for an extrese backside condition,

I/Thl - -0.09, end conversely, the coupled denominator was tested at an extreme front-
side configuration, I/Th! - 0.21. This allowed assessment of whether the coupling or
backsidees* was governing, as well as the degree to which favorable thrust inclination
could overcome either of these primary path control deficiencies.

Each of four experienced test pilots was instructed to fly first onq technique.
h - 8T (STOL), then the other, h * 0 (CTOL); however, they were free to consider other
methods of control also.

Test Reomslts ad Dimgnssis&

The pilot ratings for each of the configurations tested are summaried in Fig. 33 as
a function of thrust inclination and control technique. Both factors have significant
effect on path control as evident by the rating trends.

Note the so-called backside (STOL) technique is increasingly superior to the conven-
tional control technique as l/Thl becomes more negative. The implication is that the
throttle is then used exclusively as a means of controlling path. and that attitude is
used only as necessary to regulate speed errors. In fact, some comments show (as noted
earlier for carrier approach) that at these backside situations the pilots do not
attempt to control speed with the throttle; instead, they employ stable h - T and avoid
the more demanding task of controlling the speed divergence associated with the backside
condition.

Returning to specific consideration of the data relative to the predictions of
Figs. 31 and 32 for the various backside situations, we see that they are reasonably
well confirmed. In particular, the predicted pilot rating trends based on the combined
effects of the closed-loop performance parameters are essentially the same as those
shown in Figs. 33a and 33b. The major pilot criticism directed at thrust angles beyond
90' was the aircraft's tendency to slow down for positive throttle inputs (e.g.. when
arresting sink rate). To regain the speed loss reeulting from a positive flight path
correction required the pilot to pitch over, increasing speed but at the same time
canceling part of the desired flight path correction; in effect, reducing the gain as
predicted.

For the extreme backsided case at 0* thrust angle, another kind of complication
revealed by the analysis of Ref. 27 is the predicted airspeed bandwidth ,ab - 0.28 which
is $rester than the altitude bandwidth uhb - 0.19 (Fig. 31). Thus not only is the
primary altitude response itself deficient but the normally expected primary: secondary
response frequencies are reversed. For all other cases the ratio of (%j/ )b runs from
about 0.2 to 0.5 as thrust inclination is reduced from -90* toward zero.

For the highly-coupled situation given in Fig. 33c, only the single-loop control
[h - 0(g)) was considered nearly satisfactory by the pilots. In this case thrust
inclination had little effect since the throttle was not used. Nowever, some of the
pilots experienced a strong tendency to oscillate along the path using only stick; and
one pilot, in particular, noted the resemblance to pilot-induced oscillation (PT0).
Although he attributed these tendencies to problems with pitch attitude control, they
are more accurately a reflection of the flight path control and sensitivity between
flight path response and attitude. Similar problems encountered with conventional angle
of attack auto throttles (which modify X. as here) are discussed in Ref. 28.

COUCLUBIOUS

The foregoing examples, which are only a sampling of many in the literature (e.g.,
Ref. 7) illustrate the power and applicability of closed-loop man/machine analysis to
the revelation, understanding, and simulation of handling related design problems.
Deriving from this improved understanding end the presented, and other, applications are
a number of observations and catalogues of desirable or undesirable closed-loop quanti-
ties. Tables 8-10 list some generally desirable closed-loop features, good path regula-
tion properties, and pilot centered path regulation problems, in that order

Relative to the first item in Table B; for multiple-loop problems, where a single
control is being utilized, the leads developed in the inner loop of a series loop
structure are propagated to, and are very helpful in effecting a good, outer-loop
closure.

The point of the second item is that, where a croesfeed is helpful in "purifying"
the effective control, the trained pilot will adept one.

By closed-loop, low-frequency performance optimum in some sense corresponding to the
minimation of re error, is meant that the gain, crossover frequency, phase margin,
etc., adapted are reasonably close to those required to effect minima among a
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variety of errors - control usage, primary response, amd secondary responses as
well.

The fact that the pilot adapts to make the complete opan-loop transfer function from
input to output look like I/s in the crossover-frequency region is an observable
experimental fact.

If the lead required to effect such K/s-ness to greater than one second, the pilot's
opinion will be degraded, as will his workload capacity.

In a aultiple-loop situation, the inner loop crossover is generally about three to
four times that of the outer loops, so there is a distinct frequency separation.
There is even a further distinction among trajectory responses where the frequency
progression is from attitude to altitude to speed.

In all cases it appears that an adequate closed-loop damping ratio is in the range
of 0.35-0.5.

Good performance requires low midfrequency droop (closed-loop gain 3 dB or so less
than unity in the region below crossover frequency). This, along with others of the
above, may be recognised as the basis for the original Neal-Smith criterion for
short period control (ef. 30).

Increasing the gain or pilot lead should produce a favorable effect on performance
and bandwidth and damping.

To be more specific, and detailed, the "good" path regulation properties listed in
Table 9 are clarified below:

The inner, attitude loop, fundamental to path control regardless of technique,
should have response characteristics generally faster, better damped, etc., than the
primary path loop. A minimum crossover frequency is about 2 red/sec (lef. 31) with
adequate gain and phase margins. Closing the inner loop should improve phugoid
damping and provide overall path mode equalization, insensitive to and tolerant of
the "tightness" or "looseness" of attitude control.

The h-loop (with 0 closed) should have faster response then the u-loop by at least a
factor of 3; its minimum crossover, with adequate gain and phase margins and without
equalization, should be of the order of 0.5 red/sec (ef. 12).

It should be possible to control h without exciting excessive excursion in u: and
vice versa. If some degree of coupling exists, it should be complementary, i.e.,
control to regulate one path variable helps in regulating the other.

Ouring path regulation and control, limits due to stall, buffet, control, comfort,
etc., must never be exceeded, and excursions into the available margins should be
minimised.

The pilot desires to use the minimum number of nonsensitive feedback loops with
little or no equalietion and/or crossfeeds. Such "economical" control allows him
sufficient excess capacity for other functions.

An otherwise dynamically good airplane can be seriously degraded if control sensi-
tivities are too high or too low, and/or if the relative sensitivities are dispro-
portionate.

Some specific pilot-centered path regulation "problems" as listed in Table 10, are
useful in pinpointing known sources of pilot complaints or in suggesting aircraft and/or
flight control system modifications to improve pilot acceptance.

Inadequate bandwidth problems are often associated with low short-period stiffness
where the attitude response is dominated by the phugoid mode. These situations
require excessive pilot lead compensation (Refs. 31 and 33).

Inner-outer-loop equalizstion conflict results when pilot lag is required in the
attitude loop, (Rsf. 31), thereby restricting the path mode bandwidth.

Low static attitude gain is Soother manifestation of backeidenoss. Sufficiently low
values of static gain limit the pilot's ability to separate u and h responses.
Also, attitude trimmability and the use of attitude as A speed reference are
degraded, resulting in increased attentional demands on the pilot (Sfs. 34, 35).

Attitude gain (Ref. 20) and lead-equsliaation (ef. 35) sensitivity are underlying
control problems affecting path regulation.

Performance reversals occur when increased pilot gain and/or lead, cause a net loss
in performance. Other 'boned-in* reversal situations (ef. 35) constrain the pilot
control strategy, narrowly confined his gain and/or lead. Increasing or decreasing
gain equalistion causes an undesirable performance degradation.
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Inadequate bandwidth is primarily as altitude loop (with attitude closed) problem.
When the loop crossover frequency Is lose them about 0.3 to 0.4 red/sec (ef. 32)
the pilot rating will be unsatisfactory.

Inadequate response separatiom refers to undesirable "mixing" of u and h response.
If u is faster than h, the.maiximg" is especially bad; is geSeral, u responses
faster than about half the h response (aseuming the latter is adequate. as above)
are undesirable.

Additional crosefeed difficulties arise when the necessary or required control
actions are too large, are unnatural (e.g.. reversed sign), or when they limit
regulation performauce (e.g., by reducing effective gain or bandwidth).

excessive depletion of safety margins can be caused by any combination of the above
deficiencies. The type and smallness of the available margin say dictate the con-
trol strategy, e.g., if stall margin is smell, control h with throttle rather then
with elevator.

Departures from desirable path gain levels result in degraded ratings and poorer
pilot acceptance. Analysis in terse of rue control deflections or forces can sose-
times provide a clue to degrading gain levels (efs. 36. 37).

Recognise that. although not exactly short, this is a much abbreviated list of pilot
centered, requirements and problems as opposed to an airplane or systems centered set,
which would be such more diverse and diffused. Also, as already mentioned, some of
these desirable qualities have been translated directly into flying qualities require-
sent terms which will be the subject of subsequent lectures.
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TABLE 1. INFLUENCE OF ATMOSFUEB1C DISTURBANCE ON
PILOT RATING DEFINITION OF FLYING QUALITIES

ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
LEVEL

LIGNT MODERATE SEVERE EXTREME

Flying qualities such
that control can be

1 3-1/2 5-1/2 7-1/2 Maintained long enough
to fly out ot the
disturbance

Flying qualities such Flying qualities such
that control can be that pilot can regain

2 6-1/2 7-1/2 maintained long enough control after hemn
to fly out of the upset
diet urbhance

flying qualities such Flying qua lties sc
that control can be that pilot can rean

3 9-1/2 maintained long enough control after being No requirement
to fly out of the upset
disturbance

TABLE 2. SOME PAST APPLICATIONS OF PILOT-VEHICLE-DISPLAY SYSTEM ANALYSES TO

A ESIGN II FLIGH ENCOUNTERED PROBLEMd

SITUATIONi ANALYSIS ESUTS EFTEECES SITuUAIONg CONTRO PUASIUN CAUSES EFERENCES
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TABLE 3. PILOT/VEHICLE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT DIRECTOR DESIGN

Guidance and Control

* Command Folloving

* Disturbance Regulation

* Stability and Damping

Pilot-Centered

* Minimum Pilot Compensation

-- Feedbacks

-- Equalization

* Response Quality

C Command bar Consistency

* Frequency Separation of Controls

Non-Interacting Controls

" Insensitivity to Pilot Response Variations

• Remnant Supression

For disturbance regulation, the system must regulate against:

C Steady winds

C Random turbulence and gusts

0 Horiaontal mind shears

! _ _ 4
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TABLE 4. EFFECT OF FEEDBACKS ON SYSTEM RkQUIREMENTS

GJUIDANCE AND CONTROL R UI3ENTS PILOT CNTED RE TS
PRIMARY REQUMEXT COMMTS PRIMARY REQUI MET COMIMTS

Requires feedforward Mid-frequency flight
Bank Angle, Stability for curved paths Command bar consis- director motions

t (See Appendix C) tency should look like bank
_ngle

Washout time constant Mid-frequency flight
must be hie enough director motions
to satisfy stability should look like bank

Washed Out Stability requirement yet low Command bar consis- angle
Bank Angle, enough to insure good tency Washout must be high
V path following and

disturbance regula- enough to maintain

tion characteristics face validity

Provides K/s-like re-

sponse at frequencies
Roll Rate, Tends to reduce path Minimum pilot com- beyond the roll mode
p None damping pensation Provides good flight

Remnant suppression director response at

curved path intercept
point

Requires feedforward Minimum pilot com- Determines localizer
for curved path and pensation capture rate

Healing, Path Damping for disturbance Path mode consis-
Pregulation on curved

path - not practical tency

Remnant suppression

Requires feedforward
Washed Out for curved path and
Healing, Path Damping wind shear on Same as above Same as above
o straight pat-

Requires feedforward

for curved path
Course Path Damping Requires inertial Same as above Same as above
Angle, x navigation system or

equivalent for
measurement

Does not require
feedforward

Crosstrack Path Damping Beam noise problems Same as above Same as above
Rate, ,' due to differentia-tion of crosstrack

deviation

Should be compatabie

Path Command and witrh local izer errors
Croastrack Disturbance Path mode consis- high sensitivity at
Error, y. Regulation tency long distances from

touc down are not
desirabl

Stability problems
Localizer Path Command and due to constantly
Error, E Disturbance varying crosstrack Same as above

Regulation deviation sensiti-

vity with range

Long time constant Results in inconsis-
required for sta- tencies between com-

Beam Disturbance bility reduces Same as abonn mand and localizer
Integral Regulation regulation effec- errors after periods

tiveness of unattended opera-
tion
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TABLE 5. PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT TRADEOFFS

REQUIRED FOR OTHER SYSTEM
"DESIRABLE LOCUS" CONSIDERATIONS

Very low values of y/K ro sult in poor response
Minimise Ky/Ki quality due to "loog tatl;" during capture.

e-Ky/Kt is the dominant mode at low frequency

Sank angle must wish out faster then the dominant
Maximize Two path Sode (WFD) to minimize residual feedback

which will result in standoffs with ye.

The break frequency of the beas rete filter is
Minimize T l/r, and as such, requires T be kept lare enough

for adequate noise rejection.

TABLE 6. MULTI-LOOP PILOT MODEL

Uses Available Feedbacks

0 Directly sensed in general visual field

0 Observable via visual displays

e Directly sensed using modalities other than vision

Preferred Feedback Loops

• Can be closed with minimum pilot equalization

• Require minimum scanning

0 Permit wide latitude in pilots characteristics

0 Correspond to good flight control theory and practice

Crossover Model

" Is directly applicable to closure of inner-loops
(higher bandvidth) and outer-loops (lower bandwidth)
which include effects of all inner-loop closures

" Gain adjustments of loops akin to those used
by skilled control designer

Remnant

For undivided attention (no scanning) Is essentially same
as for a single loop equivalent to the inner-loop alone

TABLE 7. TEST CONFIGURATIONS AND RANGE Of VARIABLES'

PATH MODE ALTITUDE RATE SPIED
DENOMINATOR NUMERATOR NUMERATOEb THROTTLE

S.SITIVITY THRUST ANGLE
CONDITION I/Te1 I/TDZ Attitude Throttle Attitude Throttle Z R/RT Arc Tanno. (CO) (u0 ) LITh l  I/The 1/Tul I/Tue in T -Z6T/6T Xw

I 0.1 0.5 -0.09 0 0.5 0.5 -0.146/-0.0363 104 0
2 0. NA -0.15/0 903 0.5 0.5 00.106/0.106 45
4 0.79 -0.075/0.13 30
5 NA 0/0.15 0
6 0.59 0.075/0.13 -30
7 0.3 0.3 -0.03 0 -0.73 0.9 0.146/-0.0363 104 0.1

0.1 NA 0.15/0 90
9 0.3 0.3 0.134/0.067 63.3
10 0.79 0.44 0.075/0.).30 30
11 NA 0.50 0/0.150 0
12 -0.59 0.56 0.07/0.13 -30
13 (0.6) (0.5) 0.21 0 -0.86 2.5 0.146/-0.0363 104 0.5
14 0.1 NA -0.15/0 90
15 0.5 0 -0.106/0.106 45
16 0.79 0.79 -0.075/0.13 30
17 NA 0.5 0.0.150 0
IS -0.59 0 0.075/0.13 -30

a Dymsi characteristics valid for perturbation about 60 knot trim condition.
bRA in the lIIt when either X6 or sTe sern end the time constant is undof 1u.i.. * for
IT - 90'NIT -KIT Is + 0I/TuI !v6ZTI for 0, NT -Z§T[s + (I/The)] - TZuX6T.
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TABLE 8. DESIRABLE CLOSED LOOP FEATURES

* Series Loop Structure for Single Control

* Crosfeeds to Directly Negate Susbidiery Responses

* Closed-Loop Low Frequency Performance Opttmum - Minimum RIS Error

* Pilot Adaptation to Make Y ---> K/s in the Crossover Frequency Region

* Pilot Lead. TL < I to Avoid Degraded Opinion, Workload Capacity

Frequency Separation of Inner, Outer Loops, e.g., c- 2.3 0.5-1.0

* Adequate Closed-Loop Damping, CCL o 0.35-0.50

* Avoid Closed-Loop Mid-Frequency Droop for Good Opinion

a Favorable Sensitivity to Increasing Kp. TL

TABLE 9. GOOD PATH REGULATION PROPERTIES

" Inner Loop (e.g., Attitude) Control Integrity

and Equalizaiton Potential

" Adequacy and Ordering of Path Control Loop Bandwidths

" Uncoupled or Complementary Control Responses

" Minimum Depletion of Safety Margins

" Control Economy

a Control Harmony

TABLE 10. PILOT CENTERED PATH REGULATION PROBLEMS

ATTITUDE CONTROL

" Inadequate Bandwidth

" Inner-Outer Loop Equalization Conflict

C Low Static Gain

" Over-Sensitivity to Gain/Equalieation

PATH CONTROL

* Performance Reversals

" Inadequate Bandwidth

C Inadequate Response Separation

a Difficult or Conflicting Crossfeeds

" Excessive Depletion of Safety margins

" Low (High) Effective Path Gains
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1,0-83PRD LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES OF MODERN

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
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N.A. Mooij
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Anthony Fokkerweg 2. 1059 CM ANSTERMUN

The Netherlands

SUNUARY

The suitability of an aircraft with One implicatic. is that the pilot will
respect to himan control is determined by control most of the time through
its so-called handling qualities. In intermittent "trim-type" inputs and that
modern transport aircraft the handling the relationship between these inputs and
qualities are determined to a high degree certain aircraft response parameters will
by the flight control system. be clearly observable. During landing

An introduction to the following (flare and touchdown), however, the
aspects of closed-loop flight control control tesk incorporates a strong element
systems for modern transport aircraft is of compensatory error-reduction operation.
given: stabilization and manoeuvring [The present criteria for adequate
functions, candidate implementation form, handling qualities assume that the pilot
(aini-sia) manipulators for flight is actively engaged in the stabilizing
control, and mathematical representations function). Therefore a timely question is
of the airframe/flight control system whether the existing requirements for
combination required for prediction and adequate handling qualities should be
evaluation purposes. maintained unaltered for the new

Regarding criteria for good handling situation. If they are found to be not
qualities of transport aircraft the applicable, then a new question arises:
"terminal flight phasea" (take-off, which nsw criteria would be needed to
Initial climb, final approach and landing) assure adequate and safe handling
are of prim interest. A treatise on a qualities of aircraft possessing
number of promising quantitative criteria closed-loop flight control systems?
for transport aircraft equipped with
advanced flight control systems is given. Between 1972 and 1981 a series of

Two groups of criteria are experiments was performed at the National
distinguished: criteria based on the Aerospace Laboratory NLR as part of a
dynamic characteristics of the aircraft study of longitudinal handling
alone (six criteria) and criteria based on characteristics of future transport
the dynmic characteristics of the aircraft with closed-loop flight control
pilot/aircraft closed-loop system (two systems. In anticipation of expected
criteria). In the latter case a quasi- developments, the study was aimed
linear describing function for the human specifically at the establishment of
controller behaviour is used. quantitati e hdling qualites critra

to be used by anyone interested in the
design of flight control systems for
future transport aircraft. Special

1. INTRODUCTION emphasis was given to the landing (flare
and touchdown) flight phase.

The suitability of an aircraft with A thorough review of the extensive and
respect to human pilot control Is valuable data for longitudinal handling
determined by its so-called handling- qualities gathered was performed between
qualities. The handling qualities of an 1981 and 1984. The result has been
aircraft are those qualities or published in 1985 as:"CRITERIA FOR
characteristics that govern the ease and LOW-SPERD LONGITUDINAL HANDLING QUALITIES
precision with which a pilot is able to OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT WITH CLOSED-LOOP
perform his control task. FLIGuT CONTROL SysTw" (Martinus Nyhoff

The handling qualities of the next Publishers, Dor recht; ISBN 90-247-3098-8),
generations of (large) transport aircraft reference I in this text.
will be different from those of Because the level of detail of the
contemporary aircraft as a result of the material presented in this lecture had to
flight control systems applied. The be limited, the interested reader is
developments in digital flight control referred to the above-mentioned book. At
technology lead to implementation forms places where the corresponding text in
which incorporate fkt-te stabilization this book is considered enlightening the
(closed-loop flight control system). related page-numbers are indicated.
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2. CLOSED-LOOP FLIGHT CONTROL SYBusTS The key feature of stability
augmentation is the possibility of

2.1 General modifying the characteristics of the
physical system. By imposing aerodynamic

The first demonstration of manually forces or moments through the actuation of
controlled powered flight by the Wright the controls in response to motion
Brothers in 1903. and their successes variables, the various modes of otion can
thereafter, were primarily successful due be changed as desired. To this end. either
to their philosophy of developing an actuator has to be installed in series
neutrally stable or even slightly unstable with the mechanical signal transmission
machines of which the flight condition had system for the pilot inputs, or an
to be stabilized by continuous application actuator has to be installed serving a
of powerful controls by the pilot (Ref. 2). separate control surface. In figure 2.2.

The more or less unstable behaviour of the first solution is illustrated. As can
the flying machines of the Wright Brothers be derived from the figure, the
was a peculiar characteristic, which had aerodynamic surface in deflected according
to be improved. Two axis pitch and roll to the combination of the pilot's
stabilizers were developed from 1914 manipulator deflection signal and the
onwards (Ref. 3). In reference 4 a signal generated in the motion sensor.
comprehensive overview of the development As the result of the search for the
of automatic flight controls is given, beet obtainable aerodynamic efficiency of

It is noteworthy that nearly all these the aircraft over a "wide" flight
systems (pitch- and roll-angle stabilizers envelope, the concept of fM4 -time
and autopilots) were designed without stabiZi ation has been developed. The
almost any theoretical research. This dynamics of the unaugmented aircraft are
situation changed when a now generation of then mostly such that stabilization by the
jet-propelled aircraft was developed pilot is not always possible (due to the
around 1950. level of instability of certain "nodes").

In the new aircraft generation. A practical consequence of the application
stability augmentation was required of this concept is. that the safety of
because of the weakly damped or slightly flight Is now directly related to the
unstable "short-period" motions. The reliability of the system performing the
longitudinal short-period oscillation and stabilizing function.
the Dutch-roll oscillation were the meat
important modes" causing difficulties. ... As-

PILOTI FOOC the a',
FOW.!

OIFIRELY

system..was a irect echmical llk betwen th

rig. 2.1 Mechanical primary flight control system. VARhAh iIs

Power-boosted (hydraulic) control o l sCi io M n
systems came Into use in order to handlent ck l
the large hinge moments of the control F. 2.3 Cloed- loop FW) primary flight controlsurfaces. In the earlier aircraft there sytm T

pilot's manipulator and the aerodynamic A flight control system which fulfils
control surfaces. figure 2.1. This was no the full-time stabilization function and
longer the case when fully powered thus incorporates essential feedback loops
hydraulic actuation of the control surface (see figure 2.3) is called as a closed-
was introduced. As a consequence, the locop flight control eyetem. The flight
control forces the pilot had to exert had control system is implemented such that
no longer a direct relation with the non-mechanical elements (e.g. flight
aerodynamic forces acting on the control control computer) are incorporated in the
surfaces. This led to the development and link between the pilot's manipulator and
introduction of "artificial feel units", the aerodynamic control surfaces.
which provided the pilot with the proper Stabilization of the aircraft rotational
force and position cues to assist him in motions is automatically taken care of by
performing the required control function, such a flight control system.
The primary flight control system had
taken the form illustrated in figure 2.2.

2.2 Functions
"LOT.$ S 50VLEATON 50 AEo IFI *I M

CONTML ACUA H i.Ft jmn',EEFOR In view or' the efforts to maximize the
i overall aircraft efficiency (in particular
: in terms of reduced weight and drag)

0I.,7Io closed-loop flight control system with
VARIBLE non-mechanical signal transmission are

MHAMIAL applied in modern transport aircraft. ThisOR-REMNICAm means that the need for stabilization, as
Fig. 2.2 Fully powered primary flight control one of the control functions performed by

system including stability augmentation. the pilot, will be greatly diminished.
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In a feedback control system around a Longitudinal msnoeuvring implies
multivariable element, such as en changing the aircraft pitch angle and as a
aircraft, several (state) variables can be consequence changing the flight-path angle
selected as the controlled variables. For (Y. direction of the velocity vector) in
an aircraft in "longitudinal" notion the the plane of symuetry of the aircraft
following three motion variables, or and/or changing the airpeed (V, magnitude
rather their deviations from reference of the velocity vector).
values, should be considered: The controlled (such as 0) or
- pitch angle (6), indirectly controlled (such as y or V)
- angle-of-attack (a) notion variables being of inmediate
- airspeed (u). concern for manoeuvring are, depending on

With respect to the control elements, the flight phase:
the following three are available in - pitch angle for take-off followed by
principle: airspeed (at "maximum" thrust) for
- pitchlng-moment control element, initial climb.

effected by omoent-producing aerodynamic - flight-path angle and airspeed
surfaces, simultaneously during final approach

- normal-force control elements, effected followed by flight-path angle and pitch
by lift-producing aerodynamic surfaces, angle for landing.

- longitudinal-force control element,
affected by thrust-producing power b ite on t a andevator (0,te
plants (engines). based on pitch angle and elevator (8, )

is appropriate for effecting changes in
In a closed-loop flight control system, itch angle (take-off and landing),

the selection of a controlled aircraft airspeed (initial climb), and flight-path
variable and a control element must be angle (approach).
based on the following two functions of
the flight control system: When combining the above two control
A) stabilizing the aircraft functions of stabilizing and snoeuvring,

(automatically) it is stated that the so-called pitch-rate-
B) providing the means for manoeuvring by oomand/pitch-mgle-hol4 flight control

the pilot, system forms the most promising form of
system Implementation.

First, the desirable system
characteristics from the point of view of A comprehensive trestles on the
stabilization are discussed, fundamental and the implementation

Closed-loop systems based on pitch dependent side-effecta on flying qualities
angle (6) or angle-of-attack (n) and of the different options for a closed-loop
elevator (8.), "stabilize" the aircraft flight control system is presented in

angular motions. The orientation of the reference 5. In the reference it is
reference for stabilization, however, is concluded that the pitch-rate-
fundamentally different for these two command/pitch-angle-hold category will
controlled variables: probably prevail in future mechanizations.
- the vertical, for the system based on For aircraft with shortcomings with

pitch angle (6), respect to flight-path control, "manoeuvre
- the airflow direction relative to the enhancement" systems (systems which affect

aircraft, for the system based on the lift force directly by applying
angle-of-attack (a). "direct-lift" aerodynamic surfaces on the

For stabilization of the angular wing) must be taken into consideration as
motion, a system based on pitch angle and well (see Section 5.2). Such a system
elevator (0, 6 ) can provide both the must, however, must be "selectable", i.e.a it must be switched on only during
stability for an unstable aircraft and the particular flight phases (e.g. final
reduction of pitch-angle response to gust approach and landing).
inputs. In addition, such a system is
desirable from the point of view of the Systems indicated as "flight-path
pilot, since his primary input signal angle-rate-comand/flight-path angle-hold"
(pitch angle) is stabilized during are under consideration at the moment.
unattended operation. He is therefore There are indications at present that
relieved from one of his primary control these systems will not be used below a
tasks, viz, stabilizing the aircraft. An certain altitude (e.g. 100 ft) above the
additional closed-loop system based on runway.
speed as the controlled aircraft variable
and the engine thrust as the longitudinal-
force control element (u. 6T ) can 2.3 Nanipulators

stabilize airspeed during the approach The output of the pilot, namely the
flight phase. "commands" given to the closed-loop flight

Next, the desirable system control system, are transmitted to the
characteristics from the point of view of aircraft through a manipulator. As such

iminoeuvring during terminal flight phIases the manipulator Is en element of the
are discussed, pilot/aircraft combination and its
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characteristics play therefore a role In a manipulator are considered, two elaments
the pilot's opinion on the handling deserve serious consideration, figure 2.4;
qualities of the aircraft. - the mechanical element, which transfoz1s

Three types of manipulators can be the pilot's input to the manipulator
distinguihed: into an electric signal,
- columa-wheel combination (which is the - the electric element. i which this

standard mechanization n contemporary signal is transformed into a "command"
transport aircraft), signal; the input/output relation in

- centre-atick, called the "command shaping".
- (mini-size) side-stick. It is assumed that, in order to strike

The most appropriate choice between a (correct) balance between the force
these types lies basically in the realm of levels required for small values of
human factors end depends heavily on the commanded motions and those for larger

desired organization of displays and values, a non-linear relation between
controls in the cockpit. pilot's force input and the "commnded"

A few introductory remarks with respect signal Is favourable (multi-gradient

to the side-stick are in order here, coemand shaping).
because of some unmistakable indications
that in future aircraft with closed-loop
flight control systems such a manipulator 3. HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA

may become the favourite choice (see e.g.

Ref. 6). 3.1 General
Side-sticks enhance the benefits of

systems with non-mechanical signal In this lecture the criteria for
transmission because of their reduced mess handling qualities of transport aircraft
relative to the classical manipulator, with closed-loop flight control systems
smaller size, and favourable location. The as mentioned in Chapter 2 are restricted
last two characteristics are important to longitudinal manoeuvring during

with respect to optimal flight deck low-speed flight, including flare and
lay-out (visibility of primary flight touchdown.
instruments).

Basically two mechanization forms of The areas of application of the

manipulators with electric output can be criteria are prediction of handling qual-

considered for flight control purposes: ities during the design and development

- the pressure manipulator (with hardly phase of aircraft, and evazuation of

any displacement), handling qualities as part of the

- the compliant manipulator. "certification" in the case of civil

In all available sources on flight aircraft, or "proving compliance with a

tests with pressure and compliant side- procurement specification" in the case of

sticks, it is concluded that the compliant military aircraft.

type is to be preferred over the pressure During the design and development
type (Refs. 7 and 8). More details and phase, the handling qualities of an
valuable suggestions concerning the design aircraft are predicted on the basis of

of compliant side-stick manipulators have numerical measures calculated from an
been described by Miller and Emfinger estimated mathematical model describing
(Ref. 8). When the characteristics of such the dynauic characteristics of the

combination of the airframe, the flight

control system, and the propulsion system.

ANGULANOEFLECTION CONO CA Preferably, the criteria used for
SIGNAL - LEmENT SAL prediction should permit the designer toexplore the effects of proposed changes in

flight control system lay-out, including
DEFLECTION COMANoD various combinations of feedback and feed-

forward paths, compensation networks and
filters, in his attempts to achieve the
desired handling qualities.

The evaluation of the handling
qualities of aircraft in existence can be

broken dow in analytic evaluation,
FORCE OELECIIlOW evaluation through simulation, and

evaluation through flight tests.
Because of the more stringent

requirements for handling qualities of
military aircraft as compared to civil

aircraft, it is observed that in the (US)

FORCEVERSUSOEFLEMON COMANSDSAPING Military Specification compliance with all
MELAtIONSIP ELESENT requirements of the specification has to
(.KtwW) (dWNOEA be demonstrated through analysis. (This

type of (analytic) evaluation does not
Fig. 2.4 Two elements between pilot's control differ from the type of activity performed

force and comeand signal. during the design and development phase of
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the aircraft as described above). In Level 2, pilot ratings 4, .5 and 6(CH);
addition, complian~ce with many of the descriptor used here: adequate;
requirements of the (US) Military Level 3, pilot ratings 7, 8 and 9(CH);
Specification has to be demonstrated by descriptor used here: inadequate.
simulation, flight teat or both. The Ol h rtrafrceryaeut
selection of these requirements is made Ol h rtrafrceryaeut
jointly by the procuring agency, the test handling qualities are treated in Chapters
agency, and the manufacturer. It is of 4 and 5, because the attention will be
interest to observe that "whoere simulation focussed on establishing the clearly-
is the ultimate method of demonstrating adequate/adequate boundary (Level I/-
compliance with a requirements the Level 2).
simulation model shall be validated with The handling quality criteria are
flight test data and approved by the divided into two groups:
procuring agency". - criteria based on the dynamic

The criteria used for assessing the characteristics of the aircraft only,
handling qualities of an existing aircraft and
should preferably be expressed in measures - criteria based on the dynamic
(e.g. time histories of motion variables characteristics of the pilot/aircraft
to a step-type manipulator input) that can closedloop system.
be determined directly from flight test The criteria, based on the dynamic
results (objectiv~e data) or determined czroeitc ftearrf ny r
indirectly using a mathematical model reamteitc to:e irftoly r
established on the basis of flight test relted paaetrof:h rase
results (analytical data). In both cases- ftions.eer fth rase

it is important that the in-flight testfntos
technique is not unduly complex. - the frequency responses.

In principle, the limit values or - the time histories for a step-type or
boundaries in the requirements of the (US) block-type manipulator input.
Military Specification are associated with The criteria, based on the dynamic
one of three "Levels" of acceptability. character-ietics of the pilot/aircraft
There is a direct relationship between the closed-loop syst em, are based on
three Levels and pilot ratings given calculations concerning the pilot/aircraft
according to the Handling Qualities Rating closed-loop control structure. They are
Scale (sometimes referred to as the related to frequency domain measures such
Cooper-Harper (CH) Scale) presented in as:
figure 3.1 (Ref. 9), as indicated in the - pilot compensation, e.g. magnitude of
Background Information and User Guide of certain parameters in a model for the
MIL-F-8785 B (Ref. 10). The overall control behaviour of the pilot,
relationships are: - closed-loop resonance.
Level 1, pilot ratings 1, 2 and 3(CH);
descriptor used here: clearly-adequate;

ADO01mCV FOR SIUD TAN5 06 AINCRAF ON~m "it MOT pool
USSUSUD aHAPCuEcTC INsacssc DIuEsCTE T~AK0 Os N OPRTIN opsaAse TWi

Excellent P.I., compensation flet. fact., to,
ih~ql desirable desired performance

Good Pilot compensation not . faictor Io
cloghtbie deficiencies des-red perforanc
Fair -Some d erIl Minimal p'iot comosf0 ~oe
oopsiort, dosoe peoromPnce o' 3

Moto bof a.tlrty Deired pfortotmance eQoires, mroderate
dftC.O ons 0,104 cotmpesti,o4

e oy I'd No ffcice Moderat0 elyeoteton Adeqotmipetworeamicerequres

Very obtoctionabo otd adeuat pettormance roqors exetnoi
tolitrabl deficonitc"t pilot roepetr.oe, 6

ysAntiquaes performatnce tnot attainabdleot~

P" No .Pcects Maot detcmeno tttaltnftt toeatr pil Coe.- 7
SNA4m ntha % na'M _11Matordticmers; Cootoderabfe ord5 oeorratro is toO~

p.,, workboodl oer1eot a rdlon o control 1

Motor date- - in~rtene pot om oo snordt

ceasr ~ Matr detcrenc. me. Opettre

rig. 3.1 The handling qualities rating scale.
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In both above-mentioned groups of Sub b) A transfer function containing a
criteria, the transfer functions of Zirited nwmber of parmwtera
aircraft notion variables to manipulator

input have to be available. These transfer One way to describe aircraft with

functions can be calculated by combining elaborate flight control system structures

the appropriate control-input transfer using only the constant-speed equations of

functions of the aircraft, with all motion for the basic airframe is by means

elements forming the flight control of a low-order equivalent tranafer

system. Where simulators are used in the function.

generation of subjective data, their A low-order equivalent transfer

dynamics have to be included in the function can be determined by means of a
transfer functions as well. For the second fitting procedure of the frequencygroup a model for the control behaviour of response over a certain frequency range.the pilot is required; in Section 3.3 such Often the amplitude and phase differencest model will be introduced, are computed at 20 discrete frequenciesbetween 0.1 and 10 rad/s, evenly spaced

The aircraft types envisaged in the on a logarithmic scale.
discussion of criteria (Chapters 4 and 5) One (by feedback-loop) controlled
are "large; heavy; low-to-medium variable of importance for further
manoeuvrability" (MIL-F-8785 C: Class III consideration is pitch-rate response. The
aircraft). The flight phases considered expression for the low-order equivalent
are categorized as "terminal flight phases transfer function for pitch-rate response
using gradual manoeuvres and requiring (q) to manipulator input (se) is:
accurate flight-path control"; take-off,
initial climb, final approach and landing -r a
are comprised (MIL-F-8785 C: Category C q
flight phases). (s) K e + 1/T ) (3.1)

Se(S) (
2 

+ 2 w a + W 22 2

3.2 Mathematical representation of the
aircraft

The terms t, and rq are the

For the application of a number of the 
q q Cq

criteria discussed in Sections 4.2 and parameters which can be related to T2
5.2. the complete form for the 2
mathematical representation (model) of the Wsp and Csp in the transfer function based
dynamic characteristics of the (simulated) on the "constant-speed equations of
aircraft can be used. However, for the motion" of the unaugmented aircraft. The
application of several of the criteria term T is the total effective time delay
certain specific features of the q
mathematical representation are required, resulting from the addition of the delays
These features are: due to: high frequency flight control
a. a well-defined quasi-steady-state value system modes (actuators, compensation,

of the time response of certain aircraft etc.), digital sampling, computation
variables after a step-type manipulator times, etc.

input;
b. an approximation of the aircraft dynamic

characteristics by a transfer function 3.3 Mathematical representation of the

containing a Zrited nmeof pilot/aircraft system

paramet ers. One type of model which is appl4 :able

Sub a) A quasi-steady-atae value of the to the stability and performance r pects
time response of the pilot/aircraft system is pr sented

The "constant-speed equations of here. It is the manual single-loop control
motion" are used here, instead of the situation classified as the compensatory
"complete equations of motion", for the control structure. The relevant structure
determination of the manipulator-input for visual inputs to the human controller
transfer functions. The "constant-speed is presented in figure 3.2. Concerning the
equations of motion" is a subset of the fla'e manoeuvre (an important aspect in
perturbation equations of motion obtained the present discussion) it is assumed that
by deleting the force equation along the compensatory operation and so-called
body-fixed X-axis and putting the speed- ,u,, NIRD LE
perturbation equal to zero. In the IT V, I
following, a transfer function concerning ,.uM

the combination of airframe and flight , _ , __
control system based on the "constant-
speed equations of motion", will be called
the cone tant-apeed trnsafer' funtion,
while the transfer function based on the
"complete equations of motion" will be
called the complete transfer function. Fig. 3.2 Compensatory control structure for
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precognitive operation occur in a "dual- quality criteria one is referred to
mode" control situation. The flare may reference I (Ref. 1; p.47-481
very wll be initiated and largely The military requirements are as far as
accomplished by the precognitive action Tesil itatieet rpoas f

and then completed with compensatory error- mil quent ei to eure a

reduction operations (Ref. 11). certary eqe mso to 88

A model for the control behaviour of certain level of mission perfowunee an

the pilot, applicable to the stability and well as safety of operation.
performance "ascts of the pilot/aircraft The well-known series of (US) Military
ploer opnc ayspecs: oSpecifications started 43 years ago while
closed-loop system i: its latest issue dates from 1980 (Ref. 15

through 20).

-JwTs The civil requirements are essentially
K a (w + I/TL) qualitative; the purpose of civil

H p j) - p + I/ ) ' (3.2) requirements is to ensure safety of
p Ojw+I/ I operation rather than the effectiveness of

the mission.
In the United States, the Federal

This model forms one of the two factors in Aviation issues regularly updated versions
the "Crossover Model", introduced by McRuer of the Federal Aviation Regulations
and co-workers (Ref. 12): (FAR)(e.g. Ref. 21) while in Europe the

so-called Joint Airworthiness Requirements
(JAR)(e.g. Ref. 22) have been issued.

-Jwe The following section is written in the
Ip(Jw)Hc(Jw) - oe (3,3) light of relevant experiments using a

ground-based and an in-flight simulator
(Ref. 1).

The parameters of Hp (Jw) can be

determined by a fitting procedure using 4.2 Criteria
the measured describing function of the
human controller. The other factor, Hc(jw), 1 LOW-ORDER EQUIVALENT TRANSFER FUNCTION

indicates the frequency response of the CRITERION
controlled element (aircraft). A model for
the more complex control situation in The (US) Military Specification, Flying
which the pilot controls two system Qualities of Piloted Airplanes (Ref. 20),
outputs simultaneously will be introduced provides a short-period response criterion.
in Section 5.2. Its application is aimed at aircraft with

open-loop flight control systems and is
expressed in terms of the undamped natural

4. CRITERIA EXPRESSED IN THE DYNAMIC frequency and the damping ratio in the
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIRCRAFT constant-speed transfer function (wsp

4.1 General p ) and the normal acceleration

The handling qualities of an aircraft 
sensitivity (n.).

can be judged by test pilots who have the It seems attractive to apply the

proper background. Their opinions are criterion also to aircraft with

reasonable reproducible and therefore of closed-loop flight control systems and

great value in experimental research. A thus to parameters of the low-order

valuable description of the historical equivalent transfer function (equation

development of the test pilot profession 3.1).

has been given in reference 13. Criterion

A milestone in the development of The parameters for the low-order
handling quality criteria was reached when equivalent transfer function for
NACA Report 927 (Ref. 14) was issued in pitch-rate response to manipulator input,
1949. This document of singular value equation (3.1), shall not exceed the
presents a complete set of requirements following limits:
together with a discussion on the reasons a) The values for w (W ) and n. (n)
for each individual requirement. The q sP e
requirements are based on results of shall lie within the boundaries
flight tests vith abour sixty different depicted in figure 4.1.
aircraft. b) With respect to the equivalent

The extension of this handling (short-period) damping ratio:
qualities data base started in the
mld-1950's with results of teats using 0.35 < C ( s) < 1.30
varable-otability aircraft (essentially q ap

the first aircraft with closed-loop flight c) With respect to the equivalent time
control systems) followed later by delay:
in-flight aimutat. re. For an overview of
the historical development of handling T < 0.1 a

q&
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TAKE-Off LEVEL 3 % (4.2)

LANDING + a
4,4 ' L V

S Oq Sub b) The limit values of Cap are

based on the consideration that, when the
damping ratio is too low, the aircraft

L _EVELI short-period response overshoots and

oscillates, while, when the damping ratio

is too high, the response may become
"sluggish". The latter holds in particular
for high damping combined with a

relatively low value of we
Sub c) Experience has shown that the

time delay, T in the low-order equivalent
q

0.5 transfer function for pitch-rate response
to manipulator input, is potentially
significant for "augmented" aircraft. The

LIMITS ONLY TO BE RELAfED To equivalent time delay comprises the delays
I I contributed by the flight control system.

' fln%(fn )( ) , Discussion
It is observed that Part a) of the

criterion is prone to difficulties in
Fig. 4.1 Equivalent (short-period) undamped interpretation. If the criterion is

natural frequency versus normal
acceleration sensitivity. interpreted in accordance with the

background of NIL-F-8785 C (pitch angle
control characteristics only; CAP-based

Remarks philosophy) an "equivalent n " has to be

Sub a) The original boundaries of w a

as a function of na (the set of four sp used instead of nn . This parameter,

parallel lines) are based on the Control lz4-Fated as nn , is related to Tq by:

Anticipation Parameter (CAP) established •

by Bihrle (Ref. 23). He demonstrated a no - V/(gi ) (Ref. l;p. 13). The reason

strong correlation between pilot 
ratings q

and the value of the ratio of the initial for this is that the criterion does not

pitch acceleration and the steady-state make a distinction between configurations

load factor after a step-type manipulator with different values of the CAP if na is

input. By assuming constant-speed used.

equations of motion the expression for the From experimental evidence {Ref. 1;
CAP (for an unaugmented aircraft) can be p. 104-107) it appears that the lower
written as: oblique boundary of the criterion

(Fig. 4.1) is slightly too lenient with

respect to sluggish behaviour.

CAP -A (4.1) Concerning Part c) of the criterion it
na can be observed that the limit value on T

is too limiting Ref. l;p. 104-107). q

Especially in the area of relatively
The two parallel lines of the Level 1/- low equivalent undamped natural
Level 2 distinction correspond to frequencies (vicinity of the lower oblique

0.16 rad.s-2 /S (lower boundary) and 3.6 boundary), the effects of all four
-2 parameters T, .1q, Cq and Tq should be

rad.s- /g (upper boundary). qaaeer . q .Cq adTqshudb
considered simultaneously. This aspect

In figure 4.1 also two absolute will be discussed further when the NLR
boundaries are present. The original lower RISE-TINE AND SETTLING-TIME CRITERION is
(absolute) limit on wap is based on the introduced.

assumption that a lowest value of wsp
exists below which satisfactory
manoeuvring Is not possible. The original 2 NLR-MODIFED COMPATIBILITY OF
lower (absolute) limit on no Is based on MANIPULATOR FORCES CRITERION.

the assumption that the lag between pitch
angle and flight path angle change should Introduction

be restricted in the final approach and An aircraft has several degrees of

landing of an aircraft. The following freedom and thus a number of variables

expression exists for this relationship: exists which respond to manipulator inputs
(e.g. pitch angle, normal acceleration).

91
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The "Ratn for one aircraft response 3 LARGE SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT CRITERION
variable to a manipulator input should.
from a piloting standpoint, not be Introduction
"Incompatible" with the "gain for another For flight at low alrepeeda with large
variable to that input. The frequency supersonic aircraft. Boeing presented in
region for which "gains" (ampltude 1975 (Ref. 25) a criterion for longitudinal
ratios) are of Importance moreover differ msnoeuvring. A combination of limitations
for the various response variables, in the time domain and in the tranafer-

function parameter domain ha been
Criterion proposed.

The product of the manipulator force
per unit load factor, dF /dn, and the Criterion

maximum of the amplitude ratio of pitch a) The pitch-rate time history (quasi-
acceleration to ranipulator control steady-state) in response to a step-

type manipulator input, in normalized
force. IS/%PaFs, *hall not exceed the form. shall lie within the boundaries

depicted in figure 4.2.
following limit: b) With respect to the time required to

reach maximum pitch rate, Tq.max, the

dF -2 following shall be observed:
r. I -< 0.45 rad.s- /g

a max

1.1 a < T < 1.8 a
q-max

Remarks
In the above criterion two parameters c) With respect to the total damping of

related to the manipulator input are the denominator of the low-order

combined:
- the manipulstor force per unit load equivalent transfer function for pitch

factor, dFe/dn, with reference to the rate to manipulator input (equation
(3.1)), the following shall be observed:

quasi-steady-state condition
(constant-speed approximation);

- the maximum pitch acceleration 0.5 rad/s < cqwq (Csp u 
< 

1.05 rad/s

amplitude ratio e/6Pelax , occurring at

the equivalent undamped natural ___ T T -
frequency or, If there are lightly-
damped control system modes, at the

frequency which has the largest
amplitude ratio.

These two parameters can becomeI
incompatible in the sense that the 2
maximum pitch acceleration amplitude ratio

l;/i. is too high relative to the

manipulator force per unit load factor
WeF fdn).

The above-mentioned requirement has
been primarily developed to limit various t ,
handling qualities problems, such as those
caused by very high equivalent undamped Fig. 4.2 Part a) of Large Supersonic Ai:craft
natural frequencies, high equivalent Criterion; pitch-rate time-history
undamped natural frequency combined with envelope.
low damping ratio, large lead in the
flight control system, and poorly designed Remarks
bobveight systems (mechanical primary It ins remarked that the constant-speed
flight control systems). equations of notion (constant-speed

transfer function) should be used In the
Discussion generation of the time response.

Dscu io IThe criterion Is included here because
The criterion is based on work by it is one of the few time-response

Calspan (Ref. 24). In this reference a envelope criteria proposed for advanced
limit value of 2.5 rad.s-2 /8 is proposed; aircraft development program (in this
no background information for this value case the (US) National SuperSonic
is given. Based on experimental evidence Transport Program).
(Ref. 1; p. 108) the limit value in the
above mentioned criterion Is proposed, Discussion

It should be realised that this Two distinct observations can be made
criterion is not related to a particular on the basis of experimental evidence
type of pilot's manipulator for pitch- (Ref. 1; p. 109, 110). Concerning Part a)
angle control, of the criterion, it is noted that the

-, c .
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lower boundary (Fig. 4.2) up to 1.5 5 NLR-ODIFI
E GIBSON CRITERION

*condo is too stringent. This to mou
others attributed to the fact that in this Introduction
time-history envelope criterion no Successful precognitive, i.e. open-
allowance is made for a time delay, loop. operation depends to a great extent
Concerning Pert b) of the criterion, it is on the predictability of the final value
noted that the limit on T is too of the response after a (corrective) input.q-ma
stringent on the maximan-side.

q
4 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER CRITERION

Introduction
As one of the attempts to specify the

flying qualities for an aircraft with a
cloed-Zoop flight control system, the
work performed for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter of the US Space Transportation
System (STS) should certainly be
mentioned. The original specification for DIOPoACK (Orb)

flying qualities was especially related to0
pitch-angle control (Ref. 26). The flight
control system had to provide a pitch-rate
output proportional to the pilot's input, 
while the transient pitch-rate response to OVERSHOOT
a step-type manipulator deflection was 

n

bounded by a time-history envelope. The
(final) specification presented here is
based on work by Rockwell (Ref. 27).

Criterion
The value of the pitch-rate time Se

history in response to a step-type
manipulator input in normalized form shall t
lie within the boundaries depicted in
figure 4.3. Fig. 4.4 Pitch-rate and pitch-angle respons to

a block-type manipulator command signal.

- .............. Figure 4.4 shows the pitch-angle response

to a block-type manipulator input in
generalized form. "Dropback" (Curve I) or
"overshoot" (Curve II) of pitch angle
occurring after the input is removed, are
important characteristics in this respect.
These characteristics are especially
observable by the pilct of aircraft
equipped with a flight control system
featuring (high-quality) pitch-angle

I stabilization.

qrmx

Fig. 4.3 Space Shuttle Orbiter Criterion; q S
pitch-rate time-history envelope.

Remarks
The constant-speed equations of motion I

(constant-speed transfer function) should
be used in the generation of the time,
response. -abrupt.

Discussion 
2. bobb)h. re r"

Based on experimental evidence (Ref. 1;
p. 110,111) the following two observations "h. ,i
are made: . J
- The upper boundary (Fig. 4.3) is

somewhat too limiting,
- The position of the lower boundary -2 -1 0 2 3 4 5

would permit somewhat more sluggish OVERSHOOT -O 4OROPWACK Dr-
response of pitch rate that what is %
thought to be required to obtain
oleariy-adeqcte handling qualities. Fig. 4.5 NLR-modified Gibson criterion
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Criterion Settlinig ti, Tsottle: the tine
Normlized "dropbatck" lrb/qse, and required, following the initiatio of a

pitch-rate overshoot ratio qaax/q••, stop-type manipulator input, for the

shall lie within the boundaries indicated pitch rate to enter and remain within a
in figure 4.5. band from 90 percent to 110 percent of thequasi-steady-state value.

Remarks Criterion
The complete equations of motion Rise time (T and Settling time

(complete transfer function) should be rise
used when applying this criterion (Ref. 1; (Tsetle ) of the pitch rate response
p. 111). following a step-type manipulator input,

as defined in figure 4.6, shall not exceed
Discussion the following limits:

In the development of the NLR-MODIFIED
GIBSON CRITERION on "drophack" for large
transport aircraft, the structure as T - 1.1 a and T 4.4 a
formulated by Gibson for the fJhter rise settle
combat moeuving task (Ref. 28) has been
used. In reference 28 It is stated that
for this aircraft type in the landing
approach values for Drb/q up to at least

1.0 a are allowable for satisfactory
handling qualities. Experimental evidence
(Ref. 1; p. 111, 1121 indicates that:
- aircraft with negative values of

Drb/qss indeed fall in the area of the -

original criterion indicated as
"sluggish", "overshoot",

- positive values of Drb/qas in excess of

about 1.0 a were associated with
pilot expressions as "abrupt". "bobble
tendency",

- the upper horizontal cut-off has been
established on the basis of overall-
insight (experiments and the SPACE
SHUTTLE ORBITER CRITERION).

6 NLR RISE-TIME AND SETTLING-TIME
CRITERION Fig. 4.6 Definition of Trine and T.ettle

Introduction Remarks
A fundamental drawback of the in It is concluded that the differences

various quarters recommended LOW-ORDER between the criterion under discussion and
EQUIVALENT TRANSFER FUNCTION CRITERION the SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER CRITERION

(Criterion 1) is the independent (Criterion 4) ore reasonably moll.
specification of the combination of u andq
na  on the one hand and Cq on the other Discussion

e Besides a maximum rise time, a maximum
hand. Part of the problem to the for a time delay as part of the iee time
detrimental effect of combined values of should be defined as well. It is expected
two parameters, both approaching their that the limit value of such a time delay
individual limit values. NLR developed a could be at least 0.25 a.
criterion aimed at expressing the combined
effects of W. n and Cq on the time

response (Ref. 1; p. 112-114). A -ise-time 5. CRITERIA EXPRESSED IN THE DYNAMIC
parameter was defined to this end: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PILOT/AIRCRAFT

Rie time, Trise: the time required, SYSTEM

following the initiation of a step-type 5.1 General
manipulator input, for the pitch rate
to reach 90 percent of the quasi-steady- Istate value. In Chapter 4, six criteria have beensintroduced which are besed on the use of

A second parameter, eettling time, to the description of the dynamic
guard against a too low damping of the chracteristics of the aircraft only. In
"short-term" response has been defined as the present chapter two additional
well: criteria will be Introduced which are

-, . .. . . . . .. . ...
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based on the results of calculations droop and (closed-loop) resonance. The
concerning the pilot/aircraft closed-loop pilot model, H in this structure is tht
control structure. They require model discussed in Section 3.3.
mathematical models of the aircraft as A mesure to ecibe 3 i3 o
elA measure to describe piot
It is postulated that in the final copensation, . to be used as a

phase of the landing flare the pilot criterion is c

control behaviour is characterized by
(continuous) compensatory error-reduction + it
operation. _ (iv + IT L

5.2 Criteria 
I

7 NLR-MODIFIED NEAL-SMITH CRITERION
Criterion

Introduction For configurations not leading to
For the final approach and landing closed-loop resonance, the pilot com-

flight phases of the mission of a pensation. 4. shall not exceed the
transport aircraft, acceptable dynamic pc

characteristics of the pilot/aircraft following limit:

closed-loop system for pitch-angle control
are required.

Ir the development of the NLR-NODIFIED 4PC <50 deg

NEAL-SMITH CRITERION for large transport
aircraft, the concept of the Neal-Smith
criterion for fighter aircraft For configurations not requiring

(Refs. 29-32) has been used [Ref. 1; appreciable lead or lag compensation by

p. 117-122). In that criterion the the pilot, (1 4pcI e 25 deg, the

acceptability of the characteristics closed-loop resonance, je/cl x. shall
concerning pitch-angle control is linked c "
to pilot compensation required and not exceed the following limit:

closed-loop resonance occurring when some
standard of performance is to be obtained. le/ecl 0 d

The standard of performance can be
expressed in maximum permissible droop and
minimum required bandwidth, w The limits mentioned above are depicted

t BW-" in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1 shows the structure of the

pitch-angle control loop as well as a
definition of the performance parameters

0 (a) .6

" .2.

A5CNTR0L O'OP STAUrUA

RESONANCE - -0 -M -25 0 .10 .20 .-0 .0 .50 W 0

"WH- - V0 EAL-SMITHCRITERIONft0*AV ¢ 0-30, p 02s
- UR2TVALUE OF T 11 .8R-SOO 2FIED MEAL-JMMTH

CRITERION " - 2. T. -Os

0  
Fig. 5.2 NLR-Nodified Neal-Smith Criterion

limits In the 18ie 1 & domain.

The performance standard is:

(deg)-9 marimwn permissible droop: - 3 dB
- minim required banddth, w,,_,: 1.2

rd/s

As an integral part of this criterion,
the resonance has to be calculated also

W A() for assumed values for mininown required
Zlamhoidth, wB_.that are lower and

higher than the value of 1.2 red/s assumed
Fig. 5.1 Piteh-angle control loop structure and here (e.g. 1.1 and 1.4 rd/s). An apprecia-

performance parameters. ble variation in resonance is considered
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to be an indication that the dynamic perform the outer-loop (flight-path
characteristics of the pllot/aircraft control loop) closure, use is made of the
closed-loop system for the particular pilot compensation for the inner loop as
configuration are strongly dependent on obtained from the procedure which is part
piloting technique. This may indicate that of the NLR MODIFIED MEAL-SMiTH CRITERION
handling qualities problem may be present (Criterion 7 in this text).
and that application of the criterion------------
ight very well give unreliable results. - PILOT

Remarks :
For a detailed discussion of the 06 -0 TL

development of the criterion the reader is --__ -
referred to reference I 1ef. 1;
p. 117-122). The pilot time delay (0.3 a)
in the pilot model, p, has been selected

on the basis of a ground-based and In- Fig. 5.3 Closed-loop pilot/aircraft system for
flight validation of a model for the precision flight-path control.
control behaviour of the pilot during the
execution of a pitch-angle tracking task
with a simulated transport aircraft Criterion
(Ref. 33). The bandwidth of the pilot/aircraft

system for flight-path control, BW-b,

Discussion shall be governed by the following limit:
The experimental data base is limited.

More experimental data are needed to cover
the 10/el -MIL domain over a wider uDWh 0.5 rad/s (Fig. 5.4)
ares. pc

The evaluation measure is
determined as follows: 3W-h

8 NLR PRECISION FLIGHT-PATH CONTROL - Apply the procedure of the NLR-MODIFIED
CRITERION NEAL-SMITH CRITERION.- Use the outcome ( pilot gain and pilot

Introduction compensation ) to formulate the open-
Acceptable characteristics of the loop transfer function of the pilot/-

pilot/aircraft closed-loop system for aircraft system for flight-path control.
pitch-angle control are a necessary but - Determine the pilot gain for the outer-
not sufficient condition to perform the loop closure on the basis of a phase
final approach and landing task in the margin of 30 deg. and calculate the
proper fashion. Besides acceptable closed-loop frequency response.
characteristics concerning pitch-angle - Determine the bandwidth of the pilot/-
control, acceptable characteristics of the aircraft system for flight-path con-
pilot/aircraft closed-loop system for trol, wBW-h' from the closed-loop
flight-path control should exist as well. frequency response.
Two factors are mentioned which are
related to flight-path control.

Aircraft with shortcomings with respect
to flight-path control (aircraft with a
"too low" na; boundary-value estimated bi

between 4.7 and 3.4 g/rad, Ref. 34) can be (d * --
improved by means of a manoeuvre
enhancement system. Such a system may be
based on "direct-lift" aerodynamic control - "'- ,
surfaces on the wing. "'-'

The introduction of contr,'ol lable
canards (as part of the pitch-angle con- __
trol system) is contemplated in some
design studies.

In both cases the character of the
normal acceleration response to--
manipulator inputs will be different from
the character of the response for aircraft 4- -ma
types presently in operation. foo -INS

A criterion has been developed by NLR

In which the acceptability of the charac-teristics concerning flight-path control ____, ____
is linked to the calculated bandwidth . .. . .r,
(evaluation measure) of the flight-path
control loop, determined on the basis of a Fig. 5.4 Nl Precision Flight-Pth Controlseries-closure control structure as criterion limin te-h/h-

depicted In figure 5.3. In order to demin,

' i ..,,., mum~mm I
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Remarks CRITERION (Criterion 5) In recommended.
No space is available here for a It Is postulated that even for future

detailed discussion of the development of fly-by-wire transport aircraft the control
the criterion (Ref. 1, p. 122-126). behaviour of the pilot during the landing

(flare and touchdown) is characterized as
Discussion a (high gain) compensatory error-reduction

The criterion presented above requires operation. The NLR-MODIFIED NEAL-SMITH
a minimum value of CBW-h. In-flight CRITERION (Criterion 7) is considered the

experiments related to aircraft with beat evaluarion tool here. In order to
manoeuvre enhancement or controlZed judge the handling qualities more
canards configurations have indicated that completely, the application of the NLR
too much initial normal acceleration at PRECISION FLIGHT-PATH CONTROL CRITERION

the pilot station following step-type (Criterion 8) also to reco mended.
manipulator inputs has a degrading effect These recommendations remain valid for
on pilot opinion (Ref. 35). Two factors future systems based on flight-path angle
are of particular relevance here: control, because strong indications exist
1) The level of initial normal that below a certain height above the

acceleration may be so high that the runway these systems will be reconfigured
pilot considers the motion disturbing. to systems based on pitch angle control.

2) A high bandwidth for the flight-path
control loop, wBW-h' reduces the

separation between wBW_h and wBW-O" 7. REFERENCES
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ADVnSCKS zI FLYING QUALITIES
Concepts &ad Criteria for a Misslon Oriented Plylag Qualities Specification

Roger H. Koh
Principal Research Engineer

Systems Technology Inc.
Hawthorne. California USA

SUMMARY

There has been considerable activity during the past 8 years to upgrade the military
flying qualities specifications for conventional aircraft, as well as for V/STOLs and
helicopters. The primary objectives of these upgradea has been to account for the use
of high gain, high authority augmentation, and to more directly reflect the requirements
of the intended missions into the specifications. The methodologies developed to accom-
plish the latter objective is summarized in the first part of this lecture. This is
followed by a brief overview of the Lower Order Equivalent Systems and Bandwidth cri-
teria. Problems with the specification of control sensitivity, and potential solutions
are then discussed, followed by a brief presentation of the use of time vs frequency
domain criteria. An empirical method to combine the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities
Ratings (HQRs) from each axis of control into an overall rating is then presented.
Finally a proposed specification for precision flare and lending is given, followed by
an example application of the method.

SLEMENTS Of A MISSION ORIENTED FLYING QUALITIES SPECIPICATION

There are military flying qualities specifications for three types of aircraft in
the United States. Plying qualities of conventional aircraft are covered by Mil-F-8785C
(Ref. 1), a proposed revision some years ago (Ref. 2) and following an extended review
cycle, the Hll-Std-1797 (USAF) (Ref. 3). The Mil-Std-1797 (USAF) specification is dis-
cussed in some detail by Mr. Woodcock in this lecture series. VSTOL aircraft handling
is specified in Mil-F-83300 (Ref. 4). A complete revision of this specification was
proposed in 1984 (Ref. 5), but there has been little activity since that time except for
some isolated industry and government review. Finally, rotorcraft handling qualities
are specified in Hil-H-8501A. The U.S Army has been supporting a much needed major
revision effort to this specification, including several in-flight and ground-based sim-
ulation programs, since 1982, and a final proposed version is currently in publications.
(Ref. 6 or see Ref. 7 for an overview). It represents the most advanced thinking in the
area of mission oriented specifications by virtue of the fact that it was the last spe-
cification to be revised, and was able to build on the groundwork established by pre-
vious spec revision efforts (e.g., Refs. 2 and 5). All of the concepts discussed herein
are contained in the new helicopter specification, some are included in the proposed
VSTOL spec, and only a few are in the Mil-Std-1797 (USAF) since the original draft of
that document was completed in 1982, and application of a number of these concepts to
fixed wing aircraft has not yet been pursued.

With that background, we shall briefly consider the elements of a mission oriented
flying qualities specification, as we see them today, using the proposed rotorcraft spec
("update 8501") as a model. A schematic diagram of the specification is given in
Fig. 1, taken from Ref. 7. Here it can be seen that new terminology has been has been
added to the "specification jargon." These new terms are discussed below.

" Hission-Taak-Blement (HTE) -- All of the proposed missions are subdivided into
specific handling qualities tasks. This allows requirements to be written in
terms of the task that must be accomplished.

SRespone-Type -- The response of highly augmented airplanes depends on the
nature of the feedbacks and feedforwards used in the stability command augmenta-
tion system (SCAS). For example some common Response-Types are Attitude-
Command-Attitude-Hold (ACAH), and Rate-Command-Attitude-Hold (RCAH), Rate aug-
mentation, etc.

0 Divided Attention Operations -- The required stabilization for an acceptable
level of workload Increases as the pilot is tasked with additional nonflying
duties. The mission oriented flying qualities specification, update 8501,
accounts for this by requiring increased mid-term stability.

" Usable Cue Environment (UCE) -- The required stabilization for an acceptable
level of workload increages as the pilots usable cue environment (UCE) is
degraded. The UCE consists of the outside world plus cockpit displays and or
vision aids. A methodology has been developed to account for this in update
8501 via the scales shown in Fig. 2. The VCR scale allows the pilot to rate the
visual environment, while the UCE values determine the appropriate Response-
Type, or in some cases, define a need for a different level of dynamics within a
Response-Type category (see Refs. 8 or 9 for details).

An example of how the proper Response-Type is defined in terms of the task (Mission-
Task-Element), and the visual cues including displays (Usable Cue Environment) is given
in Table 1, taken from the proposed 8501 update. This table incorporates an important
concept that is frequently overlooked; every task (MTE), has a Response-Type that is
most compatible to the human pilot. Conversely, there are MTEs and Response-Types that

06
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TABL .! REQ3BUIRED IEWOWSE-TfM FOR HOUR! AND LaW SPEED -- WEK SAMT

VC2-1 VCZ-2 UCR.3

LIVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL I LEVEL 2

Stationary lMME

precision hover (4.1.1. 4.I.2.)* Rate Rate AChE + WINR Rate + 101K SA ACMR + REWE
suspended load pickup and delivery + 1CHK + RCHN
rapid vertical landing (4.1.5)
shipboard landing
BASTf recovery
vertical tekeoff
slope landing (4.1.6)
rapid hovering turn
sonar dunking

bob up/down (4.2.3) ACM + RCDH Rate + &CDR
+ PH + CU + "CH!+ PH

hovering tasks Rate + ICUR ACAN + ICON
Involving divided attenilon + RCOM + PH1 + PH + Ed!N
operation (see 1.4.5.2)

Translating NTffs

mine sweeping ACME + RCON T&C + PH +
RCDI +. UCHH

approach to hover late
shipboard stationkeeping

target acquisition and
tracking

assault lending
evasive action
lateral sidestep (4.2.2)
rapid accel/decel (4.2.1)
slalom (4.2.5)
dolphin (4.2.4)

Nlumber* In parentheses refer to maneuvers in Section 4 which represent
a flight test version of these EMsion-glemnts

*laImortant consideration for single pilot

Notes: Definitions:

1. A requirement for ICH mny be deleted If the Rate 0> Rate or late Command Attitude Sold
vertical translation cue rating is 2 or better, (SCAR) Nesponee-Type (Paragraph
and divided attention operation is not required. 3.2.5, 3.2.6, and 3.2.8).

2. Turn Coordination (IC) Is always required as an TC 0> Turn Coordination
available Response-Type for the slalom NT! In (Paragraph 3.2.10.1).
the Low Speed flight range as defined in Paragraph
1.4.6.2. However. TC is not required at stapeeds ACMN 0 Attitude Commnd Attitude Hold
loe than 15 knots. Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.7).

3. A specified Wesponse-Typs my be replaced with a RCHH 0> Vertical late Command with
higher level of stabilization providing that the Altitude (Height) Hold Response-
moderate and large amplitude mneovering require- Type (Paragraph 3.2.6.1).
seats my still be mt.

PH 0) Position Held Responee-Type
The rank-ordering of Combinations of Response-Types (Paragraph 3.3.11).
from least to met stabilization is defined asn.

TIC ->Translational late Command
1. late No@-,oome-Typs (Paragraph 3.2.6).
2. ACAM + 1015
1. ACM + *DR + EdEN
4. Rate + ROIH+ 1OI+ PH
S. ACAN + RCM+EN +PH
6. TEC + EWH+aRON+ PR

As
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are totally incompatible. Therefore, before applying moy criterion the user m.at
insure that the Reepons4-Typeto compatible with the task, lot exomple, Table I showe
that for helicopters operating in th*e low speed and hover flight regime. Increased sta-
bLzaton is necessary fo HiT>O that require divided attention, or When the visual cues
are degraded (UCE>i). Such a table does not exist for the uIl-Std-I797 (UJS&F), but
reaarch has ahown that certain Response-Types are necessary for consistent performance,
and Level I pilot ratings for precision flare and landing (Soe e. 10 or I1). Speci-
fically Sate or SCAM Response Types require certain specific flight path characteris-
tics, whereas an Attitude Response-Type virtually guarantees good pilot ratings and per-
formance for flare and landing. This is discussed in greater detail later In the
lecture.

Another important feature of the mission oriented specification is that the require-
sents on attitude control are a function of the amplitude required by the task. e.g.,
precision closed loop tracking, pursuit tracking, and full-control open loop maneuvers.
Three separate criteria are provided in update 6501 - small amplitude, moderate ampli-
tude, and large amplitude attitude changes. This is discussed further under the Band-
width criterion presented in the neat section.

DISCsuSION OF CRITIRION PAEAJ3TIRS

The following discussion is intended to highlight certain features of the flying
qualities criteria most commonly utilized in the specifications discussed above, Lower
Order Equivalent Systems, and Bandwidth.

Lower Ordet Equivalent Systems

Lower order equivalent systems were developed as a methodology in the early 1970s as
part of a flying qualities assurance program in support of the P-14, prior to first
flight. This methodology was refined to the point where it could be utilized as a fly-
ing qualities criterion in Ref 2.

1. Brief Overview of Lower Order Equivalent Systems

Conceptually, the LOSS method assumes that a highly augmented airplane will have en
attitude and flight path response to control that looks like a conventional unaugmented
airplane, even though the characteristic equation of a highly augmented aircraft
typically includes es many as 55 separate modes. Most of these modes are at high
frequency, and result from the necessary filtering that goes with high gain high author-
ity augmentation. If these modes case the response to look nonconventional, the theory
goes, the pilots will not like it, and the match between the assumed conventional form
and the actual response will be poor. An obvious choice for a lower order form to
represent a conventional unaugmented airplane is the short period approximation with the
addition of a tims delay to account for the high frequency legs noted above.

M6 e(a + ) -
_ 0
e s(s2 + 

2 
rp op + ) (I)

Given a higher order aircraft, four parameters are available to accomplish the match
Wsp' tsn. 1/Te end r. The match is accomplished using a steepest descent method known
as the iosenbr;ck search routine which minimizes the difference between gain and phase
of the higher and lower order systems (AG and A# respectively). The match is accom-
plished at 20 frequencies between 0.10 and 10.0 red/sec and, the following function is
minimized.

N - I (AG)
2 

+ I(A#) 2

(2)

The resulting "equivalent" values of the four parameters of the short period approx-
imation are used for plotting on the existing CAP boundaries (Fig. 3), noting that
I/T9 - g/U n/n. Rence the database and criterion boundaries generated for
convintLonal unsugmented airplanes is preserved.

The boundaries in Fig. 3 are generally referred to r the control anticipation
parameter (CAP) which has several physical interpretations. These are summarized in
fig. 4. Note that these interpretations all involve the relationship between an air-
craft pitch attitude change and the resulting flight path change (normal load factor).
In fact, CAP is shown to be proportional to the maneuver margin, and to stick force per
g for a conventional unaugmented aircraft (see Pig. 4). Therefore it is necessary to
preserve the relationship between pitch and flight path In the equivalent system match.

AIL"
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Interpretations

* Initial and final responses muet be neither too seneitive or too insensitive to
commandd flight changes. (Iihrle)

.~~ ~ f* L.-0 1&~I is a measure of initial pitch acceleration per pound

o tIcr forc: -(classical definition of stick sensitivity) times the quasi
steay normnl accelerstion per pound of force (stick force per g).

I It represente the frequency separation between the pitch attitude response ( p)
and the flight path response (1fI9 2 ) e~g., 'path-to-sttitude consonace

0

0 It is a measure Of maneuver margin

CAP - zw I_ dCH ! F

maneuver margin

Pigure 4. Physical Interpretations of the Control Anttclpatios Parameter (CAP) L
. ........... ....
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This ts accomplished is the Nil-Std-T97 (USAF) by requiring a simultaneous match of
pitch attitude and normal acceleration as follows.

& Kira + i/Te2) a-'*%

7e " + 
2

CopUsps + ,= (3)

mes P (3)

T. 2+ 
2 
clp maps + -i4

where nj refers to the normal acceleration at the instantaneous center of rotation (at
x - Zg /Ma ). Thu instantaneous center of rotation is picked as the reference point
because her% a. is unaffected by the location of the control surfaces, so that the
relationship between flight path and attitude is very closely approximated by,

* 105 (5)

The simultaneous matching defined by equstions 3 and 4 will insure that LI/To will
not "gallop" to unreasonebly large values during the fitting process, since it Noures
that Eq. 5 must remain satisfied. It is incorrect to use a value of I /To obtsined from
a match using only Eq. 3 (i.e., nonsinultaneous match) with I/To a llovid to be free.
Such a value of I/To, results in a value of n/n which assumes tha CAP is based only on
attitude, and that flight path (normal load factor) is not a consideration. This is
simply not correct (see fig. 4). This point is emphasised because many researchers con-
tLaue to allow I/To to be free, or attempt interpretations with I/To fixed and with it
free. Note that I simultaneous match as required by the Hil-Std!A797 (US&F) ! ys
yields the same value of I/To as would be obtained with a match of Eq. 3 slonizi.t
IT fixed.

2 
So, why add the isemingly unnecessary complexity of a simultaneous match-

ing rocedure in the spec? It was done because it was not possible to convince all of
the specification reviewers that a match with I/T9 fixed was the correct alternative.
It was impossible however, to argue against the nebessity to preserve the integrity of
the attitude and flight path responses in the fitting process.

Prom the above discussion, the evolution of the LOES is seen to be firmly based on
the concept that the augmented airplane attitude and flight path responses will have the
fundamental characteristics of a conventional unaugmented airplane. Such characteris-
tics are formalised in terms of a "Response-Type," and are more precisely defined, later
in this lecture (see Pig. 20).

2. Some Limitations on the Us* of Lower Order Equivalent Systems

In the process of developing the background and information users guide for the new
Nil-Std-1797 (USAF) (see Ref. 2). it was noted that many of the cases from the Ref. 12
experiment (commonly referred to as the "Peal-Smith data") did not fit the CAP bound-
aries developed for conventional airplanes. These cases are shown in Fig. 5 as filled
data points, and are seen to exhibit consistent Level 2 pilot ratings in the Level I
region

3 
(defined by the existing KLI-F-8785C boundaries). Some researchers interpreted

this result as a need for increased damping for augmented aircraft. Physically, this
did not make sense since the augmentation should be transparent to the pilot. An inves-
tigation of these cases revealed that they all had an unusual "hump" in the frequency
response ms shown in Fig. 6. This hump constitutes higher order dynamics in the region

IThle definition removes the pilot location as a factor in the normal acceleration
response. It may be argued that the effect of pilot location should be included. How-

ever, the data supporting the CAP boundaries do not include pilot location effects, and
it would not be appropriate to assume that such effects would be properly accounted for
by simply calculating the pilot station acceleration in the matching process. The data
currently available on pilot location effects are sketchy. It is known that locating
the pilot far aft of the instantaneous center of rotation (Iul) is undesirable, because
of the non-minimus phase flight path response that results (i.e., an initial reversal).
Conversely, locating the pilot forward of the ICR is quite desirable as shown later in
PIg. 23b.

2
1/T will vary slightly (not "gallop") from its fixed value during a simultaneous

match if there are higher order dynamics in the region between I/T and% . However,
it will be Illustrated later is this lecture, that the LOBS method is not vhlid in such
cases, because it is based on the classical airplane data used to develop the CAP
boundaries.

3
The CAP boundaries have been presented in a different format than Fig. 3 to allow

inclusio of the damping ratio limits on the ease plot.

.. .L
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in the region of piloted crossover (generally between l/TaT and o8p), which is theore-
tically not allowable when using LOBS to plot data on th conventional airplane CAP
boundaries. A review of the data indicated that the pilot commentary all centered about
excessive abruptness. Tha Lover order equivalent system aatching routine has no way to
characterixe such a hump, except to lover the damping ratio, and to assign positive
values of tiue delay (which ia of-course absurd). None of the commentary indicated that
low damping was a factor in the Level 2 ratings. These results support the theoretical
notion that it is simply not correct to use LOBS when there are higher order dynamics in
the region of piloted crossover.

In summary, the LOBS criterion should not. be used when:

• there are higher order dynamics in the region of piloted crossover (approxi-
mately between .7 and 6, red/sac).

.6 the pitch attitude and flight path response characteristics are n-t that of a
conventional airplane (defined later, see Pig. 20).

.aLdwidtE a a Cpiterio0

Bandwidth is a term that has classically been used to describ, the ability of an
electrical network, or a servoeechanise to follow a range of input Frequencies. In that
context, it is defined as the frequency where the output magnitude is I dl less than the
input (ratio of 0.707). A good system will have a high Samdwidth, and a poor one will
have a low Bandwidth relative to the maximum input frequency that it is designed to
follow. In most caees, the upper bandwidth limit is set by syetea stability
considerat ons.

1. Definition of the Uandwidth Frequency as a PlIngh Qualittes Criterion.

The development of the Crossover Nodel by Nctuer and Ashkenss in the early 60. was
based on the concept that the human pilot can be treated as an element of a closed loop
system for compensatory tracking tasks, Experimental measurements have verified that
concept, ad this was discussed earlier in this lecture series. The lamdwidth criterion
i g an application of the crossover model concept (as is the meal-Smith criterion
discussed i m the previous lecture by Dr. NauiS). It is based on the premise that the
maximum crossover frequency that a pure gan pilot can achieve, without threateningstability, is a valid figure-oferit of the controlled element (i.e., similar to a
servomechanism). On this basis, iandwidth is defined as the frequency where the phase

4v rt:rupnes -he owetorer quialet sste machig rutie hs n wa t

.. ra tmf tI. OI h hup ene to
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margin is 45 degrees, or the gain margin is loss than 6 dB as shown in Fig. 7.' The
phase margin criterion Is based on pilot describing function data which shows that
tracking with 45 degrees of phase margin is representative of full attention, but less
than aximium effort. A gail margin limit of 6 d5 was selected based on long experience
which has shown that a lesser value teds to result in a PIO prose aircraft.

The "bandwidth hypothesis" was verified initially for the winges-level-turn mode as

previously discussed by Hr. Ashkenas, end in more detail in Re f. 13.

2. Definition of Phase Delay

Efforts to develop Bandwidth as a generalised criterion for highly augmented air-
craft showed that pilots were also sensitive to the shape of the phase curve at fre-
quencies beyond the Bandwidth frequency. This is defined by the phase delay parameter
in fig. 7. Figure 8 illustrates that for "large" values of phase delay, the phase curve
drops off more rapidly than for "small" values. Physically, phase delay is a measure of
the behavior of the aircraft as the pilot increases his crossover frequency. i.e.,
"tightens up" beyond the Bandwidth frequency. Large values of phase delay means that
there is a small margin (range of frequencies) between normal tracking at 45 degrees of
phase margin, and instability. The inevitable pilot commentary for an aircraft with
large phase delay is that it t PlO prone.

Phase delay (tp) is typically (but not always) close to the equivalent time delay
(Te) calculated for a LOES. However, a physically satisfying explanation of why such
small values of equivalent time delay resulted in large pilot rating degradations
(.05 seec was shown to be roughly equivalent to I Cooper Harper pilot rating for values
greeter than 0.10) was not available until development of the bandwidth criterion. For
example, consider the two cases taken from the proposed Nil-Std-1797 (USAF) (Refs. 2 or
3). and shown in Pig. B. These configurations both have essentially the same Bandwidth
(approximately 2.6 red/sec), but one has significantly higher phase delay (.014 sec vs
.17 see), and significantly degraded pilot ratings (everage rating of 4.1 vs. 8). It
seems intuitively unlikely that this drastic degradation io pilot rating can be attri-
buted to a 0.15 sec shift in the time response or, due to the phase shift around the
crossover frequency which is seen to be negligible (Fig. 8). However, the shape of the
phase curve is drastically steeper above the Bandwidth frequency, a factor which intui-
tively would be expected to lead to a significant difference in pilot rating. This is
the only factor which yields a plausible explanation of the strong sensitivity of pilot
rating to phse delay (and similarly equivalent system time delay). This is important

because it reveals the fact that equivalent system time dela is significant only
becau i. is a aecsure of the ehae of the phase curve arouse the instability fre-
quency, not, because of the transport delay properties in the time domain. Paradoxi-
cally, crrl eria which measure "time delay" in the time domain, such as that shown in
Pig. 9, taken from the Hil-Std-1797 (USAF) (Ref. 3), are of questionable validity. That
is, the measurement of a transport delay resulting from a step input is sensitive to all
the wrong things , e.g.. minor variations in the shape of the input, initial conditions
etc. Because of this, such measurements may not be an accurate representation of the
shape of the phase curve, which is the root cause of the problen.

3. Effect of Task and Visual Environment on the Required Bandwidth

The Bandwidth criterion involves two parameters; the Bandwidth frequency, and phase
delay. Here it is applied to a single loop (pitch, roll or yaw) tracking task, or as
the inner loop to a multiple loop task. Not surprisingly the limits depend on the task
(NTE), the visual conditions (UCE), and the required diviAed attention. This is
reflected in the update 8501 specification as shown in Fig. 10. Note that a higher
Bandwidth is required for "target acquisition and tracking" than ocher NTEs. Increased
Bandwidth is also required in a degraded usable cue environment (UCE)I), and for divided
attention operations.

As discussed above, the Bandwidth criterion is applicable to tasks which require
closed loop compensatory tracking. Such tracking involves small amplitude attitude
changes. If the task requires larger attitude changes, the pilot gradually transitions
to a pursuit mode. In-flight and ground-based simulation data has shown that the
requirement for Bandwidth decreases as the amplitude of the maneuver increases (see
Ref. B). The mission oriented flying qualities specification should account for this.
An example of how this is done in the update 8501 is shown in Fig. It. The parameter

q k/AS ia measure of Bandwidth, and is obtained by rapidly changing aircraft attitude,
sharting and ending with zero angular rate. The connection between qpk/Ao WW is
derived in Ref. 8. For very large amplitude attitude changes, the pilot operates Spen
loop with full control inputs. Therefore, the applicable criterion is maximum achiev-
able angular rates, for attitude changes larger than specified in Fig. 11.

UIDAuCN FOR APPLICATION Of CRITERIA

Before making correlations or evaluation* based on any of the criteria for precision
attitude or flight path control, the reader is cautioned to ask the following questions.

B&endwidth Is capitalised when referring to this specialized definition for ham-
duing qualities, rather than the more general definition noted above.
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* Has the control sensitivity been optimized? This one factor has bee i and con-tinues to be a major source of confusion, and misinterpretation of data. Never
conduct a handling qualities experiment, or use data from an experiment, without
proper attention to control sensitivity.

* Is the Response-Type correct for the task? No amount of Bandwidth (or any other
metric) will allow good flying qualities if the character of the response is
wrong. Knowledge in this area is sketchy, but certain guidelines are available
(see for example Table I for helicopters, and later discussion under "Proposed
Specification for Precision Flare and Landings."

* Was/i the task well defined?

CONTROL BgusiyIVITT

Specification of control sensitivity represents a primary weakness of the current
requirements. All of the criteria for attitude control (Equivalent Systems, CAP, Band-
width etc.) do not include the effect of control sensitivity, assuming that it is
separately optimized. Its importance is minimized for two reasons, I) it is assumed
that the control gearing can be easily changed, especially with fly-by-wire aircraft,
and 2) it is a function of the task, and the characteristic dynamics (equivalent short
period, Bandwidth etc.). A very large data-base (read expensive) would be required to
formulate a quantitative control sensitivity specification, especially considering that
sidestick, centerstick, fixed, and moving controllers should be considered.

Even the most experienced and perceptive test pilots can and have been fooled by
varying control sensitivity. Excessively high control sensitivity looks like low damp-
ing, is therefore PlO prone, and will receive comments to that effect (few, if any,
pilots will isolate the problem as exceasively high control sensitivity). Similarly.
excessively low control sensitivity will receive comments related to an overly sluggish
response.

The control sensitivity should logically be specified over the band of frequencies
where the pilot is most sensitive to the aircraft response. For closed loop con-
pensatory tracking tasks, this would, by definition, be the region of piloted crossover.
Considerable insight into this region can be gained from the envelopes formulated in
Ref. 14, and shown in Fig. 12 (also see Ref. 2. pg. 117). These envelopes of "maximum
unnoticeable added dynamics" were derived from the Ref. 12 data by noting the modifica-
tions to the baseline configuration (variable stability NT-33) that resulted in a I
pilot rating change. Pilots are seen to be highly sensitive to changes in the dynamics
between 0.8 and 5 radians/sec for the precision pitch attitude tracking task of Ref. 12.
This is consistent with pilot describing function data (Ref. 15) which indicates a simi-
lar band of frequencies to define the region of piloted crossover. Since, by defini-
tion, the pilot is operating in the crossover region, it is the gain in that region that
should be specified, Unfortunately. none of the existing handling qualities specifica-
tions include such a requirement, primarily because the necessary data is not available.

The Mil-Std-1797 (USAF) includes the product of the stick sensitivities at low and
high frequencies as a criterion,

Fe/nas is measured as the quasi-steady stick force required to achieve a steady load
factor (low end of Fig. 13 envelope), and go/Fe is defined at very high frequency (high
end of envelope). Since the product of these parameters does not uniquely specify the

I -1 I I

0.1 1.0 10 too 1).1 1.0 10 100

Frequency (rod/see) Frequency (rod/sec)

Figure 12. Envelopes of Maximum Unnoticeable Added Dynamics
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Figure 13. Variation in Control Sensitivity for Ref. 16 Configurations

transfer function gain in the region of piloted crossover (center of Fig. 13 envelope),
it is not judged to be a generally valid measure of sensitivity. Proposed limit values
range from 3.6 rad.s-

2
/g in Ref. 3, to 0.45 rad.-

2
/g in Ref. 16. The Ref. 3 value is

simply the upper limit of the CAP boundary.

Stick force per g is an important cue to assist pilots from inadvertently approach-
ing the limit load factor. If a handling qualities experiment is conducted so that the
stick force per g is held constant, and the dynamics are varied, it is possible to
achieve a wide variation in gain in the crossover region. In such cases, it is diffi-

cult to determine if the pilot's rating variations are due to the gain (control sensi-
tivity) or the dynamics. For example, in the Ref. 16 experiment, stick force per g was
held constant, while the dynamics were varied as shown in Fig. 13. Note that the magni-
tude of the Bode plot in the region of crossover for attitude and flight path control
varies dramatically between the good configuration ES, and the bad configuration Fl
(almost a factor of 5). Yet, the Bandwidth values of these configurations are quite
similar, and fall into the level 2 range (consistent with the flight ratings of 3/4/4,
see Fig. 14). It would appear that Bandwidth has inadequate sensitivity to these aria-
tione, considering the wide differencein pilot ratings and small change in Bandwidth
(Fig. 14). In fact, the trend is even in the wrong direction (increasing Bandwidth
yields degraded ratings). However, it is possible, even likely, that given the oppor-
tunity to reduce the control sensitivity of configurations FI and F2, the pilots would
find the flying qualities similar to E5, which would fall in line with the other experi-
mental data for approach and landing (Ref. 17) plotted on Fig. 14. These three configu-
rations have been included in the test plan of an upcoming piloted simulation experiment
to be conducted on the USAF Laers moving-base simulator to check this hypothesis.

As might be expected, the proper control sensitivity depends on the crispness of the
response as measured by Bandwidth, or equivalent short period frequency. Aircraft with
a crisp response (high Bandwidth) tend to require a lower control sensitivity than those
with a more sluggish response (low Bandwidth). This intuitive observation was confirmed
in Ref. 11, as shown by the data in Fig. 15. Note that the magnitude of the attitude-
to-stick transfer function at the Bandwidth frequency is used as a measure of control
sensitivity, a logical choice since the region of piloted crossover is, by definition,
located in the vicinity of wN" This plot serves as a possible explanation as to why
certain configurations from thS Ref. 17 experiment tended to violate all of the usual
handling qualities criteria. That is, those configurations appear to have control
sensitivity problems.

V . .. A
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Until more data becomes available, Fig. 15, serves as a guide for control sensi-
tivity for the landing approach task.

TINS DOMAIN WS URIQUECNC DOMAIN CNITBRIA

The specification of handling qualities for precision tracking with aircraft atti-
tude, is best accomplished with frequency based criteria. These criteria emphasize
features directly related to the piloted loop closure. Time domain criteria have been
found to be more appropriate for use with lower frequency phenomenon such as pursuit
tracking, flight path control etc. Most time domain criteria for attitude control are
based a step or boxcar input. Such inputs emphasize the mid and low frequency charac-
teristics, at the expense of the response in the region of piloted crossover, which
tends to be suppressed to the origin.

A moving-base piloted simulation experiment was conducted on the NASA Ames Vertical
Motion Simulator (Ref. 5) specifically to compare rise-time type criteria (e.g., Fig. 9)
vs the Bandwidth criterion. The tasks were 1) to hover over point on the deck of ship
in sea state 3, and, 2) to land on that point. Four configurations were formulated
which had identical Bandwidth, but exhibited wide variations in rise-time due to changes
in the damping ratio. The relationship between rise-time, damping ratio and Bandwidth
for the ACAN Response-Type is p een in Fig. 16. ACAM was used because of known problems
with simulator validity for Rate Response-Types (Ref. 2). The step input time
responses, and corresponding pilot ratings for the tested configurations are given in
Fig. 17. Note that the pilot ratings are essentially invariant in spite of a wide v-ri-
stion in rise time. The pilots noted definite differences in the open-loop responses
during initial famillarization, but these were apparently unimportant in terms of the
task. These results indicate that Bandwidth is a better metric than rise time for the
prediction of handling qualities for small amplitude precision tracking tasks. In addi-
tion to these results, the time domain criteria had other short comings.

0 The Level I values of rise time involved very small values (order of .05 sec'.
See Fig. 16, and Fig. 9.

a Slight variations in the shape of the "step" input caused significant changes in
the rise time.

0 Rise time data obtained from flight tests was not repeatable, due to the input
shaping problem noted above, atmospheric disturbances, and problems with esta-
blishing ideal initial conditions.

Frequency domain criteria tend to be unreliable at the low end of the spectrum
because there is typically insufficient power in the input and measured response at
lower frequencies. The large amplitudes associated with low frequency inputs present
practical problems in terms of maintaining trim, maneuvering room, and large deviations
from the reference flight condition. Therefore, it is better to utilize time domain
criteria for lower frequency tasks. The update 8501 specification utilizes a mix of
time and frequency domain criteria based on the above considerations, e.g., see Figs. 10
and It.

tR5 0 s time from initiation of input to 50%
of first peak of the response

4

t R5 0  
0.7

(I/sec) 0.9
2

0 t o0
win.9 (rod/see)

Figure 16. Relationship between tRt50 and for Attitude Systems
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COMBINED AIlS PILOT RATINGS

The combined effect of degraded handling qualities in each axis of control is not
addressed in any of the specifications. There is however, an empirical formula which
seems reasonably effective as a method to predict the combined effect of flying quali-
ties degradations in individual axes.

ft - 1 + .. (m~l)m
R. - 10 +(R, - 10)

Where

Ro - the predicted overall pilot rating
R i - the pilot rating in a given axis

e - the number of axes rated

This equation was recently investigated in a fixed base simulation with good results as
shown in Fig. 18. Unfortunately, it has never been checked in a moving base or
in-flight environment. Until such data is available, this "product rule" will remain
advisory in nature. It is Interesting to note that the predicted effect of two 5s is a
7, i.e., Level 3.

PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR PRECISION FLARE AID LANDING

The objectives of this final section of the lecture are to illustrate, 1) the role
of Response-Type categories In a flying qualities specification, 2) an application of
the Bandwidth criterion, 3) application, as well as certain limitations, of the use of
Lower Order Equivalent Systems (LOSS) and 4) the importance of considering attitude and
flight path responses together. While this may sees obvious, many erroneous conclusions
have been published based on using only the attitude Bandwidth, with no consideration
for path response.

Consider the generic cheracteristics of a typical high gain SCAS as the loop gain is
increased (Fig. 19). Note that the "dominant mode," omega-prime, circles the zero
designated by l/Tq. It follows that we would want to set l/Tq at as high a value as
possible, without destabilizing the locus for a crisp attitude response (large omega-
prime). However, we shall see that l/T has a dramatic effect on the flight path
response characteristics, which if ignore, can result in the wrong Response-Type for
the flare and landing task.

For this example we shall consider three competing Response-Types for the flare and
landing Nission-Task-glement; 1) Conventional Airplane, 2) Rate-Command-Attitude-Hold
(ECAH), and 3) Attitude-Command-Attitude-Hold (ACAN). The generic Bode asymptotes, and
time responses to a step control input are shown for pitch attitude, flight path angle.
and angle-of-attack in Figs, 20, 21, and 22. Each Response-Type is discussed in some
detail below.

1. Conventional Airplane Response-Type (Fig. 20)

These characteristics are associated with conventional unaugmented airplanes, and
the reader is referred to any classic stability and control text for a discussion of the
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short period, and phugoid modes etc (e.g., Refs. 18 and 19). It is possible to achieve
a Conventional-Airplane Response-Type from any configuration by feeding back pitch-rate
and angle-of-attack, aseuming adequate elevator control power. There are several impor-
tant obearvaciona to be eadm from Pig. 20 regarding the generic characteristics of this
Reepon e-Type in terma of the flare and landing task.

• The flight path-to-elevator Sode plot i K/s over a long stretch between the
phugoid mode and the short period mode.

a The angle-of-attack-to-elevator Bode plot is a constant amplitude at all fre-
quencies below the short period frequency.

* The flat region of the pitch-attitude-to-elevator Sode between I/Tg and wo
leads to pitch-rate overshoot in the time domain (to a step elevator input).
The longer this flat region. the more the pitch rate overshoot.

e The flight path reaponse lags the attitude response by 90 degrees at frequencies

much above I/T and is in phase with the attitude response at frequencies much
below I/T2,. ;e following approximation applies.

B Tg2e + I

The parameter I/TB is directly dependent on the aircraft lift-curve slope, CL., and
is related to the CAP ipecification parameter n/a me follows.

n A uo I
a g T 2

A low value of I/To* will lead to a large leg between B and y. The flight path-to-stick
lode plot is not atfected by I/T8 2 because pitch rate overshoot increases exactly pro-
portional to a decrease in I/TB,. This fortuitous occurrence is a result of the above
mentioned flat stretch betZAen I/T 2 and ua in the attitude transfer function
(Pig. 20). Notice that this region is increased as 1/TO is decreased, resulting in a
compensating effect (i.e., the lack of flight path reaspWase to an attitude change, is
exactly compensated by a more rapid initial attitude response. Am will be shown later,
this characteristic i unique to the Conventional-Airplane Response-Type.

pS
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There has been strong ongoing debate regarding pitch-rate overshoot for good flying
qualities, some insisting that it is necessary, others are equally adamant that it is
not. The characteristics discussed above iudLcaL LhaL the need for pitch-rate over-
shoot depends on the magnitude of I/T9 . A more fundamental and direct approach would se
to concentrate on the need for a K/s aeema-to-stick frequency respoose in the region of
piloted crossover.

It is important to understand that a "K/s response" implies that two conditions must
be satisfied, 1) the amplitude plot should have a slope of -20 dB/decade, and 2) the
phase should be -90 degrees. An excellent way to determine the extent of the region of0
K/s" is to note where the phase curve departs from approximately -90 degrees. It is
Salso important to note that the crossover model predicts equally good pilot ratings for
a pure gain controlled element In a continuous tracking task (Ref. 15).

Problems can arise when we attempt to utilize criterion boundaries based on conven-
tional airplane data (i.e., CAP), to predict the flying qualities of highly augmented
airplanes (via LOSS), when the Response-Type is not Conventional-Airplane. Examples of
two such Response-Types are discussed below.

2. Rate-Command-Attitude-Hold (SCAN) Response-Type (Fig. 21)

The important differences between the Classical-Airplane and the RCAH Response-Types
for the precision flare are summarized below (Refer to Figs. 20 and 21).

a The flat region of the attitude-to-stick Bode plot is no longer defined by the
lift curve slope (i.e.. I/T9 2 ), but by the augmentation zero I/Tq. see Fig. 21).

0 The games-to-stice Bode plot changes from K/s to K/s
2  

(between I/T 9 2 and
l/T ). Since the flare maneuver involves control of gamoa, we would expect poor
flyng qualities If l/Tq )) I/T0 2 .

0 The angle-of-attack time response to a step stick input looks like a step ij
gamma-to-stick is K/s (Conventional-Airplane), and like a ramp if it is K/s
(RCAH). Hence the shape of the alpha time response is a clue to the shape of
the gamma-to-stick bode plot in the region of crossover.

Given that the fundamental pitch attitude and flight path responses are signifi-
cantly different for the Conventional-Airplane and RCAH Response-Types, it is not
appropriate to apply the CAP criterion, and therefore LOES, to RCAH. Unfortunately,
this is commonly done (the author is among the guiltyl). Note that if I/To is approxi-
mately equal to 1/Tq the Response-Type becomes Conventional-Airplane.

5 
so in some cases

we have been lucky. In other cases, the correlations have been successful in spite of
using CAP for an RCAH Response-Type, because the problem was primarily due to excessive
equivalent time delay, and/or because the equivalent mp tends to be low in spite of the
poor match.

If l/T0 2 is low, it may not be possible to obtain a sufficiently high Bandwidth with
pitch-rate feedback alone, while keeping I/To - I/Tq (recall that omega-prime circles
I/Tq. see Fig. 19). In such a case, sngle-of-stack feedback may be employed to further
increase omega-prime while retaining the Conventional-Airplane Response-Type. An alter-
native is to use ACA! as discussed below.

Since, in general for RCAN augmentation, I/Tq is not approximately equal to I/To
we have chosen to label the Response-Type RCAH for all cases where the response has tie
generic characteristics of Fig. 21 and t/Tq )> I/T 0 2.

3. AttItude-Command-Attitude-Hold (ACAH) Response-Type (Fig. 22)

The generic characteristics of the ACAH Response-Type are seen to be dramatically
different from Conventional-Airplane, or RCAH. As the name would imply, the attitude-
to-stick Bode plot is constant out to the "dominant mode", Wm, see Fig. 22. The gamma-
to-stick Bode plot has the desired K/s above II

T
, sand K below 1/

1
02 . The response is

clearly non-conventional, and a LOES approach to define parameters t0 plot on the CAP
boundaries would not be appropriate.

The shape of the angle-of-attack time response is a step, with some overshoot. This
is convenient in that it is possible to determine If the gamma-to-stick Bode plot has
the "right shape" from an examination of the alpha time history to a step stick input.
Note that the ACAH Response-Type has sore phase margin in gamma-to-stick at frequencies
below I/T0  than RCAH or Conventional-Airplane, and hence might be expected to be the
best Respoise-Type for this task. The data presented in the following section do indeed
support such a conclusion.

5
0f course the phugoid mode may be completely suppressed due to the pitch-rate

feedback which is not characteristic of a "conventional airplane." Since the phugoid
has no impact on fully attended tracking tasks, the Response-Type label refers to the
higher fteqency dynamics.
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4. Data Correlations for Precision Flare and Touchdown

Flight tests to isvestigate flying qualities for flare end landing have been con-
ducted using the USAF Total Inflight Simulator (TIFS), see Ref. 20. Each of the three
Response-Types discussed above were teasted. The results are suemarised In fig. 23. in
terms of Cooper Harper Pilot Rating vs pitch attitude Bandwidth as defined in Fig. 7.
Figure 23a indicates that satisfactory pilot ratings cannot be obtained for any tested
value of attitude Bandwidth for the RCAN Response-Type and so trends are apparent. A
definite correlation of attitude Bandwidth and pilot rating is seen to exist for the
Conventional-&irplane Response-Type, and a minimum value of 2.5 rad/sec is indicated for
Level I (Pig. 23b), This value is consistent with previous data correlations, e.g., see
fig. 14. Finally, the ACAR les one-TVpe is seen to yield consistently good pilot
ratings down to an attitue dwit of 1-5 red/sec (Fig. 24c). This Is not surprising
considering the excellent flight path characteristics of this Response-Type (see
Pig. 22). This point is further Illustrated tn Fig. 24. Here four configurations are
shown which had essentially identical Bandwidth and phase delay, but the Response-Type
was changed from RCAR or Conventional-Airplane (with low. Bandwidth) to ACAN by inserting
s washout prefilter in the comand path. The improvement in flying qualities is Indeed
dramatic. In some cases, the angle-of-attack time history may not be easily character-
ised as a step or ramp. In these cases It is necessary to revert directly to measure-
ment of the flight path Bandwidth. The data from Ref. 20 is plotted on s grid of flight
path vs attitude Bandwidth in Fig. 25, which Illustrates the correlation between these
parameters for Conventional-Airplane Response-Type (they are both functions of u' as
shown ia FiX. 20). The RCAR Response-Types are indicated by filled data points, end are
seen to eoxIbit significantly lower flight path Bandwidth and degraded pilot ratings due
to the K/s nture of the gamma-to-stick Bode plot. The ACAR Response-Type cases tend
to exhibit the highest flight path Bandwidth.
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The above noted treads were lseo seen to exist in the STOL precision landing expori-
ment reported is tef 10. These data are plotted in Fig. 26, and are representative of
generic versioms of a fighter STOL deelgoed to achieve short field performance via
highly precise fronteide landings followed by reveres thrust. The Ref. 10 and 20 date
are seen to be consietent (compare Figures 25 end 26), Indiceting that the criterion
parameters are applicable in general, as opposed to being unique to any one experiment.

5. Proposed Criterion for Precision plest

In accordance with the above discussions, it is necessary that the Respous-Type be
Conventional-Airplane, or ACAR. Note that a SCAN SCAB with l/Tq approximately equal to
/To i defined here as a ConventLonel-Airplane Response-Type. The phugoid soda may or

may iot be representative of a conventional unaugmented airplane, but that is of little
consequence for the flare maneuver, and therefore is not a consideration in the
Response-Type definition for this task. In the design stages, the Response-Type and
Bandwidth values are simply determined directly from the attitude and flight path-to-
stick Bode plots. Rowever, for flight teat verification, it is necessary to accomplish
frequency sweepa to obtain the required information (via Past Fourier Troneforms). In
most cases, it is possible to use the above noted relationship between the angle-of-
attack response to a step stick input and y/6e to insure that it to not a rap. In the
event that It is not clear if the alpha response is a step or ramp, a frequency sweep
must be performed to insure that the gasmm-to-stick Bode plot is K/s in the region of
piloted crossover. Data correlations indicate that a flight path Bandwidth of greater
than 0.80 rad/sec provides reasonable assurance of an adequate region of K/s.

If it is determined that the Wesponse-Type is Conventional-Airplane, the LOES cri-
terion (based on CAP) can be utilized, If the Response-Type is KCAR, the aircraft fails
the criterion. The Bandwidth criterion can be used for either the Conventional Airplane
or ACAR Responee-Types.

1.5 0
Resp~onse -Type OMT

0 ConventionaI-AirploneI

O RCAH A4
ACAH ]

(0)4/3

.O0 (1)2
(1812

1 20)3 12M
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Figure 26. Fighter STOL Simulation Data (LANARS)
for Precision Landings -- Ref. 10
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Good direct control of the flight path vector assumes that attitude control Is not a
problem, and can be essentially ignored by the pilot. This is assured by requiring on
attitude Bandwidth of at least 2.5 rad/see. The final criterion is given in Fig. 27.
Note that it includes a minimum value of the achievable ratio of flight path-to-attitude
change to insure that sufficient energy exists to modify the flight path vector. The
minimum values for Ayuax/dsa are obtained from flight data generated by NASA Ames (see
Ref. 10). An application of this criterion to a modern highly augmented fighter air-
craft is given in the following example.

6. £Sxmple Application to Highly Augmented Fighter Aircraft

Some years ago there was considerable controversy over the flying qualities of a
highly augmented fighter aircraft with regards to its flare and landing characteristics.
Most pilots who flew the aircraft had problems learning to land it, and most adait that
consistent good landings continue to remain an elusive goal. The strategy generally
evolved has been not to "tease it" and accept whatever touchdown dispersions that might
occur from an off nominal approach. Not exactly a shining example of our modern flight
control system expertise! Let us briefly explore hoe the proper application of the Nil-
Prime specification criteria not only exposes the problem, but indicates possible root
causes when cast in the formet proposed above.

a PITCH ATTITUIE DYNNICS

-- _ 2.5 RAD/SEC

-- 
1* _ 100 MS

0 FIGHT PATH RESPONSE

-- SHORT TEk! a RESPONSE TO STEP 8es IS A STEP --

HAS ZERO SLOPE BEFORE t = 5 SEC

OK NOT OK

a

0 t 5 0

0 t 5 0 t

IF SHORT TERM a IS NOT A STEP, OR IS QUESTIONABLE

WBW, 0.80 rod/sec

ENERGY TO FLARE

6ymox 0.70 Level I

Aess > 0.50 Level 2

Figure 27. Proposed Criteria for Precision Landing
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A simplified block diagram of the flight control system is given in Fig. 26. A
locus of the characteristic roots as the loop gain is increased is shown, end the filled
boxes represent the final closed loop roots selected by the manufacturer. One approach
to specification compliance (albeit incorrect) would be to interpret 01 as the short
period frequency, end to plot it on the CAP boundaries as shown in Fig. 29. This would
predict satisfactory flying qualities. However if we invoke the methodology presented
above, the following factors become apparent.

a The SCAB results in a RCAN Response-Type by virtue of the fact that I/T
l/To6 (4.6 vs. *59 respectively) resulting in a K/s

2 
gamma to delta transfer

funchion. As noted above this is not an appropriate Response-Type for flare and
landing.

a The attitude Bandwidth and phase delay is in the Level 3 region (Fig. 30).

The angle-of-attack time history following a step stick input is a ramp, as expected
when /T, " l/Te, (Fig. 31). Finally. the flight path Bandwidth is 0.44 red/sec, which
is considerably lass than the required 0.80 in the Fig. 27 requirement.

It is not surprising that the aircraft is difficult to lend. An appropriate fix
would be to lower the gain on the parallel integrator so that l/Tq - lI/T9 This would
provide a Conventional-Airplone Response-Type. However, the necessary Bandwidth say not
be achievable with this reduced integrator gain, necessitating additional feedbacks
(such as normal acceleration or angle-of-attack). In fact, the operational version of
the aircraft does have angle-of-attack feedback, but the integrator gain remains
unchanged!

Suppose, for the moment, we do mot recognLse the fact that this SCAS results in a
non-Conventional-Airplans Response-Type, and apply the LOS criterion from the Mil-Prime
Standard (albeit incorrectly according to the underlying first principles). The result-
ing match is shown in Fig. 32, and is seen to be less than impressive. However, the
criterion still is able to correctly predict an excessively sluggish response (see
Fig. 29), and exhibits excessive equivalent time delay. This result is not uncommon,
and while it is fortuitous in many ways, the undesirable effect is to instill the
concept that LOBS works in general. Habitual application of the LOSS criterion without
regard to Response-Type will probably work in most RCAH cases, hut is asking for
trouble, because it is fundamentally incorrect. In terms of control system design, the
LOS provides little guidance to indicate that the integrator gain is adversely
affecting the flight path response.

1= t32. 0610V33M28-
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Figure 26. Siemple of Augmentation for a Current Fighter Aircraft
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A SECOND LOOK AT MIL PR7ME FLYTIC QUALITIES PFOUIREMEVTS

Robert J. Woodcock
Principal Scientist. Control Dynamics Branch
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFR OH 45433-6553, USA

pSUNMAPT

This presentation addressee current and projected applicatio.s of flying
auslities criteria, rather then their research and development. We will discuss the
current state of the art, its deficiencies, Sad needs for further work.

The rattoeale for the new RiS Military Standard end Handbook on flying qualities
is briefly discussed. With advanced vehicles, the scope of flying qualities is
expanding, opening new areas to investigate and creating new problems.

With relaxed static stability now commonly used, control margin is a prime rafety
consideration: control must be avslable for stabilization, maneuvering and recovery
from ay possible attitude, as well as for trim.

Flying qualities aspects of egillty include the need for nonlinear flying
qualities metrics, and control systems that provide both rapid maneuvering and good
damping for tight tracking. For all-aspect engagement, the pilot needs to be
thoroughly integrated with displays, automatic flight control modes and other systems.

For dynamic longitudinal flying qualities, NTL-STP-1797 presents the Control
Anticipation Parameter (CAP) of an equivalent classical system as a primary criterion.
but gives several alternatives In recognition of problems, and research continues.

INTRODUCTION

The US military flying qualities requirements are in a new document, Military

Standard 1797 (USAF) 
1 

which at thin writing is in the process of coordination among
the US Air Force, Army and Navy. For Air Force use, the original issue is dated

31 March 1987, replacing MIL-F-8785C . Its most striking feature is its size: the
standard and a voluminous handbook are published as one 700-page volume. A two-volume

draft
3 
prepared by Systems Technology, Ton (STI) under contrnct was extensively

modified prior to publication, with input from many sources in the US and Europe. At
present, distribution Is limited to the Department of Defense And its contractors
only, because the handbook's "lessons learned" include come characteristics of our
newet combat aircraft. By the time of these lectures, we plan to have a "sanitized"
version available for general distribution.

By itself, the standard is not of much use until its many blanks are filled in.
The handbook gives guidance on blank-filling and on application of the requirements.
This concept has allowed us to suggest alternatives for cases in which there may be
doubt about the right criteria for a particular application. We have kept the same
framework (aircraft classes, flight-phase categories, flight envelopes, aircraft
states, and flying qualities levels) -- and many of the same requirements, but
rearranged by axis, six of them, plus general and combined-axes flying qualities. We
have incorporated many of the advances made through research and operational
experience in the years since publication of the predecessor specification MIL-F-P785C
in 1980.

While we have changed the requirements from those of MTL-F-R785C in many detaiv,
generally we have kept the concept of specifying characteristics of aircraft response
to open-loop pilot inputs. By law, we cannot specify such parameters as tail size or
stability derivatives: these are the province of the designer, Yhat we are really
interested in, of course, is not exactly any of those characteristics but, rather,
task performance of the pilot and vehicle in concert, plus pilot workload. These are

the two recognized components of flying qualities 
4
. Pilots, being adaptable, can

maintain good task performance for a wide range of vehicle characteristics at the
expense of increased effort and concentration on flying.

Unfortunately, performance and workload ere not yet measurable precisely enough
for direct specification of handllng qualities. With limited time and funds, flight
testing emphasizes operationally-oriented maneuvers. Capitallz'ng on this, the Air

Force Plight Test Center's Fandling Qualities During Tracking (HQDT)s has proved
exceptionally useful in uncovering handling difficulties. System identification
techniques allow determination of many specification parameters, and stability
derivatives too, from the HQDT data. Run-to-run variation and the lack of adequate
workload measures, however, render performance in these maneuvers unsuitable for
design specification. Still, we need more standardized maneuvers and performance
criteria, related to operational tasks, to guide simulator and flight-test
evaluations.

ALe
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As other speakers have alluded, pilot modeling can furnish valuable freights. We
can foresee the day when the specification may be en analytical pilot model with
adaptation rules and a workload or excess-capacity measure. Acceptance of that form
of specifIcation, however, has bees slow In coming. We therefore continue to rely on
correlations of pilot ratings and comments with aircraft characteristics, guided by
pilot-vehicle analysts, supplemented by experience in aircraft development and
operation.

For the most part, the Ml Standard also continues to state criterIa In terms of
clapscal responses: static speed and sidaslip stability, short-period and dutch-roll
frequency and damping, etc. It does not answer the question of how to obtain these
characteriatics, that being the job of the designer. The data base is almost ectirely
for piloted control in conventional maneuvers. We have only begun to consider the
altered responses of highly augmented aircraft (although equivalent classical repponse
parameters can often be found), and we have vet to address criteria for combined
piloted sad automated flight. These considerations, which are upon us, are some of
the most urgent challenges for further research.

Analysis and simulation are even more important to the formulation of criteria
for advsaced aircraft, which not only will incorporate a high degree of stability and
control sugmsntatIon to compensate for relaxed static stability In pitch and possibly
yaw, but also will need:

" Increased agility, including air-combat maneuvering near and beyond stall
" Aircraft response tailored to particular tasks
C Greater reliance on displays for rapid, precise maneuvering
* Automated and semi-automated modes Integrating propulsion, fire control,

short-term puldance, etc modes with flight control
C Artificial Intelligence to aid and advise the pilot
e Automatic restructuring and self-repair to make the beat possible use of

remaining system components after failure or damage

for much more demanding missions in a very complex environment, taxing pilot workload
to maintain situation awareness.

One problem we have noted in application of the flying qualities requirements to
aircraft design arises from the increased sophistication of flight control system
eesign. While we have stated the criteria in terms felt to be meaningful to pilots
and airframe designers, many flight control system designers have not found them so.
One factor is experience that stability and control augmentation has at times
resulted in nonclassical aircraft response. Thus a feeling arose that the
requirements just weren't applicable to the case at band. Also, despite our early
efforts, flight control designers foure it difficult to incorporate the flying
qualities criteria into optims tlon techniques, and so used other criteria Instead.
Several resulting poor designs had to be modified, at considerable cost, after initial
flight testing.

Our next response, in order to make the most of the existing data base, was to
apply the requirements to an equivalent classical aircraft, metching the two responses

as well as possible over the frequency or time ranpe of principal Interest
6  

2. We
found the equivalent system approach to work remarkably well, but still not
universally. We will discuss some later research results ard new criteria. A current
project is to develop viable multivariable. computer-aided flight control design
techniques which adequately account for flyinp nualities. Increasingly, we feel the
urgency of good Interdisciplinary teamwork.

CONTROL MARGIN

Instability has been a perennial problem for manned flight. Since the need to
balance stability against controllability is still very much with us, some background
seems in order. The Wright brothers purposely made their early airplanes unstable so
that they could be maneuvered, rather than concentrating on a high degree of
stability, as was the practice of their predecessors (except Lillenthal) and

contemporaries 
7
. This made Panned, fully controlled flight possible -- but Iust

barely: not until the instability was drastically reduced or eliminated could the
Wrights make their Flyers refrain from bobbing around continually as the pilot

concentrated on maintaining control. Root
p 

recounts that in 1qO4, "when fifty pounds
of iron was fastened to its nose, it came down to a tolerably strsight line and
carried its burden with ense"; and Lieutenant (later General) Foulois, the first

mnlitary airplane pilot, found that:

Old Number One..., with Its two elevators out in front, was about
as stable as a bucking bronco... When one of the elevators up
front was moved around to the back, stability improved somewhat,
but not enough. I later found that by using just one elevator,
the rear one, I had a platform that worked very well. I could
let go of the levers and make notes and sketches. It got to be en
mirplane that could be used for real Vilitary reconnaissance.

ALy
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Nevertheless, as recounted in many sources. for example Reference 10, instabilities
remained common t. fighter aircraft of World War 1.

With such instability, just hanging on, keeping the airplane under control, could

be a challenge. But a British investigation in 1919 of a series of accidents found
another potential for disaster. A mark of static stability Is that the control to
stabilize at a naw equilibrium point is in the same direction as the control to
Initiate the change; but for the unstable case, a control reversal is required.
Control to recover en unstable vehicle, then, is in the same direction as control to
trim. Figure 1 shove this concept applied in an investigation into the loss of 13
"'A' aeroplanes." In a half-looping recovery from inverted flight, insufficient
nose-up elevator control deflection vas left to pull out. While the maneuver cited
was a poorly executed loop, there are many ways to get into such a fix.

Now. as then, the quest for performance and maneuverability drives designers to
minimise stability, even to build in a degree of instability. These days, such
handling defects can be corrected by response feedback, so that the pilot sees nothing
anse -- unless his controls saturate or fail. Dack is 1913, Orville Wright von the
Collier Trophy for his demonstration of an angle-of-attack feedback in pitch and a
pendulum for roll, pneumatically driving the control surfaces for stabilization.

Modern use of stability augmentation dates from the Northrop B-49 yaw damper ", end

han grown into "superaugmentation" 
1 3

. We shall discuss several hazards of
over-reliance on the flight control system to compensate for deficiencies of the basic
airframe.

Ever since the appearance of swept and low-aspect-ratio wings, pitch-up has been
a design problem. This pitch Instability near stall is related to entrance of an aft
sailplsne into the core of the wing's dovnvash field as angle of attack increases;
wing sweep, low aspect ratio, vortices trailing from side-mounted engine inlets, wing

leading-edge extensions, etc can have major effects
1
4. is. A later compendium

1 6

recounts more recent experience with pitch and yaw departures. In order to prevent
loss of control, one early fix (on the V-104 and F-101, for example) was a stick
pusher which (paradoxically, and to pilots' displeasure) at a predetermined
combination of angle of attack and pitch rate, momentarily took control away from the
pilot so as to push the nose down.

While most alrplanes have a stable stall break, two examples (among others) show
that this static stability, post-stall, can itself be a problem when combined with a
reglon of instability at lower angle of attack. Another stable equilibrium point is
created, as shown In Figure 2, possibly with no nose-down control moment available to
recover. The common decrease in stabilizer effectiveness at these extreme angles
compounds the difficulty. Both the RAC 1-11 transport and the F-16 fighter have
exhibited a capability to pitch up into a locked-In deep stall, with equilibrium at
full nose-down stabilizer; no nose-down moment is available to recover. The F-I6's
stability augmentation applies the full nose-down command, so the pilot ha been given
a special switch to negate it so that he can try to rock out of this trap.

Ordinarily, the P-16's stall/g-liniter prevents reaching this state, and
maneuvering is "carefree." Generally. however, a limiter can be defeated -- by
tricking it in some way, say by losing airspeed in a vertical climb. Also, by its
nature, a limiter restricts maneuvering capability. For all maneuvers, control
deflection and rate margins must be sufficient for:

" Stabilization to the specified flying qualities level
" Limiting aircraft response to sensor and system noise and a specified

intensity of atmospheric disturbances
" Pecovery from stall, and from any possible attitude or gyration.

Table 7, based on material in Peferance 17, lists slple approximations for eone
of the control margins necessary to avoid saturation. Figure 3 Illustrates the
control action for stability sugmentation.

Our military enginesritg organizations insist that these safety-related control
margins be provided through aerodynamic control power. Pxperlence to date with
current-technology Inlets and engines operating at the distortion levels typical of
high angle of attack at low speed dictates caution. Considerable uncertainty exists
about reliability and dependabillty of thrust for use to stabilize and control the
vehicle. Throttle usage in also a factor: Idle thrust may be used to decelerate
rapidly.

For a fighter especially, or effective limiter nay severely restrict maneuver
capability at angles of attack approaching the limit. Even if control limlting is
avoide, s typical restrictlot is a sloving of the pitch response to avoid
overshooting the limit. An additional increment of Pos.-down control margin must be
available to counter the pitching moment from nonlinear Inertial coupling in roll: as
a first cut,
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for a roll rate p about the velocity vector, with a measured to the principal x arts.
In yaw, stabilization while rolling must counter not only the Inertial yawing moment.
but also the dutch roll and any "aileron yaw." The several nonlinear inertial terms
in the equations of motion make a detailed analysis necessary to determine the motion
with any great accuracy; generally, noes-down pitching accentuates this divergent
tendency while rolling. For the 7-16. which subsonically. unaumented, is unstable in
pitch, the roll and yaw capability at high &role of attack In severely restricted in
order to preclude a pitching divergence.

Although we have seen how saturation of control effectors can lead to lose of
control, dynamic deflection or rats saturation does not necessarily mean departure
from controlled flight. Small amounts of command or stabilization saturation are

comparable, in a describing-function sense' 18 (Figure 4). to a reduction In gain.

guch behavior will cause flying qualities to deteriorate for large inputs
1 9
, but up to

a point will not reduce the response all the way to an instability. Deflection
saturation will reduce the low-frequency stability level and the Initial response to
abrupt commands, while rate saturation will slow the initial response and decrease the
high-frequency stability level (Figure 5). For a basically unstable airframe or a
system deficient in phase or gain margin, a sufficiently large or rapid
control-surface command causes a diverpence. For a smaller amount of saturation than
that which reduces stability to neutral, pilot opinion will degrade; moreover, the
variation in response characteristics with amplitude may itself be objectionable.

The instability boundary can be expressed In terrs of (a) the steady-state
response to limit deflection or rate and (b) the bare airframe's response ratios for

the stable mode
1 7
' 20. Figure 6 illustrates such boundaries for the two-degree-of-

freedom sbort-period motion of an aircraft having one unstable root. From the
equilibrium point, with controls saturated the motion in the stable mode proceeds
along the stable separatrix. For combinations of variables beyond this boundary
(which depends only on the unaugmented characteristics. regardless of augmentation)
the aircraft cannot be controlled and will diverge. For this simple case, full
control deflection gives the equilibrium, or saddle, point?

ASs - VoM (1 - Z6Hq/UoM6 )As/(Zu q - Pu
w
o)

q.8 - -P8) - a M. aZa6/(M) - ala)

and the slope of the stable separatrix is given by:

(Aq/An) s - M/(Zl.Vo + I/Td )

where q is pitch rate, Ao Is angle of attack change from straight flight, AS Is the
incremental control surface deflection, P, and Z, are dimensional argular and linear

acceleration derivatives, "sub a" represents the Pubsldence node and Td is tte
(negative) time constant of the divergent mode.

While detailed analysis of such nonlinear behavior is best done in the tive
domain, this simple concept senes helpful in understandirp the problem. Considering
the relationship between step and ramp comsnds, for the corresponding boqndsrles for
rate-saturation stability plone, merely substitute & for o, h for q, and 6 for A. The
slope 4/& is the same as ac/an.

Experience to date hae been sostly with the pitch axis: but if the need should
arise in the yaw axie, smilar considerations apply to an Instability there.

Direct feedback of angle of attack, of course, will stabilize an aircraft with
relared static stability. More commonly, however, pitch rate and normal acceleration
are fed back. Since these sinals cannot copoletelv stabilize attitude. a" Integrator
path Is added to null the error signal In the long term. This mechanization gives
rate-command, attitude-hold control. Fven for statically stable basic airframes, we
find that proportional plus Integral control of these variables is often Incorporated
in order to maintain trim automatically. in normal operation, control is almost
conventional (except for the need to push the nose down for landing). But once the
control surface saturates, the continued buildup of the error signal can prevent
recovery. Figure 7, from Reference 17, illustrates the effect such a runaway
integrator can have in a checked pullup, and a solution: to cut out the integrator
whenever the control surface eaturates.

Near stall, too, the neutral stability obtained with an integrator can be of
concern. For added stall protection, the F-16 introduces angle-of-attack feedback at
angles of attack above that for approach.

To summarize, flight safety of an unstable airfrawe requires enough aerodynamic
control power to trim aerodynamic and thrust forces at all possible flight conditions
and thrust settings, with margins of controY authority and rate sufficient for:
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* maneuvering (Command limiters can guard against lose of cortrol, at the
expense of decreased maneuverability snd agility, if the instability is
not too severe)

a stabilization of the response to commends and disturbances: high damping

reduces the control budget for stabilization$ but overdamped responses
are slower

a recovery, for example from a stable equilibrium point in a deep stall, or
sudden failures including los of an engine, or upsets or unusual
attitudes.

Multiple control surfaces and various disturbances must be taken into account
when deterniniog these margins. Yaneuveriug flaps, Toed alleviation, store drop or
gun firing, anO direct side-force control ndes are some possibilities.

The site of the design gust determines the degree of risk reduction; a
sufficiently large disturbance can still cause an unstable airframe to diverge. A
wake vortex encounter, not uncommon In air combat (trainirg or actual) end possible
elsewhere, can be very violent; the orly recourse may be to ansure aircraft Integrity
and the ability to recover. It is rot clear just what combinations of aggressive
maneuvering and disturbances are reasonable to consider.

Some margin is also needed for design uncertainties and growth (in weight,
center-of-gravity range, additional stores, etc). Several of our current fighter
aircraft experienced less than predicted aerodynamic stability because of
discrepancies between wind tunnel and flight (T-1I1, P-16). or overestimated fuselage
stiffoess (F-15). Reference 17 is of use for early design tradeoffs; but for more
detailed design, the adequacy of limited control authority and rate need to be
assessed through piloted simulation.

AGILITY

With beyond-visual-range missiles, *Ir combat tactics are changing. AN1-aspect
and off-boresight shots, and defensive and re-attack capabilities demand sore than
high speed for a head-on, "slashing" attack. Quick pointing, rapid acceleration and
deceleration, and good turn capability -- for both sustained turns at high speed and
steady turns with altitude or speed lose -- are needed. Simulations have shown that
high roll performance while loaded, and also beyond stall, can significantly improve
combat effectiveness. Some uses of agility and design considerations are listed on
Table 11, from current Worthrop work for us.

We are trying to develop new metrics to quantify the requirements, and the Air
Ferce Flight Teet Center ban an Agility Flight Test Committee investigating methods to
test for agility. Some of the metrics bear on "performance," but handling qualities
implications are also apparent. Also obvious are some cenflicting design requirements
and some costs In weight, complexity, engine size, etc. The natural (though
unreasonable) desire is to have, without penalty, the most of "all of the above"
capabilities. While sustained turn capability continues to be important, we see a
growing realization of the significance of steady and instantaneous capebility in air
combat.

"GLOC" (loss of consciousness with rapid onset of normal acceleration) and pilot
disorientation in violent maneuvers have become new flying qualities concerns. Pilots

appreciate the AFTl-F-16's automatic dive recovery
2 1

, but further improvements seem
possible.

The present quantitetive requirements generally assume a linear system of
equations of motion. Through several approaches we are examining large-scale
maneuvers which inherently involve nonlinear Inertial. kinematic and aerodynamic
terms. rom expressions occurrtnp In these analyses, we hope to develop meaningful
nonlinear flying qualities parameters. Herdman at Virginis Polytechnic Institute has

applied Volterra series to a pull-up 
2 

nod wing rock. At Honeywell, a dynamic

inversion technique
2 3 

has analysed the controlled and uncontrolled variables In a roll
reversal, a barrel roll and a dilving turn to suggest flying qualities metrics. STT
has classified pertinent fiying qualities issues as: aircraft-centered; tactical, task

and maneuver-centered; ard pilot-centered perceptual or control 
2 4

. They applied
differential geometry to describe a helix ard a high-speed yo-yo maneuver, and have
suggested Riccett equation theory as a way to analyze "escape" phenomena with
even-function nonlineeritles. At 11detics. Skow is attempting to correlate a "roll
agility parameter" with increases in mission effectiveness. All of these techniques
show promise of providing some suitable metrics, hut the work has been of a
preliminary nature.

eSome confusion in terminology has been encountered. Were, "sustained" turn
capability is thrust-limited in level flight. "steady" refers to maximum steady lift
or limit load factor, and "instantaneous" includes dynamic overshoot.

* ' : '
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For ground attack, survivability improves as the time of straight flight before
bomb release Is shortened. The AYTI-F-16 has demonstrated good effectiveness with an

Automated Maneuvering Attack System (AHAS)
2 5
, releasing the store while maneuvering.

With the predictive display provided, both manual and automatic deliveries, and pilot
corrections during automatic deliveries. vere posmlmio. The automatic sode left the
pilot more time for other task@ such as makiug small corrections, looking for threats
and controlling airspeed. Similarly, high-angle-off air-to-air gunnery can be made an
effective tactic through pilot aids and a degree of automation.

An early draft of MIL-P-8785D specified acceleration/decesration capability.
using speed brakes and engine response. We dropped all but a ouelitative requirement
because (a) date were insufficient to validate any numbers and (b) ve felt we had no

control over the engine manufacturers. Experience with different engines in the P-_
2 6

shoved a marked deterioration to handling with a slower-responding engine. Since
then, ve seem to have gotten through to engine manufacturers, and designs are becosnti
more Integrated; but still ve have neither a quantitative requirement nor a sufficient
data bass. The in-flight thrust reversing being conaidered for advanceA fighters'
rapid deceleration adds significant weight, which demands more thrust and a larger
wing for the Pame sustained turn capability.

Provision of adequate roll control has always been a design problem. It has been
difficult enough just to get people to think in terms of dynamic roll performance.
time to bank rather than steady roll rate or pb/2V. Although the need Is to bank and
stop, that demonstration maneuver is very hard to do precisely; so our criterfor calls
for rolling through the angle. Since we have had examples of roll dampers mechanized
to change the roll time constant when the stick io deflected, perhaps we should
reexamine that form. We have also observed that overly sensitive control or a very

abort time constant can cause "roll ratcheting" with the pilot tn the loop 
2 7

. In the
devalopuent of MIL-7-87855, analytical studies showed no particular benefit of rolling
through as much as 90 or 100 degrees in one second. Experienced fighter pilots.
however, insisted on keeping such a requirement. Tn MIL-F-878SC, and continuing in
MIL-STD-1797. we have reemphasized loaded rolls (at higher normal load factors) as
well as l-g rolls.

Simulator studies have shown a decided air-combat benefit of good roll capability
at high angles of attack. Such roll performance is hard to achieve, however. Fven at
low angles of attack, good fighter roll capability calls for large control surfaces
and extra wing structural weight. Roll performance naturally tends to fall off at low
speed (the roll-mode tine constant varies inversely with speed, while pb/2V In
Invariant). At high angle of attack, moreover, roll controls tend to produce
significant yawing moments; either adverse or fevorable yaw can be troublesome. A
greater challenge Is to find a way to avoid pitch and yaw departures due to Inertial
roll coupling without ser'ouslv restricting roll performance. At even higher angles
of attack, beyond stall, rolling about the velocity vector requires more yawing than
rolling from body-axls-oriented control effectors; and loes efrective aerodynamic
controls must be supplemented with thrust vectoring or other reaction controls.

Presently, no particular roll axis is specified. The best axis will depend on
the task, and possibly on the configuratlon as well. Most generallv, a desire to
minimize sideslip would place the roll axis along the flight path. For gunnery,
however, a roll axis above the reticle causes an Initial reverse movement of the
reticle when rolling onto a target; in that case, rolling shout the sight axle or the
gun line seems best. Roll-control and roll-rate inputs to the rudder can adjust the
roll-axis orientation*. At high angles of attack, a pilot located above a flight-path
roll axis will get large lateral acceleration in abrupt rolling maneuvers; and during
a roll, he will see the nose slew with respect to an outside reference. Of course, if
direct side-force control t available, tie roll axis can be moved up to the cockpit.
still parallel to the flight path. An overriding consideration may be to orient the
roll axls to minimize inertial coupling, aking more rapid rolls feasible without
losing control. This too could induce design penalties for larger, more effective
directional control surfaces.

The dutch roll requirements are fairly adequate for general flying, but.have been
found deficient for aggressive, precise maneuvering as in target acquisition. Higher
damping (around 0.7 critical) than required helps fine tracking, but it also slows the
response during rapid maneuvering. For the A-IO, a derived sideplip-rate feedback now
allows both good damping and rapid response for rapid, highly predictable allgnment in
weapon delivery. The experimental DTGITAC A-7D Incorporates this and a nonlinear yaw
damper. Pilots also have appreciated nonlinear pitch damping on NAt's experimental
Hunter asd our APTI-F-16 for agility plus good damping for fine tracking. These
aircraft, however, being point designs, have not furnished sufficient data to write a
general requirement. With quick, accurate response to large-ouplitude commands plus
Inherently excellent fine tracking capability, integration of flight and fire-control
systems ia eased, or the need for automation reduced.

*A caution: with pm fed to the rudder to induce roll about the stability axis,
one fighter experienced auto-rolls when inverted.

. _ _ ._ _ _ T,
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NIL-3TD-1797 makes provision for direct force control. but criteria are minimal.
to APTI-P-16 experience, practical amounts of hsave control gave only a small
Improvement In capability (although automation of fire centrol mode. such as
poise-and-shoot, eight prove more fruitful). The major benefits were in ride
qualities and In quickening the normal-acceleration response to pitch control.
Laterally, direct force control was found useful in a wings-level turn mode for %*king
corrections during tracking. mob's bandwidth criterion was first derived for such
applications. In which a sore-or-less univoeally applicable criterion is needed for a
broad range of yst-poorly-defind uses. To practice. the utility of direct force
controls must be balanced against their added drag, weight and complexity.

LOlNGITUDINAL DYNAMICS

So doubt. In the last few years more research effort has been spent on
longitudinal dynamics then on any other aspect of flying qualities. A number of
researchers have proposed criteria which appear to have merit. but to date we have not
been able to settle on one set In which we hays enough confidence to apply
universally.

Far the sbort-term response WIL-STD-1797 keeps Ribrie's Control Anticipation

Parameter fCAP 28 the ratio of Initial pitching acceleration to steady normal

I2

acceleration. or alternatively au /(a/n)] along with damping and sensitivity, and a
up

limit on the equivalent time ely (the lower-frequency effects of added dynamics.
delays from digital computation, etc). Phugoid damping and d't/dY, a measure of
"bach-sidodneas," continue to specify the long-term response.

excessive time delay is a common cause of pilot-induced oscillations. Because a
pilot senes stick or column Oeflection as well as force. he aees able to discount

m29

any Pert of the response delay caused bny the feel system 2 ; the requirement takes that
Into account. Also. proleinry tracking studies show pilots more tolerat of delays
In the isplay tan in aircraft response. Conservatively, the time delay s
restricted to values which do not appreciably affect pilots' ratings for figter
aircraft. Phase lag over a taok-related bandwidth might be a betser criterion:
ellowable delay also varies with cortrol sensitivity.

These arameters correlate fairly well the data base for aircraft that roapond in
the classical snarer. Specifying an equivalent classical system with time delay, many
heavily-augmented aircraft correlate fairly well too. The actual response in matched
over the range of effective pilot Inputs, roughly 0.1 to 10 red/ee. or for the first
few seconds In the time domain. The standard's handbook gives several alternative
requirenents to handle caaes that do not fit well.

An alternative interpretation of CAP appliee purely to the pitching response:
loo ti approinmately (V/g)( oJ) (I/oe s the higher-frequency zero of the

peh-rhsponse-to-pitch-com nd transfer function). If the it, from watching the

pitch response varies significantly from the value obtained by simultaneously matching
pitching and normal acceleration, data Indicate that flying qualities are suspect.

Gibson 
3 0

. has developed another frequency-r-eponse criterion, with bounds which
stress ample attenuation and slow drop-off of pitch-attitude phase response at -I80
dog phase, and avoidance of hoth sluggishness and bble tendency t pitch. Pe
emphasizes timo-reponse criteria, however. He requires positive drophack (Pigure 8)
but limits Its magnitude a ed duration for fine tracking; sod he bounds nornsl-
acceleration lmp and overshoot In re ponse to stop commands.

In ground-based simulator evaluations, Mclonnell's first flight control nysten
design for the STOL/tanouvtring Technology Devoretrator F-15, to NL-P-7m C criteria.
wan good In general naruvering. but dovsrated for fine tracking: a pitch bobble

tendency was noted
3 1

. They found tpt ibson's dropbaeck criterion seaed to explain
the pilots' colents. A redesign, subetituting a larger pteb-nunrsator Inverse
time-constant (by adding a lag-lead filter), met the drophck criterion. Subsequent
eslator evaluations showed "vastly Improved" tracking, with a quite tolerable amount
of *$-creep" in the normal-acceleration reponse.

Rome useful abort-term criteria involve only the pitch response. One of these to
SpTe2 log un - log d1T 2 is the (logarithmic) lnth of the separation between

and ane (Pante 9); also, atio 0  is a measure of the pithe-ratt overshoot to a

step Input, or the lag of normal acceleration behi.d pitch rate. ota that correlate
with CAP generally correlate with asp T,2 as well.

p ob has proposed 1a task-dependont aircraft bandwidth with good phase ad gain
margin as a fairly generally applicable criterion for dynamic flying quaeliies. A
pilot ahould not have to work herd to achieve the needed pilot-veicle bandwidth; and
he may object to a very abrupt response. Por pitch attitude res pne (pigure 9). hle
bounds a region of bandwidth e an approinete tine delay messured from the frequenty

Tn 8rnund~bsaed sILatreautos conl' is ~jt€ur sse
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response. While the concept Is Inviting, in some areas this criterion &nd CAP are
mutually exclusive. Nevertbeless. for high-order systems the bandwidth criterion is
easily applied and worth checking.

Chalk's recommendations for supermonicocrtsoe aircraft pitch-rate response
3 2 

are
in the time domain. For the response to a step command, he bounds the transient peak
ratio, rise time sod effective delay. These are essentially a translation c
Reference 7's frequency-domema criteria into the time domain. While the requirauente
can be applied directly to many higher-order systems, large departure from a
second-order response can still cause difficulty in Interpretation.

The Weal-Smith criteria have found considerable use. As modified by Calpan
3 7

.
using s pilot model of given form and a 0.25-sec time delay, hut with Its other
parameters free, the closed-loop pilot-vehicle system must achieve a teab-dependent
bandwidth (here the frequency for 90 deg phase lag, closed-loop) with mo more than 3dB
resonance for Level 1 and 3d of droop at lover frequencies. These criteria appear in
Figure 10. Chalk indicates that additional considerations. not specified, are the
avoidance of a need for large pilot lead and the retention of stability with
reasonable variations from optimum pilot parameters.

While extensive augmentetion often does not prevent a good match in the short
term, adding proportional-plue-integral compensation in the forward loop, for example,
will alter the lover-frequency response. Such compensation Is commonly used to
stabilize an inherently unstable basic airframe. The phugoid motion can be
effectively suppressed, but the steady-state response may not be like that of a simple
airplane. With pitch-rate feedback. unless the integrator lead zero t close to
I/Te 2 , the flight path will not follow pitch attitude in the normal ganner, which is a
simple first-order lat. (for a step command, a. which is e - Y, will not settle at a
new constant value but instead will ramp off). See Figure ]I. Also. the aircraft
will hold attitude rather than angle of attack. so that the pilot may have to push to
lover the nose after flaring to land. With the resulting neutral speed stability,
angle of attack Is sonmetime fed back in order to furnish stall protection -- at least
near stall angles.

Otherwise, neutral speed stability is desirable in mary applications: it
prevents large trim changes with speed. Likewise, pilots appreciate such added
features as pitch compensation in turns et up to moderate bank angles. As yet, these
helps are not covered by our flying qualities requirements.

The options cited for short-term response are included In the handbook.
Additionsl longitudinal response criteria for approach and landing have been proposed
recently.

Calopan
3 3 

has formulated an empirical pilot rating function on the basis of
evaluations in the TIFS variable-stability airplane. Based on a step pilot input, the
predicted rating Is a function of (I) engle-of-attack response ramping. (2) u-response
time. (3) the pilot's normal-accelerstion cue from pitching acceleration (for a
cockpit not at the instantaneous center of rotation), (4) control sensitivity end (5)
affective ties delay.

For carrier landings, Neffley
3 4 

compares the time lagS in airspeed and glidealope
("essentially Tel and TO?" reap) to the time available following rollout onto final
approach (normally about 1S or 20 sec r 3/4 nautical mile). His analysis assume*
pilot closure of an inner pitcb loop, then use of pitch attitude and thrust to control
airspeed end glideelope. Tn ground-based simulations, pilot ratings correlated with
glideslope'lag and airspeed lag, or with a single "excess time ratio."

After investigating various pilot loop closures in landing 
, 

researchers at NASA
Ames-Dryden found an open-loop metric giving excellent correlation with several data

Pets
36

. Por a step command removed after five seconds (analogous to a flare), pilot
rating deteriorates with Increasing peak overshoot of flIghtpath angle.

Pitch control of the space shuttle orbiter has received such attention. After
Initially noting a pilot-induced oscillation tendency, extensive, Continual training
tas resulted in very good landing performance (smooth landings with small dispersion,
mostly on long runways, In amooth air). Contributing to the difficulty are a rather
large time delay, the pilot location behind the instantaneous center of rotation, end
added normns-acceleration lag from reducing the pitch-rate overshoot. Tn in-flight

(TIPS) and moving ground-baaed (NASA Anne VNS) evaluation
.3 7

. the traled shuttle
orbiter pilots, however, actually preferred their nominal system to modified systems
with more overshoot. The other participating pilots found only the modified dynamics
instinctive ard natural to fly.

"One interpretation of the astronauts' technique i they have learned to
conpensate for the lack of initial cockpit cues by performing the lending task
primarily using the visual cues of pitch attitude and attitude rate... The attitude
can then be used to provide considerable lead in determining the steady-state
flight-path," whereas for the other pilots. "direct observation of flightpoth (or sink
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rete) derived from visual as well as kinematic cues appeared to be the primarv control

variable.

CONCLUDING 9MARKS

Ideally, flying qualities research develops crietria through a succession of
pilot-vehicle analysis *nd Increesiugly detailed evaluations by pilots in ground-baad
and In-flight simulators, ultiuately checked by flight test. To date, almost all
successful criteria have been stated t terms of parameters of the augmented aircraft.
While the analytical approach has on occasion been quite helpful os a design tools its
acceptance for specification use does not yet appear imminent. We do encourage its
further development and use for early design analysis of suitability, and as a
development and trouble-sbooting tool.

Neither t flying qualities specification in terms of task performance
(probability of kill, touchdown dispersion, ate) suitable. for two reasons.
Quantification of pilot workload in mission-related terms is elusive, and such
measures increasingly involve many factors unrelated to flying qualities as more
differet subsystems become involved.

Cenerally, we therefore continue the traditional approach of specifying
characteristics of the (augmented) aircraft itself. Overall suitability for destn
missions is evaluated in detailed simulations and emphasized in the flight test
program.

A number of flight control system designers have been reluctant to use the
HIL-P-8785 flying qualities requirements to determine system behavior, feeling that
they do not apply. MIL-STD-1797 attempts to show where and how its requirements do
apply, and we are pursuing development of design helps. We thus hope to avoid some of
the pitfalls that have been encountered.

With Increasingly complex aircraft, failures that affect flying qualities at all
are liable to cause degradations in several qualities. Our data bass, on the other
hand, generally considers one degration at a time. Current research at STI seeks to
determine general procedures for handling multiple degradations. Considering
multi-axis tasks, both n optimal control model and a product rule for predicting

pilot rating of two or more failures show promise. gone results using the optimal
control model are given in Reference 38. For substitution of available alternate
control effectors in the event of a failure, more nes to be known about tolerance to
unusual cross-axie coupling.

Hyparvelocity flight introduces new demands for accurate control of attitude and
flight path in order to bound aerodynamic heating, navigation errors and, possibly.
engine parameters. The pilot's role is an yet poorly defind for "aoroapaceplane"
missions, but from experience the pilot likely will have at least a monitoring and
backup function in all flight phases.

To overcome the remaining shortcomings and gaps in the KIL-STD-1797 requirements,
simulation will continue to be an indispensable design aid. Por many tssks,
gronvd-based simulation is adequate. Its principal shortcomings remain the missing.
minimal or spurious motion cues. which can give misleading results for some tasks, and
inadequate resolution and often restricted field of view for flight close to the
ground. Visual and motion time delays in the simulator can be measured; they may or
may not be tolerable. Direct comparison of in-flight (TIPS) and limited-motion

ground-based (NASA Langley VHS) simulation
3 9 

confirms that (11 generally, good
correlation exists, (2) ground-hased simulation may not show pilot-induced oscillation
tendencies observed in flight, nP (3) touchdown sink rate Is about 3.5 ft/sec greater
on the ground-based simulator.

Until now, we have tried to write requirements which, while assuring good flying
qualities, do not overly burden the design to achieve an optimum. With a data base
that until recently consisted entirely of the classical response of uneugsmentod
aircraft, we have vented to minimize the coat (funds, weight, drap, complexity, desan
effort) of specification compliance. These costs are beconive even more oltnificant,
but a combination of more demanding operational needs and enhanced flight control
capability drives us to seek greater mission effectiveness through more comprehensive
solutions. Unaided, no airframe can accomplish som, necessary missione or. indeed.
survive.

We need, of course, to define flying qualities that will demand the least from
the pilot while enabling him to do the beat possible job. tn addition to traditional
flying qualities, this will involve coupling with other subsystems, the character snd
dynamics of displays, and at least a degree of automation of piOtoin functions.
Requirements need tailoring to specific tasks involved in terrain following/terrain
avoidance, STOL operation Including ground handling, precision weapon delivery, threat
avoidance, air combat in an expanded flight ecvelope, stc, for normal operation and
for handlirg failures. Battle damage and possible flight-control reconfiguration pose
similar concerns.

- -~ --- . . - - - - - -.. ..~'-9L-
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As emerging aircraft become sore complex, pilots and other craw tetbers rely more
heavily an the visual cues provided by cockpit display systems. Past research has
concentrated on detersining appropriate eisplay cootsn ad format.tHowever, displays
may still fail to reduce crew workload ad may even increase it. .ni reetly.
designers failed to take into account the dynamics Introduced by cockpit displays.
modeling the closed-loop system using only the pilot sod aircraft with Its flight
control system. Our work has demonstrated that display lags, handvidth and damping do
Impact system performance, pilot workload and perceivee flying quslities. it a
tosk-dependent manner. Both emperinental and analytical approaches are still at a
fairly rudimentary stage.

?he scope of flying qualities Is expanding to eccount for Improvements In flight
control mechanization. automation to reduce pilot workload. and intesration of flight
control and other Puhayatems. Such niceties. of course, must be applied selectively
and shown to be worth their cost. Yoet Important, this design Integration requires
close teamwork aeon* a number of technical disciplines and the pilot community.
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TABLE 1. REQUIIRED CONTROL44ARGN INCRENENTS

Flying Quality 1 uFQ/anc , 57.3 CAP'/Nu deg/g (for Teff 1 0.05)
1 I/Tsp" i/Tsp,

Stabilization A~stab/anc - S7.3 1 I/To, deg/g (linear. 2 DOF)
Turbulence .6/., fn of Md.. 146. -Sc, sc structural modes

-Most severe at low ir
3.6' arnd ~w for severe turbulence recommnded

Sensor Nois. *61os fn of KS. KF. -a- 1/Ta. '$ c '~c $Pw

Flying Quality SfQ/n, - 57.3 CAP/(Mu.Tff) for desired CAP

Stabilization istub/nc 4 SFQ/flc If FCS stability margins OK -c

i stab/nc fn Of 
1
/leff. I/sp -Scl (s

Turbulence na/nw fn of I/To. _sp*l spc. 146

-MoSt Severe at low W
-3aA recomended for control margin

Sensor Noise .4n/.s - KsKpf" ('.s, 1/Ta and, for low ws : wp

-Scl 3na rcmoee fo coto margi

I -These paraneters are not all independent

anc Is the coimmanded increment of normal acceleration

1/T, Is the unstable pole of the transfer function (negative; 1/nec)

splis the 2-deg-of -freedom product of the poles. 1/sec

spland 'spc are the closed-loop frequency and damping ratio of the

short-period mode

CAP Is 40/an.. CAP' is 4./an.

,s Is the sensor bandwidth

Ks. KF are the sensor and forward-loop gains

as. ne are the rifn Intensities of sensor noise and vertical gusts

c is the crossover frequency of the ;/nc transfer function

Taff is the effective tine constant of conerand-path plus forward-path
control-loop elements (such as prefilters and actuators)

Ta Is the tine constant of the actuator ram

TABLE 11. AGILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Capability Operational Utility Vehicle Impact
*I tejh Anglo-of -Allacmf Good for all aspeci missle pointing Requires Propulsive force arid
Posl Stall Maneuvering Poor many-on-many lactic moment effectors

*Rapid Acceferallrnd Excellent for both defensive and iqie lrs eesn
Deceleration offensive maneuveringReurstutrvrin

*Essentlial for survivability in

Q uick Energy Recovery many-on-many 1japid thrust onset
*Imnprove$uiitfy of low spead Ifigl lI rusi / weighti

_____________________ maneuvering

I lighig cockpit
H Iighi g (9* ) Maneuvering outperform adversary Pilti loss of consciousness

_______________________protection

SHigh Sustained Turn Rate Turning Advantage Hi Thrust

*Ifigli Macfh 2.2*) fihght .Strori, staswnr evigagemint for hhirh thrust
survivability Variable. hitut
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THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PILOT MODEL AD APPLICATIONS
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Via Diotisalvi 2, 56100 Pisa, Italia

ABSTRACT

The modeling of the human pilot behavior plays an Important role Iu the preliminary analysis of
aircraft handling qualities. This is especially true when the designer is confronted with
non-conventional aircraft dynamics, tasks and/or lack of sufficient handling qualities data-base. The
present paper reviews one modeling technique which was developed in the early 1970's and has been widely
used since than: the optimal control model of the human pilot (OC). The model has been validated in a
number of tasks and used in the analysis as well as the synthesis of manual control loops. The
capabilities of the model are evaluated in the pilot rating (PI) prediction, in the analysis and in the
synthesis of pilot/vehicle control loops from the handling qualities standpoint.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first integrated attempt to describe the behavior of the human pilot in an optimal control
theoretic framework was by Kleinman, Baron and Levison [I] in their two-part work pulI1sh.d by
Automatics In 1970. Since than, the optimal control model of the human pilot (04) has been used,
without substantial modifications, in a variety of applications ranging from pilot modeling to rating
evaluation, from visual control loop analysis, including additional dynamic elements, to loop synthesis
in cases when there was not enough handling qualities data-base available.

The study and modeling of the human pilot behavior has its modern origins in the late 1940 s with the
work by Tustin [2]. Since then, the model development has followed over the years the introduction and
usage of control theory techniques, with appropriate modifications to ccommodate the peculiarities and
limitations of the human operator. The most Immediate result has been the development of classical,
frequency domain based models, which have evolved from rather simple lead-log compnsators using
describing function techniques, to the more complex crossover and structural-Lsomorphic models [3j. A
detailed discussion on this topic has been addressed in previous lectures of this series.

The development of the 0C follows a similar path. Optimal control theory and estimation has had a
major Impact on the control design commusity. after the early work by Kalman and others, especially in
the aerospace arena where the algorithmic NIW nature of linear quadratic gaussian control (LQG) furnished
a powerful systematic tool for synthesizing complex highly coupled controllers envisioned for the
development of modern, high-performance aircraft. The optimal control model of the human pilot
represented, therefore, a natural extension to manual control of time domain techniques which appeared to
be useful in treating a variety of situations arising in piloting a highly coupled dynamic system, from
multi-aism control to mnlti-taking and complex mission management.

Although the use of C0 as an algorithec tool has not posed particularly difficult problems, the
optimal control nature of the method carried out both the advantages and disadvantages already known in
the application of the same theory to the synthesis of automatic controllers. In particular, one of the
difficulties of the OC has been the translation of the pilot's objectives Into a robust quantitative
functional whose minimization produces the operator's control strategy. On the other hand, the general
structure ef the model was particualrly attractive because of the number of applications it would allow.
Originally, the 0C was used in a very straightforward way as a model of the pilot's continuous control
action during trcking tasks typical of many phases of the mission of an aircraft. Comforting agreement
with experimental data was found (I1 especially when dealing with compensatory tracking. Research is
still ongoing for multi-axis manual control 141 due to the lack of data-hes, as will be pointed out
later is the paper.

Due to the structure of the model (sea next section), OC can be modified to treat decision-making
problems by coneidering the estiation/prediction section of the model 15] as the output instead of the
control strategy (now a pre-sawigned decision rule).

The optimal control model of the human pilot has been applied mainly with regard to aircraft flight
control and dynamics, both as a predictive as well as analytic tool and some of the applications will be
described and coemented on later. The paper is organised as follows: the next section contains a review
of the mathematical background of the model, Including some extenion$ ne for particular applications
and the status of the computer codes used for the Implementation. Section 3 includes some validation
examples and analyaes the capabilities of the model to give pilot rating (PR) Information in a
quantitative manner mad the matching with experimmntal data. Sections 4 and 5 describe the use of 006 in
a closed-loop pilot/vehicle framework. In this context, applications to display analysis and synthesis,
workload evaluation, time delay affects, attention allocation analysis and cooperative stability
augmentation synthesis techniques will be outlined. Finally, so conclusions end comments will be given
in Section 6.

tACAND-LB-157, Paper 07, 1988.
*Preent Address: Department of Aerospace Engineering, Auburn University, AL 3689-5336, USA.
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2. KO01L IUVIEW

In this section, the mathematical formulation of the optimal control model will be reviewed, together
with the implementation of the major human operator's characteristics. The following derivation will be
based on Pigure 1, which shows the block diagram of the model's components.

The optimal control nature of the model &rises from a basic assumption of the pilot's behavior; that
Is: a "well motivated, well-trained human operator behaves In a near optimal manner subject to his/her
inherent limitations and constraints, and .knouledge of the control task(l]. In this context, the
application of standard optimal control techniques requires the additional hypotheses of: 1) linearized
representation of the plant dynamics to be controlled and/or monitored, 2) a stochastic model of the
disturbances feeding the system. 3) a linear representation of the sensory information utilized by the
pilot during his/her action.

The structure of the model, as shown in Fig. 1. is completed by introducing those items characterizing
the human limitations constraining the pilot's behavior. Basically, these limitations comprise the
properties of the sensory Information, herein named as "display vector," the ability of reconstructing the
state of the system, the inability to generate noise-free comands and a constraint on the bandwidth of
his commands. The display vector is the perceptual component of the OC and it is characterized by a
linear combination of the system's states, including all the potentially relevant cues such as traditional
symbolic display information, visual ecene and outside world cues. It is well known, from experiments,
that the pilot Is able to associate vslocity information with moving displays and this should also be
taken into account in the construction of the display vector. Part of the so-called remnant is modeled in
the OCR by adding an observation white noise process to the display vector, which accounts for limitations
such as perceptual resolution, lae processing and attention sharing. The displayed vector is
additionally modified by adding an observation delay due to human processing limitations.

The other component of the pilot's remnant Is modeled in the 004 by a white noise process called motor
noise, which takes into account the imperfection of the command and it is additive to the control action.
It has been shown that the importance of the motor noise depends upon the application [1] although its
presence is 'heuristically" necessary since the operator is not able to generate a perfect estimate of the
control input.

The physical limitation of the pilot's bandwidth is introduced via a first order lag that, in the
model, is formally the direct consequence on the penalty in control rate activity. This term is also
known as the neuromotor lag and it can also be associated to subjective constraints self-imposed by the
pilot in order not to sake rapid control movements.

The pilot's capability of reconstructing the state of the dynamics he ia controlling i8 the central
element of the model, ased on the delayed, noisy information from the display vector, it i assumed that
the operator possess an internal model of the system and forcing disturbances. This translates
mathematically in two components: an estimate of the system's delayed states and a prediction of their

IZ
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behavior In real tims. Once the state reconstructioa io performed, the optimal control model chooses its
control strategy based upon a combination of two major objectives, that is the task performsnce end the
amount of workload needed in order to accomplish the tak In a eatisfactory semer. The quamtification of
the above objectives is critical to the successful modeling of the operator's behavior since, as shao in
the neat paragraph, the model's control strategy is couputationally dependent upon the aforementioneed
objectives.

The matheatical development of the 004 Is briefly reviewed at this point. The plant dynamics to be
controlled are given in the standard state-apace linear form by:

Z - + n(1

where .(t) i the n-dienosional state vector, u(t) the a-dLmasnional pilot's input, w(t) is the
p-disnelanal diaturbance vector modeled as a nero-mean gausslan white nose with covsrlaace W. The
r-dimensional display vector and the state vector are chosen so as to include all the dynamic information
and cues used by the pilot as ell as rate content of the displayed variables.

As mentioned earlier in the ection, the perceptual model of the displayed vector Z is corrupted by an
observation noise v y(t) and delayed by a quantity T. The husan pilot's perception Is therefore modeled

as
ZPt) - 4(t-1) + v yCt-) (2)

with vy(t) as a zero-mean gausslan white noise process with Intensity matrix Vy - diag iv Y i..,r.

The intensity matrix V depends on the nature of the display, the physical environment and pilot's
characteristics. It has Len shown (11, [6] that it is proportional to the variance of the outputs

02 through a roughly constant noise-signal ratio pe and inversely proportional to the attentional
Y1
allocation fraction and indifference threshold T of each channel, according to the expression

o2
i
W  

Y, (3)

yi f I erfc[.TL

Cyia

In practice, the observation noise charactristlcs are implemented via the ratio v yO/a2,, which

usually shows a power density level of about -20de.

The model's control strategy Is obtained from the minimization of a quadratic performance Index 3 given
by

lira I T + Tg Jdt (4)

In Equation (4) the weighting matrices >0, 0)0, D>O may be chosen as an extension of classical
compensatory tracking tasks requirements and/or subjective constraints. The weighting on the pilot's
control rate represents, as described earlier, a limitation on the pilot's bandwidth as well as the
natural tendency of trained pilots not to perform abrupt control actions. This term translates formally
into a first order neuromotor lag on each control channel, as shown in Figure 1 and the weighting matrix
G is selected in an iterative manner so as to satisfy the experimental based neuromoter motor delays
(usually of the order of .1 - .15 seconds).

The control action results from the direct application of standard LQG techniques to the delayed
system, lending to the full-state feedback relation

u (t) - - (t) (5)

wher the control gae matrix L is the solution of the standard algebraic Riccati equation referred to the

augmented performance index

L
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IaI T T 0 :1 z4 T~)dtI (6)J- T-T1o I3

vith dynamic conmtraints given by

1] 1 + '[.1 - Ang + E -~ + Key. (.slto steeoe
7 )

Note that the au nted (n4)-d4ueoional state vector is now 
T  

!TJ The solution is therefore

L - G1 o: h 0 - [Ll:L21 (8)

with W 0 solution of

00 0 0 0 - Ko 0 0- 0 K0.0

The Internal model of the pilot, that reconstructs the augmented state vector L(t) from the displayed
vector yp(t-1) and the command t(t), Is liven by a cascade combination of Kalman filter and linear
predictor 17j represented by equations (10) and (11), respectively.

;(t-,) - A(t-,) + KIO(t) - C;(t-,)I . , ,CTV, 1, A. + EAT + ,,,T + ICT V-1 Ct _ 0 (10)

and

x(t) . 1(t) + eAtf;(t-T) - S(t-t)J , (t) - A(t) + su(t) (H)

The control gain matrix L of Eq. (8) is obtained through the minimization procedure, choosing G so that
L2 - T1 yielding the pilot's control action:

T 13+3. where -j -T L L(12)

including the motor noise v, we finally get;

TNU + u - uc + - (13)

with v modeled as a zero-mean, gaussian white noise process with intensity matrix Va.

As for the observation covariance, Va - diag.[Vmi ] was found by model matching data to be proportional
to the mean square value of the control input ul according to the relation

2 - .003 w 2(14)
vmi e% 0ci " ci (4

which corresponds to a normalized value of about -25 dB.

A comment must be made at this point: the way the Eq. (13) has been derived leeds theoretically to a
control law which is "suboptimal" in the sense that no longer minimizes the performance index. This
procedure, however, retains its validity since the indirect inclusion of the motor noise (after the
inization process has been completed) does not alter appreciably the closed loop response within the
bandwidth of the normal control loop. Introducing the motor noise contribution in the Internal model of
OCH causes no particular problems, however, as shown in the derivation of [i], 18]. The motor noise is in
fact treated as an additioual external disturbence and the augmented system becomes

[At 5 1 +T; [ 0 ] + [ T ' (15)

_TN+ -N.0 .;4,

T , '. - . ,, ,.,. ,,.
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with the Neln filter and predictor operating now on Eq. (15) instead of Sq. (7) end loading to the
control law

ct) - L (t) - - [TL.1 ; 0, (16)

The matheeticel structure of the 0oa, an outlined in the preceding paragraphs can then be applied to
the modeling of human performance once the complete set of inputs is given for the -anual control loop at
hand. The inputs necessary for the use of the model are collected for the sake of clarity in Table 1.

Table 1. o0 Input Data

Variable Description Typical Value

A,B,CE systan's mtrices

W external disturbance covarlance

QR.G weighting matrices

Vy observation noise coverince

V. motor noise covarianco

fi attentional allocation fractions Ifi - 1

Ti indifference thresholds .05, .l/*ec

T observation delay .1-.2 sec

TN  neuro motor delay .1 sec all inputs

Pi.Puc noise ratios in dl -20,-25

The output of the 0X Is usually expressed by a set of time domain performance measures such as the
minimm value of the performance index and the INS values of error and mean square values of estimation
error, estimate states and input (state and input coveriance matrices). Frequency domain performances are
not *aily obtained from 004 unless the single-input, eiogle-output case Is treated. In this case, a Fade
Approximation can be used to eliminate the observation delay 18J,19],(101 and to obtain the pilot's
transfer function in addition to the crossover frequency, effective delay, pilot phase compensation, which
are perforancs measures used by classical pilot models.

The basic structure of the optimal control model has not changed substantially over the years.
Lavlson, Baron and Junker [11] defined a revised optimal control model (KOC4) in order to improve the low
frequency discrepancy of 006 when trying to match the standard laboratory data for K, K/s and K/s

2 
plant

dyneaics. In their work, it is shown that the introduction of a pseudo motor noise In the internal model
produces a low-frequency zero In the pilot's equivalent describing function u(s)/y(s) leading to the
desired droop and matching the experimental data (se next section).

Some modifications were suggested by Phatak in the aid-70's in order to overcome the identification of
difficulties of the 00 paramters [121,113J. The problem of the identification of a model of human
behavior has always been very important. A lack of identification requires, In fact, an increase in
qualitative Judgment on the model parameters and this could lead to an increase in the trial and error
procedure needed to match model output with experimental data. The main problem with OC is
that the model is overparametrised; that is, it has more parameters then necessary to uniquely describe
the input-output behavior of the human operator. Over-parametrization has led to difficulties in applying
standard Identification procedures based on either spectral analysis model matching or heuristic iteration
of model paramters, which do not offer guarantee on the unlqueness of the identification nor a
high level of confidence in the selected parmters due to the n-minim variance of FFT's,

Four major areas of simplification of the model have been considered, some of them validated later on
by Independent research. The first point is the structure of the internal model of the 004. The original
hypothesis io the assumption of a perfect internal model of the plant/nolse dynamics (in the least squares
seos), which increases In complexity by a factor of 2n with respect to the dimensions of the plant. It
is reasonable to esume, due to the finite bandwidth of the pilot, that the internal model should be of a
level of compleity adequate to the specific control task, thus a lower order internal model consistent
with the tank requirements. A validation of the above assumptions can be found in 114). Using
ground-based simulation of a highly flexible aircraft, it ms found that the plot's action in a pitch
tracking task followed that of seroing the rigid body pitch error rather than the total displayed error.
This implied the pilot's ability to filter out the high frequency content due to flexible oscillation
pursuit in the pitch response of the aircraft. From these observations the hypothesis was made and then
verified that the 0C internal model consisted only of the low frequency component of the total plant
dynamics.

A second source of simplification cmes from the attempt of 004 to be isomorphic to the psychophysical
characteristics of the human operator. This allows the presence of a delay in the observation vector.
thus requiring a linear predictor to obtain the real time estimate of the state vector !(t). In term of
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equivalent inut-output describing function, the ceamblatioa predictor-*tinator produces a mar pole-seto
cancellation over a wide frequency range ad en over-parmtrisatioa of the model. In many instancea the
obeervatioa time delay can be alLminated, therefore eliminating the need for the predictor'a dynamics.
This aaimptoa baa been validated with experimental data 114],15]; in both cases, the observation noise
wee retained in the normel control loop using a first order Pada' approximtioa.

Another aspect analysed by Pbatak ha been the elimianatioe of the display rates in the observation
vecter requiring the estimation of rates only if necessary end sam results in 1121 show A appreciable
deradatiem In the model's capability of fitting and predicting control data. Two further simplifications
can be made from the Identification point of view. One Is the Introduction of the motor-noise at the
input to the model and combined it with the observation noise to get an "equivalent" human operator
randonnens contribution. The aecond is the eliniaation of control rate weighting i the modal's
performance Index, which has been found to cause serious identification problems for low value of
observation delay and motor noise covarlance.

The implementation of the optimal control model of the human pilot has not changed substantially over
the years from that in 1OJ. Modifications have been ed. only to accommodate particular applications and
to derive the pilot's and open loop describing functions for handling qualities analysis. Recently. 001
coda has been mde available for personal computers [g1 with interesting results at least iu single-input,
single-output taaks and Independent multi-axin tanks.

3. PILOT MO 5 LInG A D PILJTRATING gVALuATION

In this section, the optimal control model of the pilot will be first verified by a comparison vith
standard compensatory laboratory data and then its capabilities in evaluating pilot ratings will be
assessed.

The first validation example considered is the classical SISO compensatory tracking task described In
(1). The pilot has a single control and the display explicitely shows the error so that error and error
rate information are the two components of the display vector. Three different plant dynamics are used
with increasing difficulty In the control task, they are K, K/s, K/s

2
. The input consists of a

combination of sine waves modeling a random noise (first order, break trequer.y - 2 red/sec for K/s, K/s 2

and second order, break frequency - 2 red/sec for K plant).

The measure of performance wes obtained evaluating the closed loop RNS values for error, error rate and
control activity, and the pilot's equivalent transfer functions ye(S) - hl(s)+sh 2 (s) where hl(s), h2(s)are the transfer functions from the Input to each output (error, error rate).

Table 2 in 11] shown the comparison between measured and theoretical closed loop performance. No
substantial discrepancy is found except for the proportional plant output rate variance. This error can
be reduced, however if the frequency range of the measurement is limited to values of the order of 30
red/sec (1).

The behavior of the predicted and measured equivalent transfer functions and the value of the
equivalent remnant power spectrum at the plant output rate are shown in Figure 2, for the K/s plant case
(siatilar results for the other dynamics can be found in 111,[131). The agreement between the results is
evident except for the Inability to recover the low frequency phase droop. The error in low frequency
matching can be eliminated using the concept of pseudo-motor noise of R004 1111 as shown by the dashed
line in Figure 2.

! LI 1-1

- I I Eilll

Figure 2. Frequency Domain Neasures, K/s plant 113].
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Another validetlon of the 00l n a singlaxlis pitch tracking tsk wes performed by iess 1161 using

three comfigurations from Arnold's date-bee (SA, $A. 10 corresponding to level 3. level 2 and level I
dynice. respectively). Figures 3 ad 4 @bow NS performance and pilot's describing functions as the

result of geas' salysis. The validity of the pitch-tracking task ms assessed by verifying the integral

behavior of the open loop describing functioas near crossover.

From Figure 4. we can relate the validity of the O4 results as handling qualities assessment tool by

looking at the distance between disturbance break frequency ab and pilot-vehicle crossover frequency wc.

The smaller the separation between the two frequencies and the lower the accepabiltity by the pilot as
verified from the pilot's comments and ratings during the simulation.

a aTo. DIV.

'.4

1.4 § SX. 1 .F. INDa

1.2 1

Figure 3. PRdS Predictions vs. Arnold's Data. 116)

10I . ,
4

.,s

401 W

Figure 4. frequency Separation from Arnold's Data. 1161

A maybe more Important validation of the 0(H model to its capability to assesg and predict the handling
qualities characteristics of a given aircraft. A Lot of work has been done in the past in this area
following two main directions, the first being a sinSle-inptg single-output compensatory tracking task
validation using the large dota-base available from the work done In testing classical pilot modeling
techniques. The second Is the Identification of a relation between numerical pilot ratings (usually on a

standard Coopr-Marpr scale) and the main feature of the OCH, Its performance Index value. At the
present rise, research to focusing an the assessment of handling qualities characteristics of multi-axis
tasf.

-iI- IIil- 10i ---
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In the validation of the 001 as a viable tool for handling qualities presLon, a significant result
was obtained to Rsf. (18). In the work by lacon and Scheidt. the 001 capability of obtaining standard
Neal-Smith type Information was recognized and, furthermore, the optimal control model was abl, to better
nodal actual in-flight situations without relying on the fixed bandwidth idea, thus uncovering sose PIO
prone cases which wers not determined by the original Neal-Smith work. figure 5 sumarizes the results in
(18] and the agre mant of the two approaches Is evident.

0" 1.2 IF 1 1

0~! 5.2-IA 2

112

LEW Q 6 21 IF0 s'
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ii~
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.30 -2 a *0 55 W 1
a a L LEAD-

Figure 5. Reproduction of Neal-SMith Results using 0CM. 1181

The advantage of using the 004 in the closed loop analysis In [181 is evident in the sense that the
optimal control model minimizing the tracking error tends to minimize the low frequency droop ss veil as
to reduce the closed loop resonance peak. In doing this, 0 e will automatically adjust for the beat
bandwidth required to achieve the pilot's objectives.

Another application of closed-loop analysis technique using the 0CM as model Is given in [191. In thia
work, Anderson and Scheidt extended the classical Neal-Smith analysis to the approach and landing task.
The handling qualities assessment of this Inherently MIND task was performed by introducing an equivalent
SISO frequency response and by plotting the pilot's phase cospensation against a sensitivity parameter
related to the closed loop resonance peak.

Although the closed-loop analysis In a Neal-Smith type of framework has given a considerable validation
to the optimal control model, one of the major efforts, In the verification of the model capabilities, has
been the relation between the model's index of performance and the pilot's subjective ratings. Some of
the work In this area s reported In [20], [21], [221 and, more recently, in [4), [23].

The definition of a rating metric form pilot modeling techniques was Introduced by Anderson (1970) and
his "paper pilot." Anderson defined a minimum rating algorithm, implementation of a function of explicit
model parameters (lead, lag) and performance (MS errors). Following this approach, the use of the 0's
index of performance as a rating metric was hypothesized by Hess based on prior work by Dillow and Fiche
[21). ess suggested that, under three main assumptions, the numerical value of the Index of performance
resulting from the modeling procedure could be related to the numerical pilot rating assigned to the
vehicle and task by the pilot via a monotonic function n(y) which depends on the rating scale used. The
use of the performance Index J as a rating metric has been the obvious choice, since the 0CM attempts to
obtain a control strategy which Indeed minimizes J. In addition, the task objectives and the mental as
well as the physical aspects of the pilot's workload can he thought to be represented by the quadratic
terms In J. Hess' results, which reflect the analysis of 19 different vehicle/task configurations are
sussmarized in Figure 6. The figure contains two graphs. The first shows a logarithmic relation between
pilot ratings and . The second is the dependence between pilot ratings and the attentional allocation to
the control of the task. This second graph gives an Indication of how the workload, associated to
allocating the control attention to the various channels in a multi-input task, affects the rating of the
closed-loop system.

The Idea of monotonic relation between pilot ratings and Index of performance was also validated in
(22] using a set of configurations from Arnold's work and flight tested by Neal and Smith. The
correlation, however, appears to be variable in that the rating sensitivity (slope) changes depending on
the task, aircraft and pilot model parameters. Al of these factors must he carefully evaluated in order
to determine a meaningful rating metric from the performance index.

Finally, an application to a multi-axis task is given In [4). The CCt has been used to predict pilot
opinion ratings from a collection of experimental single-axis and simultaneous three-axis tracking tasks
[24). The pilot ratings were obtained from the relation pR - 7.7 + log n with J being the am of the
performance indices relative to each axis. The results are shown In Figure 7, indicating that the
performance Index of the 0C indeed shows potential for the development of subjective ratings for
multi-axis tash .

s.nhL
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The optimal control model has been widely used in the past In the analysis of a variety of components
of the manal control loop.- In this section, some of the applications will be examined which deal with
the snalysis of particular aspect of the cont rol system configuration, such, as loop time delay evaluation
and display analysis, as vell as wth the computation of critical pilot parameters like the workload
asses sme nt and the attention allocation In multi-axis tasks.

It Is generally recognized that the presence of time delays in manually 'tontrolled systems can lead
to degraded performance and potential closed loop Instability. The problem becomes particularly critical
In modern high performance aircraft where delays are Inherent to the system, due to complex digital
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control law implementation and phase lags associated with high-order controller dynamics. One of the
potential effects of time delay Is the degradation in handling qualities due to pilot-induced oscillations
arising from the over-compensation necessary to eliminating of the equivalent loop lags. the 0CH has
been successfully applied by Hess (25) in identifying PlO prone configurations derived from different
in-flight test data. In his work, he related an effective time delay due to higher order dynamics or a
real time delay to the pilot-vehicle crossover frequency as predicted by the optimal control model of the
pilot. The relation found by Hess was applied to several configurations resulting from independent
in-flight test data run at NASA-Dryden at Calspan and Princeton. The results, taken from (25] are shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Influence of Loop Delays on the Open Loop Crossover Bandwidth. 1251

Two comments can be made by looking at the results In Figure 8. The first to that the open-loop crossover
frequency wc can be reduced by varying the aircraft dynamics In a way as to increase the effective timedelay. The second point Is that the increase In time delay produces a slope less than -20dB/dec
indicating the need of pilot equalization to restore Ks like characteristics of the open-loop system

YpYe- Poor transient performance can be identified by noting that K. = wc . The need for improved
transient response would then imply an increase in static gain leading to potential low damped
oscillations which are a necessary component of a PlO excitation. This fact was verified through the
flight test results which showed configurations 12 and 6-1 of Figure 8 to be PIO prone configurations in
the presence of small static gain increases.

Another example of the analysis of time delay using the OCH can be found in [26] where predicted
performance were compared with manual simulation (both ground based and in-flight) performed by Calspan.

One of the most prolific applications of the OC has been the analysis of the effect of display
parameters and dynamics on the overall manual control loop. The dynamics of advanced displays play an
important role in the pilot's evaluation of the handling qualities of flight vehicles. It has been shown
that display dynamics may alter the pilot's opinion in rating the manual control loop. Future aircraft
will present advanced display systems for controlling as well as monitoring the various phases of a
mission and the amount of information displayed as well as its dynamic content are as important as the
characteristics of the pilot's control manipulation in defining the pilot's role and capabilities in
relation ' the automated functions.

In [23) a simple second order transfer function model was used for the display dynamics in order to
rate the displays according to different damping, bandwidth and time delay values. Two different plant
dynamics were used and experimental data was obtained which included MS tracking performance and pilot
ratings (the Donnell's four scale system was used for the ratings). A; optimal control model of the
pilot behavior was then used and experimental and predicted pilot ratings were related. The OC pilot
rating prediction was in fact able to separate badly rated configurations from the good ones.

While the analysis in [23] focused on the relation between display dynamics and predicted pilot
ratings, other studies evaluated the display characteristics based on Increasing workload due to
attentional demand 1271 and task interference 128J. The basic hypothesis behind the display/workload
relation is the use of equations (2) and (3) to represent respectively display variables (including
quickening and flight director capabilities) and the limped human randomness whose invarlance with a
variety of control tasks makes it a processing limit of the human operator under "Idealized" displays
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(no threshold*). Baron snd Levison [261 modified the display variable covariance to account for
thresholds from equation (3) to

V - Vyif + V (17)

where v contains the threshold's conbributon and it is given by equation (3). Both terms on the RHS

of equation (17) contain the observation noise/signal ratio Pi which is associated with the operator's
central processing capabilities. This relation led to a model for task interference and operator workload
using attention sharing factors at different levels. By letting

1 1 1(16

p 0P f , !-a

with Po - 20dB as baseline signal/noise ratio, the attention allocation can be divided into fractions ft
(control related - monitoring tasks), fS (longitudinal - lateral subtasks), fi (attention devoted to the
ith display in subtask s). With some asamption regarding the attention sharing and interference, we have
IfI - 1, Efs - 1. The third attentional allocation term is taken to be a free parameter when performing
performance/workload tradeoffs.

The procedure for determining the pilot's workload outlined before was used in [28] for the evaluation
of a baseline status display and an advanced integrated display is a task simulating a commercial
transport in a straight standard approach. A schematic of the electronic attitude/director indicator used
in 128] Is shown in Figure 9. The advanced display adds a perspective runway, an extended centerline and

0 0 0 O O 0 0 0

10 b

U u

-10 b

Figure 9. Display Indicator for Workload/Attention Sharing Analysis. [281

a track angle indicator (f,g,h) to the baseline display. The displays were analyzed for two different
autopilot modes (control wheel steering of attitude and velocity) and the results were based on RMS error
performance as functions of the workload and attention sharing ratio.

An index of pilot's workload using the 0CM was also determined by Wewerinke [29] which extends the work
by Baron and Levinson.

In his work, Mewerinke was interested not only in the attainable performance predicted by the OCQ, but
also in obtaining an absolute index of the difficulty of the control task. Six standard $180 compensatory
tracking tasks were simulated and frequency responses as well as normalized subjective ratings and RMS
scores were collected for further analysis. Defining the workload index W as the ratio S/P, where P is
the signal/noise ratio and S is the sensitivity of the MS performance with respect to P, a good
correlation was obtained between predicted workload W, RMS performance 02 and subjectives ratings as shown

In Figure 10.

!I ... .. . .................. ---.-. ,-.. ._
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Figure 10. Prediction of Subjective Ratings via Workload Index. [29J

5. CLOSED LOOP PILOT-VEHICLE SYNTHESIS

Maybe the most desirable feature of any algorithmic methodology is its capability of contributing in a
synthesis and/or a design process. One of the ultimate goals of the optimal control model is, in the
author's opinion, its use in designing a satisfactory manual control loop which complies with the designer
objectives. A sound, reliable pilot model should help the engineer, in the preliminary phase of the
design process, in the evaluation of alternative displays/information systems, in comparing candidate
inner loop and outer loop automatic closures, in choosing onboard computer speed and sampling rates so
that the manual control loop presents the best flying qualities characteristics in terms of standard
requirements, pilot opinion ratings and performance/workload tradeoffs.

Keeping in mind the always present necessity of experimental validation, several attempts have been
made in the past to utilize the optimal control model for the synthesis of various components of the
manual control loop, using the model for off-line computation, as well as for on-line simultaneous
synthesis. The two examples considered in this section are stability augmentation synthesis (SAS) and
display design.

In the mid and late 70's the increased availability of high power, high authority flight control
systems has led to the development of the first prototypes aircraft possessing non-conventional dynamic
characteristics and advanced task-tailored control modes. Quantitative handling qualities specifications
were not applicable and at the present time it is still not clear how to determine and judge active
control technology Implementation and the actual improvement of the man-machine loop.

In this context, a cooperative augmentation synthesis was developed [301, [31] in order to indicate the
most appropriate SAS in terms of predicted pilot ratings via OC. The cooperative control approach uses
the optimal control model algorithm as an active element of the control loop in the sense that the OC's
index of performance indicates how well the Inner-loop dynamic element will satisfy the handling qualities
requirements. The "optimum- SAS is then obtained by simultaneous minimization of its own performance
index (based on mission performance) and the pilot's model cost (known to be on an indicator of handling
qualities characteristics).

In 1301 the stability augmentation system synthesis for air-to-air tracking task was considered, with
the plant dynamics inclusive of the display sight dynamics as well. The resulting autmentation system
gave better R1S performance and better predicted handling qualities characteristics as shown in Figure 1
of [30), where K/s like crossover was was obtained for the loop transfer function, as well as a reduced
pilot lead required at crossover. In [31] the cooperative approach was used for the SAS synthesis of an
unstable aircraft. The index of performance to be minimized by the SA synthesis procedure contains the
pilot's model cost Fp so as to obtain a global inner loop with satisfactory handling qualities
characteristics.

The results of the cooperative synthesis procedure, for a pitch tracking task are shown in Figure 11.
They are expressed in the Neal-Smith form and shown in the figure are two candidate SA laws and two other
autmenors derived from the litersture (Cl, C2, C3,C4, respectively).

II
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Figure 11. Handling Qualities Prediction Using Cooperative Control Techniques.[31]

All four candidate designs show Level I characteristics; however. lower workload was predicted for the
cooperative controllers (based on lower stick rate activity).

An experimental validation of the predicted results from [31] was carried out in [151 using a
fixed-base simulator. The results showed consistent agreement in terms of RMS tracking error and stick
rate and in terms of predicted and experimental pilot ratings, as shown in Figure 12, below.
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Figure 12. Experimental Validation of Cooperative Control Synthesis. 115)

Another application of the cooperative approach idea has been suggested in 1231 and developed in [32].
In this case, the objective was the synthesis tradeoff between display and controller augmentation viht
explicit inclusion of pilot-centered requirements from an optimal control model. Although the effect of
display dynamics and control system dynamics are known to contribute to the overall pilot ratings in
flying high performance aircraft, the two problems have usually been analyzed separately in the past. The

_ _ r .
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analytical work in [32) and some experimental results In [331 show the potential for a global approach to
the synthesis problem using the 0CM as one active component of the control loop. The Idea in [32] was
applied to a simple domble integrator plant indicating that a simultaneous display and control
augmentation would lead to lower 0C performance index values compared to separately augmenting the
display dynamics and the plant dynamics. In addition, the chosen candidate design would produce an
integral behavior for the open loop transfer function over a wider frequency range.

The control/display cooperative synthesis !'as been applied in [33] as a predictive tool in the
evaluation of a multi-axis X-22A at hover. Different control augmentation schemes were implemented
(attitude, rate, attitude-rate combination) and two display formats (ED-2, ED-3) were considered. Figure
13 shows the relation between experimental pilot rating and the optimal control model performance indeA
given by the sum of the longitudinal and lateral components. A model-based frequency domain analysis
revealed, furthermore, that while display augmentation would reduce the workload without affecting the
performance (RMS scores), control augment-tion would lead to both workload reduction and performance
improvement.

The display synthesis procedure, based on pilot-centered information, has received a lot of attention
in recent years. Hess used the OCM to obtain a semi-algorithmic procedure for the design of a flight
director display in a UH-1H helicopter ir. a landing approach task involving longitudinal and lateral
degrees of freedom [341. His design procedure used the pilot rating/index of performance relation as well
as workload and attention allocation measures to come up with the design flowchart and candidate display
shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively.

Automated control/display design was also suggested in [35] using a four-step procedure which would
start from the information requirements stage, followed by control/monitor performance, pilot/automatic
control task allocation and leading to the display format design. The method was applied to a CH-47
helicopter in hover and approach, using displays with and without flight director information and with
different levels of control system automation. Several results were proposed in [35]. First of all a
validation of OCM as three-levels model (information, display-element, display-format). Secondly, the
necessity of workload metrics for both monitoring and control tasks was suggested in order to represent
the human performance at different levels of control automation.

Another application of 0CM to the display design problem is given In [36], where four candidate
display systems were proposed and rnak-ordered according to workload and performance. The particular
application consisted in the determination of information and display requirements for a terrain following
task. The four-step procedure of [35] was used and validated through simulation, indicating the
superiority of flight director over the other candidate displays (predictor, tunnel display, integrated
tunnel-predictor).
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6. NICLUSIONS

Research in flying qualities has always merged several different disciplines: from flight dynamics to
control theory, from statistics to human factors, from applied mathematics to extensive ground and
in-flight simulation. The central point of the effort Is the evaluation of the processing capabilities of
the human operator as an active component of the manual control loop, in order to design the beat
pilot/aircraft integration in terms of mission performance.

One of the "acts of flying qualities research has been the modeling of the human controller to solve
unexplained experimental results as well as to predict nov, untested flight situations. The development
of pilot models has often used control theory tools in an attempt to quantify those human characteristics
which dominate during flight vehicle control operations. In this context, the optimal control model has
been developed in the early 1970's and widely used with a high degree of success. Applications of the
model cover practically all the aspects of & control task, from the analysis of the aircraft dynamics to
the design of advanced display concepts, from the validation of the pilot's behavior to pilot rating
prediction and integrated pilot/vehicle synthesis.

The advantages of optimal control theory make the model an appealing tool for quantifying the human's
behavior In multi-axse control and some preliminary results appear to be promising in the complex area of
system monitoring and attention sharing.

The optimal control model, however, has some difficulties. First of all, the complete internal model
must be known, at least in the original 04 formulation, and such a knowledge is difficult to obtain. The
optimal control model suffers from overparametrization making the identification of the model parameters
from experimental data not always possible. Finally, the optimal control nature of the model requires the
fitting of the manual control objectives into a quadratic functional coat. The problem outlined above
have been analyzed in the past and even though they do not pose a limitation to the use of OC, they must
be kept in mind.

The optimal control model of the human pilot, as any other mathematical model of human behavior, shows
its greater capabilities when used in tasks for which the model is appropriate. In addition, its
capabilities are fully exploited when used in conjunction with other models so as to have the largest and
most accurate representation of human behavior.
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THE1 ROLE OF SIMULA11ON IN FLY ING QUALZ11F AND IUGIIflCONThOL
SYSTEM RELATED DEVELFWW~

by

A.G.Bse
British Aerospace pic

Warton Aerodromte Preston. PR4 lAX
United Kingdom

Flight Siamulation makes a vital contribu~tion to the understanding of flying quality reqiirits
aid to the clearance of inwdarv aircraft flight controls. The becligrosaid to the use of simulators,
both airborne and grotsI-besed is presented, and the exaprital techique$, Including validation
and hordi.re relusomiit arwe discussed. T1he limitat ions which equiluwits can impose or*
presented, and exmples are given of the use of flight sinulation In flying qulities research.
Finally. the tedmlqfes required for the clearance of current designs are highli~ghted, and a
direction for future research Is Indicated.

1. Introduct ion

As the last contributor, I can add very little to the exp~ert advice which has been given, an the
current status of flying qualities raqirommnts. It Is a subject that has grm In Importance
aver the past forty years. T1he growth Is du- to the Increased Iad an the pilot's control
capabilities, as aircraft performance Increased, ad the fllit envelope of rn designs equdd
AllI the previous speakers have played majlor roles aver the years In the progress that has been

MyT topic Is the use of flight sinulation for Flying Omi tles; Resewarch - the equipments wichid are
In every day use, and the techniques wichld us aply. althugh ml~ experience lies In the use of

grounid based slilators, I do not wish to exclude airborne flighit simulators from the discussion.

I will cover the Important topic of sulator fidelity and validation to Indicate the strengths
and weakenesses of thu experiments as do. I wIl give examples of the use of s lowletors In Flying
Clualitias; Rleserch. I will conclude with casments on whet the futere holds - eqluipment
improvainnmts. endhoe aircraft design end specification need my dictate these leprovumts.

To begin, howver, I would like to spend a little tim with son general ramurics on flying
qualities, and how they hae" related to simsulator studies In the pest. It Is Important to low
share we are today, but It Is e"molly Important to know a little about the route that as took, and
tow we came to be hare.

2. lbsidliliCAmlities and FlIght Sinmlation

One of thu earlilest apl Ications of the Resemarch Sinmulator, In Industry and In
l~lversityIGovernment Establishnsa ss that of predicting the flying quanlities of aircraft at
the design stags. In the loa fifties, analog computers emr at a stage whnere it us possible to
solve the six simultaneous differential equatios whidh datenelne thu smal perturbation response
of an aircraft In flight. It ws a logical step to connect the computer to stick and pedials, to
stimulate the response. Eqally usell, the response could be oservd byT connecting to the
compxuter a set of fligh~t Instruments or a Cff.

Prior to this advance, prediction of flying quaitles relied on comparing the values of perameters
which could be easily calculated, with criteria bead en thus. perammsters (Reference 1). Examples
of these persomiers are seen on figure 1.

Lateral Longitudinal

ReI ng pousr, ph Teil volume coefficient V ftS,

Spiral stability, C Co c, o - Cc , Faeuve mrgin ,1 Ci

Dthd rollI frequency aid doping: T d , , Period and daping of s.p. oscillation: 2w ,
a I ,

Diretiost tablitFCA igoid period and doping 2v AnJ2 V I low_
w g 2w
pp

Figure I t95O's "Owl Ing Oust itlea s eiters

In ith sixtis, as aircraft parformance increesuf us ears to sam thu limitations of schd rule of

tho wt- ds
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The -mlog compter Improvemnts In tie 19S'. mNa paralleled byV application of servo control
theories to aircraft dasign. lim e of Irreversible powr controls to moecontrol surfacas an
aircraft called for tedumiiss previously confined to specialist appolicstions such as gunnery.
Owce appied, tin technique of considering tie aircraft, tie controls and the pilots as a cloaed
loop system quickly foloed (Referencs 2.3.41.5). BV this ties. themp~ting to supprt this
approach ma* available, and a now a pwAerfui method of studying Flying Qualities mae born.
The Introdkuction of servo-analysis tack flying qualities criteria frm the tine domuin Into the
frequency domain. It also Introdcecd closed loop criteria Into flying qulitles requirements -

phase. tiain, barxheidth - a whale new mtmcimogy (ar deciding whmether or not satisfactory control
isuld be achieved In a particular design.

In any respects, the 1960's were our heyday. Aircraft projects of various types were available,
sald the flying quality requirements were framed around li near. small perturbation, continuous
system. Aiaiytical methods couid deal with such assumptions, and the state of real tine
copusting did not allow too many Sarn lI nearities to be introuced. I remomber a comment about an
Amrcan paper describing a compuler modal of spinnsing, mude by an Engish professor of
Aeronautics, at an Agard metingi at Cambridge In 1966 (Reference 6). Its euxprassed disbelief that
spinning behaviour could be modelled. t Spimaing is a capricious aunaieuvrem , the said, "ad has
elements of unpredictability. In particuiar, the interference effects of the lower wmingca tIm
top wing of bi-planes are considerabla."onte

Such views;onmodelling changed, as the value of analytical and simulation tedhniques wume
appreciated. lime prediction methods were seen to contribuite to aircraft design, and tim
analytical omatlods helped explain how adverse characteristics could be eliminated, 'Tme result was
that methods and criteria were Incorporated into Flying Clailty Specifications, both In time U.S.

an~d In Europe. This mas the start of a process that has continued to this day. Now, the sad fact
Is that timere Is a shortage of projects to which the latest Specifications can be awli led.

3. Pilot Rating Scales

"iMe qualitative nature of flying quflity assesasent calls for a consistent may to record pilot
opinion. Verbali descriptions of handling qualities are usaatisfactory fromm an engineering
standpmoint, for sully reasons. Oumt Is neddIs a sere formalsed methoad to Indicate the degree
of difficulty associated with a flying tasic, Insa fonmidmich can be easily handled.

In the fifties, several different approaches were tried. At Wrten, me used the initials G M 8
(goad, moiderate, bad), mald to distingishm levels within these categories, suffices of + and a -
were needed. W.m had In effect a nine point rating scale. Other umirkers used resTiers. in
particular, the groups at MSSA Ames and Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories. A paper by George
Cooper (ref 7) had the effect of Introducing tme concept for a ten point scala. (Figure 2)

mueiiM. lEtimalame V11 YtS
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Sulbsequmeit marm resulted In the definitive standrd, reference 0, dior te eaquerimce
of Ame and Calapan were combined. T1his ataIuInd of the resutIng rating scale is man on figur
3. Vb are warrd In reference 9 that the bacgund gaal idac contamd In reference I Is not given
the saw attention by users of the scale. as thme scale itself. Its use requires; a definition of
tme task to be performed, mal the circimetancs under shide It Is performed. T1hess circusitances
includ the presence of secondary taskls, the ewirussut and disturbences which aisit ba
encounitered, and the piloting poulatonm likely to to tha Nal users.

From the pilots' point of view, he arrive* at a rating by man of a Series of didmotamwa
decisions - controllable or uncontrollable, adeammte performance or not. and than satisfactory or
not. I t is mmul for the pi lot to make a ltInd a" lut eIon - In other amm, wlmitem w em of
the configuration tada sseamnt (&[though he will be briefed on the suture of t eumplait
amid the range over abide parameters We[Ill be cleaw ) Ths form of evalusitien oraimted either inm
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the air or an a groun based simulator. Is vary deaing an the pilot. It is surprising how
often pilots elect to split a rating batm--- two Integers.

From the engineers' point of view, the output of the sipariets hes to be handled with care. The
haremambra ae o ten arible or Inconsistent, and reference to reea mt s edd

Small sample size. and large deviations eni general conclusions difficult to drew, OWl in eny
case, taking the average of the nmbers obtained Is open to criticisi.. 26t In t"a end, they
provide a essuie of acceptabilty. shice Is the Informtion n~~by the cloaigner. to Improve
the performance of his achine.

Figiwe 3 HANDLING OUAUITIES RATING SCALE
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It IIs Impossible to divorce front any discussion of pilot rating scales the concet of pilot work
loed. Witheds of masurement of work toed are Inedequte for use In the Interpretation of pi lot
ratings. Consequently, pilot rating ffthods are largely empirical. Criteria for acceptable
handling are established fron piloted experiwents, either fraut groundi based or airborne
simualators, perhaps In the form of iso-opInion buIde Iries, such as those seen on figure 4.
Alternetively, value, of a handling qualities paraeter. such as short period damping, can be
assigned as bounids within whmich a standard of control will ha bedcieved.

It Is eorth noting that huwmlhing qualities IbowA ries such as thaae on figure 4 relate only to the
ci rcumstances under mbidi they were obtained - the eqluipment used, the fligh~t condition simulmated,
and the task which was given to the pilot. T=o of the longitudinal short period bo- ldries were
from fixed bae simulators, end am cam front a variable stability aircraft. Similarly, or. of
the rolling criteria cfmw front a variable stability aircraft, end the other fran a fixed base
sleajiator. Piot apperent on these grsas are the Influence of all the other factors elilch affected
pilot ratings. anshim~ch Invo Ildste vaemparlions betwen, resuts of this type.

Criteria of this type were converted Into Iandtory reqtuirents In the 1C9s (Refeenc 10)
following long sid cletaled study (Reference 11). It formulated the concept of flying qifhity
levels of desirability, base o n the Gooper4larper rating scale, depenIng on aircraft type
category, aircraft state (including fai lure state), sod phase of 'l loit. I t Is a complex concept,
abich hes been eude even more complexr as advanced filit control system. have been Introduaced.
'The specification of flying qulities reqluiremnto end their Interpretation for aircraft designm
purposes now requvires, very speciel led knsowldge.

Simulator Ecluipment

A remarkable rang of simuelators Is applied to Flying QAeIItles reseach. Reference 12 contains
lists of Airborne end Grourd heed Research Simulators, anst the parpose for itidi they pe used.

Ri~ch the largest use of aiborne siemlators Is associated with Flying (bnlitias research, groundi
based simeulators ae divided betame flying qualitias, system, liens 4actors. ads simulator
developmenit. Useful work Is possible on low cost simulators, restricted to simple display
elements swat I neerisedf computer models of the aircraft.
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Figure 5 Oeing 1960 Fiat 1960
Stick and Scope Simulators

In the fifties, airborne simulators, such as the 8.26, F94A and T-33 at Cornell .Aeronautical
Laliratories had the most Impact, In setting handling qualities design criteria. Dubts were
expressed by proponents of variable stability aircraft about the validity of results fran
groundi-based simulators. they considered that the assesumsIs so obtained coliled for too great aui
Pxtrapolat ion by the pilot, to predict how the experience would transfer to actual flight.

Figure 6 Calspon Variable Stability T-33
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coordinated acti vity Is required whilch com~bines analysis, low coat simulation, and advanced
facilities, to construct handling qualities criteria applicable to new conifigurations.

A research simulator breaks down Into several comonents. lie requirmer~ts for each of these
components are discussed below.

4.1 The Cockpi t

For must handl ing qua I ty studiest, there Is no need to use a tat tor-asmd cockpit, representing
a particular aircraft. Clearly, It Is better to represent transport aircraft In a cockpit
similar to those In transport aircraft, mnd the seating position used to represent fighter
aircraft should correspond In tenms of geometric location relative to stick, controls, and
displays. Cockpit displays used by the pilot In the handling asses-eunt. for example a head
up, display and flight Instruments must be functional.

4.2 Stick Feel

hi accurate representation Is essential of the stick force gradient, friction, travel.
non-linear gearing and other relationships between the pilot's Input aw control surface
deflection, In the past, progremmeble hydraulic force-feedback feel system have been
necessary In many invest igat Ions. Girant aircraft, using fly-by-wire mwnoeuvre demand
systae de not require the simulation of mechanical control runi. - the signals are takten from
the stick unit In the cockpit. Simulating the stick feel Is therefore an easier proposition.



Computing power Is no longer a rsstriction to the compexity of the modsl of the aircraft and
flighit control syste. As a result, scl Work Is possible with simpie moadels, in otter cases,
the moelg is compwahnsive. The need for a c----enive mdel appears vim the aea of
Investigation can no longer be described In terZ. of inerised smil pertution equations.
This situationi arises more end sure, portly because the airfrom designer Is clearing his
aircraft closer to deaertue bourioeis thane In the pest, red pertly because the flight
control designer can use complexc central algorithm. to achieve his purpose. Digitsal comters
are In universal use for modeliling. Models used for flying qualities work must hae. a high
I teration rate - better then 3ee solutionis per aem Is desirable. Otherwise, sexbIeling tie

delays wil l ntrude Into the asesmet. For work related to advaniced control systarm designs,
the computing task Is large. For emple. for Mi' development. the comuters can handle I
Nlegmfiope, and overall seemry Is 100 Megabytes.

In these circumstances, grataid based simuslators hae the advantage over airborne simulastors,
because sure comprehensive computing facilities can be provided In a ground installation.

4.4 Visual Display

Chce again, th type of work determines the display requirement. SymSbols an a scope may be
sufficient to studiy a pilot transfer funiction in a tracking task. At the other and of tire
scale a study of lateral departure at high incidence m~y need the full field of view system
only seen In Air Craiht Simulators. Hanidling quality assessments relating to flighit close to
the ground. for example. approach and lending, need a three channl GIl system of good quality
(reference 13). Again, display deficiencies, such as tine delay or resolution can somwilms
affect the assessmnts. lbs variable stability aircraft has a big advantage in this respect.

4.5 Mobtion System

Onie of thre areas of research for grounid-based simualators has been to determine the
contr Iimtion whiich nottion cues can give, and to detenmine th validity of simuilations which
have limitled travel or do not provide notion cues, It Is a difficult area of Investigation,
andS there Is no end in sight. Views on the nee for nation differ, although the following
guidelines nay help:

o to give accurate not ion sensations requires high performance and large travel, outside
tire capability of eost research establishments,

oit is better to have no nation, than a systen which gives false cueing.

otion systeim are of east Importance In handling Investigations where stability
nergins are low (e.g. the pilot is stabillsing the vehicle), or in studying failure
cases Involving a transient response, or In studying the effects of turblrnence an
flying qualities,

a a swell travel nation system can be used with advantage for subjective cueing, simply
to sadd realism to the simulation.

Provided that It can achieve the required flight condition and provided that the nodel
Suppresses the response of the basic aircraft to outside disturbances, the variable stability
aircraft clearly can represent accurate motion feedbacks.

4.6 Generai

These equipiunts are l inked together to provide a research tool. The nuumrer of integration
has a strong bearing on the effectiveness of the tool. The lI nk between the nation systarn and
the visual system Is self-apparent. Equally, there is a need to select the operating system,
whidh links the ccs,!wuter to the other elerments, for easy operation. Successful investigations
require the ability to repeat cases quickly, to change paraeters quickly. aid to record
sperlitative andS quantitative results. Perhaps the est Important asset Is a kntowledgeable and
dedicated teem.
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5. ValI det ion Md~ DMm w We$. $bob. muiaam "s- ITeS

Ii hus often been soid "no simuilation without validation". The quaestion then arises -how c*o we
validate a simulator for use In the studly of flying qualities? In aomw circumsutances. full
validation only camws %hsen the simulated vehicle Is flown - for example. ehen an unistable airframe
which relies on the flight control system for atabillsatlon Is being developed. Prior to that
however, confidence has been builit up, based on knowledige andl experience. It Is equally leportant
to know the areas wshere shortcmings In the simulat ion will lead to erroneous results, as It Is to
offer predictions of likely behaviour. The subject is discussed In reference 14, froms vhich the
following paragrafphs are taken.

'The key to obtaining valid results are:

1. Know your simulator
2. Structure the test
3. Va lue the pilot

"Fidelity has msany dim~ensions: crew station realim, vehicle mo~del, visual scene, notion and
sound, and In each dimension there are many parameters which Influence fidelity. Since one-to-one
engineering replication cannot be obtained, especially in the ditnensions of visual and notion
effects, the question becoes one of perceived fidelity.

"Simulation validation before the start of any evaluation tasks should be a four step process.

1. Document simuliation equipent perfonrnce
2. Concduct non-real timne idel checks (conipare to controi law analysis resul ts)
3. Condact rea I timew noda checks
'I. Conduzct task checks

"With regard to item 1. a good check of the validity of the simulator is to nodel end "fly" an
existingj known aircraft. A rating scala like the one aliomi in Figure a can be used to assess
validity. If flight data Is available on the sbject aircraft, the Identical control Inputs can
he runs in the simuilator and the resulting time histories can be compared to flight data.

3A 11FACTORY I EXCELLENT VISTUALLS C ISCTfPACCIES;SI5ULATSC CIFCFS ACTUAL YTCICLT
111F11131TAtION CHARACTERISTICS Ta TNT SIST SFMYNECOSY. SISSLATORNSULTS
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Figure 8 RATING SCALE FOR SIMULATOR VALIDITY

"it Is Iaportant to select pilots familiar with the art and science of simulation. The pilots 1

muist believe In simulation, take the job serioualy and work herd at task demards. "a owat treatj ~ li s1 ansilator with the saw. fraom of mind as he would the real aircraft.



"Pilots differ significantly one-to-the-other In their central techniques. Sinew are low gain
operators, smaking a ulnime of central Inputs. while others are very hli gained (dither)
controlters. These different control techniiques imy cuse eam pilot to have little diffilty
with a conf iguration while another pilot my unacover a control problem It Is therefore wise to
havesa variety of pi lots In your evaluations. Auminimo shulid be three, with five or eore being
preferred. Allt ple pilots ins e ortant then repeat rns."

'The objectives or the handiling qualitiee engineer are

I. lInner loop stabiIieastlon sand control ls. develoment
2. Oiter loop control Integration
3. Development of stick, r er pedals end throttle controllers
4. Development of Moi~t displays
S. Groiund handling Including nose wheel steering and anti-skid braking
S. Testing of failure nodes

"in these simsulations. fidelity becesius criticei. lbs fidelity of the noth model of the
vetiicletcontrol system must be accurate andl the visual and motion systmom. which provide cuss used
by the pilot in control, also becomes Inprtant. One of the big failings of the simulator
commuity, however, Is to rigorously define what fidelity Is required to obtain the right answer.
Altlhomrx a large hodi, of basic dots exist on humen perception, there is no source of coumpi led
guidance on what degree of simulator fidelity mist be used. The tendency has been to use the
"best" simulator available, In fact, in the U.S., almost every new military aircraft developed
has conducted an In-flighut simulation as a lost check before first flight. The experience of the
In-fliight simulations lies quite often revealed concerns which had not been ucovered! In the groundc
based simuelations and which In sanw cases resulted in mudifications to the control logic prior to
the first flight".

Further valuable discussions on the topic of simulator fidelity are contained in reference 15,
The contribution to simulator fidelity of the sub-systesu are considered iner the headings

inolion effects
visual system fidelity
tine delay effects

It is concluded that fidelity is a relative, rather than an absolute quantity, and that even the
best of the large scale research simulators Impose restrictions on the types of situations and
tasks that can be faithfully simulated. Eperiments are cited which compere pilot assessments of
flying qualities, oude In eimulators s=W in flight. Use was made of the rating scale (figure e)
to give a neasure of the degree to which the simulator represented the aircraft behaviour. One of
the investigations discussed In detail is that of the U4H-S0 helicopter (reference 16). All the
areas where pi lot conaeIns indicated the sinulator to be werepresantat ive of fI' Ight could, not
surprisingly, be attributed to all or any of the three factors given above.

Of course, the helicopter, In tenrm of vehicle dyrnics and tasks, presents greater probluem to
the sinulator engineer than conventional fixed wing aircraft; the loop closures are higher order,
and the dynemics of the vehicle are moure ccoeplex. But the basic principles still apply, and the
Indications of deficiencies in notion cus, visual cues and dynuonic response show where improve-
aunts will counit.

Reference 15 contains a nest Instructive discussion on these topics. THe data relating to motion
cIn camen from the LAAR simsulator at Fl ight Dyrnics Laboratory at Wright-Patters-

1Fj~je 9). The results indicate the difficulties of this kind of work: of pilots adapting to
produce similar perfonmance, independent of the lateral-swey eshout; of the need for non-linear
"eshout filters to reduce the peek lateral notion. A closer look at referance 17 Is recommended,
andi It Is worth qguoting the uabiquous reason for ucertainty in the conclusions - "the pilot
cannents were not a Ivays repeatable".

On fth subject Of ViulS ~ l the work reported In reference 18 is cited. The inten-
tion of this work -sto v ery f14 i1ty of tWe visual ces seen by a helicopter pilot, and
assess In flight the Intrusion Into the flying task of the limitations of current (Li visual
syston. The limitations were acuity, detail, texture, contrast, and field of view. Again,
reference to the originel report Is recomenuded. The significant findings see to be that 1) even
though the pilots could see the horizon with reasoeuIl clarity, their ratings of attite cueing
degraded dramntical ly with fogged lenses (poor micro-texture of the visual external field), and
11) their ratings of longitudiinal and lateral translational control degraded, both with reduced
fild of view, and with the loss of micro-texture. Thme discussion In reference 19 amy shed light
on these results. Spatial orientation Is largely derived from the anblent maxde of vision, which
requires a visual scewn with good "spatial texture".
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Figure 9 LAVR Researdh Simulator, Writ Ptterson AFB

The influence of timadelays on simulator assesmuts of flying opualities also receives rigorous
treatment in ref. e-I57ln particular, the value of analytical moels to determine the effect
on loop closure of tie delays from various components of ith simualator is presented. In suatry,
"accumulated time delays from a variety of simuilator camponent sources will cause reckict Ions in
the affective system bendldth, relative to those In flight. If the bandwidth dhat occurs in a
rating sensitive region, the simulator will be nvre poorly rated then fllit for this reason
alone. For region of flat rating trend with bandeldth, excessive tine delay anid associated phlase
lag will still lead to aroalous slmulation results.

'Measure ant of pilot behaviour in fllit and simulator, directly as by frequency duomain or model
mutching methods, or indirectly as by please-plane trajectories Is an invaltuable tool for Judging
overall simulator fidelity. Further, it can produice direct or inferred insights Into the specific
causes of sifmulator difficulty aid pin-point possible fixes or cures".

The fidelity of a simualation also dependis on the taskc Which is given to the pilot. A $rull
perturbation tracking task may reproduce all the elements necessary for comparison with flight,
Whereas a complex loop closure, such as visual high speed low level flight m~y not. in this
respect, a wealth of experience hes been gathered over the years to cast doubt on the validity of
grounid based simulation in twot areas.

1. Certainrtps ofa pio n ed oscillations, Where the pilot is expected to stabilise a loop
mit eugnay st E li dcDIIity, and In consequence hes to generate lead or leg, and doanee the

cross-over frecitency. Previous contributions to this Lecture Series illustrate the wide
understanding thet exists of p.i.o. related mechanim. Now It Is possible early in the
design of a new aircraft to take account of p.l.o. situations, and redice their likelihood.
The flight control %ystem ensures well-deqtped Innier loops, and the control Inceptors are
tailored to provide well behaved responses. Even so, p.l.o.'s can never be forgotten, arid can
occur from unexpec ted sources.

A 'trigger' mchanism, such as an P(: failure, is usually involved, and difficultILvs
sometimes arise In reprodu~cing the occurrence of a p.l.o. An aircraft, flow, without trouble
by mlany pilots for hundreds of hours can suddlenly exhibit a p.i.o.. after Which It is easy to
flid. One such example occurred dutring spin-recover testing. Following the recovery, a pitch
p.li.o. occurred. Increasing In magnitude. then subsiding. 'The explanation Ifourl by
groissi-based simualation) was thet there Was a lag team built into the pitch feel lynffnic
pressure scheduing. anid thet the rapidly changing flight condition allowed high gain in the
pitch FCS for a significant period during the recovery.

2. taided visa lnIn readfr. The elements of modelling, visua cues. tilo
cues~~ ~~ In1tn ely l ffluence the quality of simulating this task. In the case of

well-belvved transport aircraft doing stately mgprades, the only area of concern is thet of
toucdtwi performunce - In particular. comsparisons of sink rate at toucdow cosmparing flight
maesuraiats with simuuletion Invariably show factors of tee In performance - with much heavier
landings occurring In the simuelator (Fi9Ir 10). There Is also a considrble difference
between pilots - Its Is alsust possible to classify the pi lots into two growp -good simulator
pilots", ad "bed simsulator pilots". It Is suggested In reference 20 that the problus is not
a physiological one, of differences between pilots In perception or response tis, but a
psychological ame, in Which the good pilots believe What they see and feel (InaqI te as It
Is), the others do not, and thereby Incur a leg die to incredulity. The only solutien is to
improve the qual Ity of tlhe infoniut Ion, and to removy. hwme deficiencies. Severel researchers
he noted the need for goad representation of aerodynsmic ground effects. Wll, and
helicopter Simulation also suffers near the ground. A useful concept In defining fidelity is
to consider a spead/height base, within Which fideility of ground based simulation Is suspect.
The se of the baox depends on the simsulator, but few simulators could be truthfully sold to
have fidelity within a 50 le'otISO feet box. Thit task of the simulator engineer Is to shrinkc
thut box.
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6. Experlmntal Results - Qasi-Linear

6.1 Longitudlnal Short-Period Criteria

Work in the fifties ad sixties related both to fighter aircraft and to transport aircraft
designs, and mny experiments, In-flight and ground based, were conducted to establish
criteria relating to the short period oscillation. Tim typical results are seen on figures a

and 4b. Considerable differences in such boundaries from different experiments were apparent.
Better correlation was achieved by Introducing an addltional parameter which defines the lag
between the generation of pitch rate and lift. Any of the three parnmters, LM, n , and Ts ,
all closely related, achieve this purpose. Reference 21 describes fixed base simulalior trials
showing the importance of this factor.

Further work by Boeing is reported In reference 22. Trials on both a fexed base simulator,
and on a variable stability aircraft (their Boeing 367-80), established the boundaries seen on
figures 11 and 12. At low speed (n,.< 15), L is the preferred lift parameter, and at higher
speeds. n. is used. The assessments were based on large aircraft requirements for climb,
cruise, anJ landing approach. Ths agreement between simulations (and known aircraft) is good.
The fi ures do not show that bounds are needed on the values of -, , L, and n, for these
criteria to be applicable; for example, very low values of L, and ', can produce poor
handling, even if the ratio seem acceptable. The existence of a lower limit can be Inferred
from figure 4(c).

t/',n CORRELATION

1-PR 6.5 0 IFLIGHTSIMtUATiONI FIXED BASE SINIULATiON
.8 f o~o

a .6 Figure 11

.1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
SHORT PERIOD DAMPING RATIO -

SYMBOl. MACH4 ALTITUDE -
20 * .s81s ,00

.8~27 Z.50016 -/- - - *FRADC..

nZg 12 __ ,. _ PR 65

7\ . Figure 1

4 3. -. 1 - -t IN-4M

.1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
SHORT PERIOD DAMPING RATIO-?

Moire sork on short period requriravunts using the Calspan T-33, is described in reference 23.
The tasks used for assessment ere mre 'Ikin to fighter IraoeUvres, and the possibility of
pilot Induiced oscllllatlons wes addiressed. Onem conclusion states "feel syste and control
system dfnwnlcs can heve significant attantating effects on the abrtpt pitch response at high
frequencies, and therefore such characteristics are of considerable imp~ortance in the 8auylsis
of handling qualities reusits". Attention -es also drawn to the inportance of the peruleter
"L.../F. the naxiasun pitching acceleration per elevator stick force. This perieter relates
to'Bthr I 'a criterion (reference 26) anid influenced the short period requirement for Category

i C (low speed, landing), seen on figure IC.

n&>5
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6.2 Low Speed Longitudinal Rmilrints for Advanced Transport Aircraft

An~ NR studly using both a gsoaai based asilator, mid the TIPS variable stability aircraft at
Calapan Is reportad In reference 25. Thm grounid baaad samlator Incorporated a four dagree of
freadom motion system, mid a Manmdel board visual systof, toeallow the simulation of a visual
aod. and ianding, as wallI as an Instrmet approach. Creat care was taken to duplilcate
the tasks In the grouand baaad slinulator mnd In the TIPS.

The basic stability of a asimulated transport aircraft was modified by a rate comand/attitsjs
hold flight control system, and by direct-lift control Inuxts. Based Primary an pilot ratings
said commentary,. Heais between "satisfactory* aid "acceptable haundling qual ities (3.5
were established, mid compared to existing criteria. Many valuable resulta emrged from this
work. Although sawe differences between grounid based end In-fl ight simulat ion were observed
(sink rates at touftlawn for exmpt Fig"e 13), In general the correlation of results -as
good. Including the ratings relating to variation In short period freqncWy, wad In pitch
rate ovearshoot. Figure 14 hm the aman ratings f row the grounid based simulation, cosapered
to MIL-F-0785-C. Abdificatlons to this rsq~irint were recommended.
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2
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6 W 1.000t' FI
a_ F-1 F-2 F-3 -

U) 4 ,ad/S .16
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TH I _T-4 T- 7"

fl1%. 15 *mr.sFo

Comperison of vertle.I speed at touchiown n..ortrh.

Figure 13 Figure 14

6.3 Space Suttle L~ongitudinal Lending Flying mite

A good accounst of the use of flight simulation to Improve the flying qualities of the shuattle
Is given in reference 26. Early approach aid landing tests had Indicated a tendency to
p.l.o.s near touchdowen. Analysis of the records shd that due to the hardwre and
nuchanvisation of the pitch flIc.It control system, there -as an effective time delay between
the pilot Inpust and the airplane response. Smpling In the digital RCS cosaitrilsited to the
delay, and matters were muds worse If the pilot used large Inputs, because the eleven

'I actuators would exhibit rate limiting, The Problem was tackled from several directions. An
F-8 Digital F13V aircraft wes used to study the inter-action of tins delay and high bandwidth
requireimnts. A fixed base simulator, with a Cff display to tailor the task, wes used to
study adaptive filters In the RCS, and to support muthenotical modelling of the p.l.o.
Extensive grounid msving-bose mid In-fl ight simulations were conuacted, on the FSaY anid AS
simulators at N5.SA Ams, mid! the TIPS at Caispen. It was founid that the In-flsit simulator
wes more likely to predict the occurrence of a p.i.o. The %S has larger vertical travel then
the PSM, and wes preferred to the FSAA, but was not as p.i[.a. prone as the TIPS. Al though
the p. i.o. teidencies were not the sme, the %M and the TIPS prodoced similar evaluations of
the basic hanl Ing queI Itiesm for less deiw frig tasks.

The lessons learned f rom the shuttlIe experience have been shone to apply to the aoa ch task
for fighter aircraft (reference 27).

6.4 Roil Response Rmqzlrasunts for Advanced Aircraft

Reerence 28 describes work at NLR, eqivalent to thet susmmrised In section 6I.5, relating to
the roll response reoquiremnts for a transport aircraft with a rate conms tattitude hold
system, In the landing approedh avid touholo task. Pilot ratings were obtained from
assessments In the MLR moying base fflit simulator of different coulsinst Ions of rollI domping
mid maximum rolling acceleration. The results ore compared with various requirements and
criteria from other sources. A comarison Is ade (figure 15) with the bouaxlry seen on
figure of. The perfect correlation may amsomething to good fortune, but could equally be
attributed to good experimuntal practice. Since one trial ems fixed base, and the other with

0 cockp~it motion. the motion cues do not seem to have Influenced the pilot ratings. Later
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results from the TIFS allowed the low roll doping case R-4. to be compared to en In-f light
evaluation. The sore favourable rating (average Olt = S.7) from f light might be attributed to
minor sh~ortcomings of the visuali system In the ground based siulator. The difference, less
than one point an the CHR scale, is not large, but the Inference, of being within the
'acceptable' bcary. is signi ficant.

MAXIMUM C.H.-2S C...
ROLL
ACCELERATION

SATISFACTORIY

0.H53. CCEPTABLE

CM.,
0.2 -

.

0.1 1 . C.", .S UNACCEPTASLV,
0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10

Vd POtLMODE TIME CONSTANT (s)

Figure 15 lHndl IngQI lI ties in Roll

Roiling requirements hae been complicated by the Introdiuction of high gain manoeuvre, demand
system.. The roll rate feedack gain, to minimise response to external disturbance, has to be
balanced by high gain In the forward path. Forward path filtering Is then needed to rediuce
the roll sensitivity. For fighter aircraft, high nuximasn roll rates are wanted throughout the
flIight envelope, and non-linear relationships between stick force and roll demand are
necessary. The use of a force side-stick adds to the design problem. The classic example is
the F-16, and the roil p.i.o. wichd caused an Inadvertent first flight. The problem is
described In reference 29, ujoich makas the point that In-f light simulation played an important
role In produocing the solution. A related handling deficiency In roll, "roll ratdoetting",
yielded to analysis and fixed base simsulation, alth resulted In good correlation with
in-ffIigut eimulation (figure 161. i t Is Instructive to compare the rol Irates for fullI stick
ImpIlied tby Figure 16 and the corresponding tk,, with the Figure 15 boui dries (assumw 10 lbs
for full stickl. The p.i.o. area lies In the top left corner of Figure 15. Conventional
aircraft have prblems In the bottom rlit corner!
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Figure 16 Roll Ratchet Gomporisxi, Flight aMd Sitmlator
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6.5 Lateral Stability and Control

&biy simulations, fixed-baus. owing-base and In-flighOt haes been made to estabish criterla
for tim roiling, spiral, mid dttc rail modes. and for excitation of tOes nodes by control
amvsnts. Frequency domain parameters provided the not cmrwonient form to exirss the
criteria, and were used to frame the maeopaewnt Flying Owiies Requirements. Reference ii
dalis with these results In dotalI.

Figure 18
to lads" ff( I"llI ng power In turbulence
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Further insights into lateral flying qualilties Is gained by considering dimnalonal
derivatives, sucho as Na L A L , Nz1  . These derivatives indicate themgnudae of
excitation - for xumpli. 'L,,gins as'dlrectmasure of the Initial response in rollI toea side
gust. Figure 17, from reference 30, slows the results of en in-f light simulation stuidy, using
the variable stability fokvfon at Princeton Lbiversity. The pilot rating I ma- Has are
plotted in ters of L ad to , the roiling nos time consant. A similar stuidy using a
grounid besed simulator (reference 31) produaced very similar ratings for the level of
turbulence represented In flight. As might be epected. the pilot rating varies with
turbulence level (figure 181. Systeatic studly of the effect of turtulence on flying
qual Ities (as oposed to ride comfort) Is a neglected area. DependIng on the control loop and
the excitation, the pilot my reduece or nognify the effects of turbulence. In the latter
case, his best control strategy is to minimise his inputs consistent with retaining controi of
the inertial flight path. The question still reains whether open loop criteria , for
exuople, boundis on the beank aid yaw excitatixus duie to gusts (figure 191, or closed loop

qc.)_sooE PLOT OF (hM soor Po Tor

0'0

do -

-70..04

FI..re 19
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criteria should be the basis for Specifications. There Is a Shortfall In the Specification of
requirements which cater for flying qualities In all aftainrlrc conditions. Madern flight
control tedA oogy can adrss uttintlc gaet alleviation, but evn than, there, Is a need to
onue. tint the system tint modulates tin raspore to external distubances ees not detract
fraw tie mmsmhiwr Ing capabilI Ity of tin aeIrcraft.

Before leaving tie topic of lateral handling In turbulence, It Is worth noting thnt groundi
based simulaetors with Station system (even of modlst perfonnincel have prodad handling
qualities assessmnts tint correlate mai with remits front flight trials. At the same time,
fixed and moing base simulators rocedifferent remilts, wd the character of the pilots
control Inputs changes, as seen in tin exaple on Figure 20 front reference 31.
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Figure 21 UAP Simulation Block Diagram

cross-coefficients, which are interrogated at high speed to provide the correct forces aid
mutaents on the airframe at all times. Typically. the computer handles 0.5 miIll ion coeffi-
cients. the critical coefficients are upldaed 300 times per seond. The flight control
system mudel Is also coplex. Features include inwtiple feedbacks, non-linear goin and filter
shaping. forward path scdutling, limiting and mitorng. the FES irons out aerodynetnic
nan-linearities and cross-coupllng, ared takes accounit of the InclIdencets Ides Ilp/g/speed/he Ight
envelope to allow carefree hardl ing.

There are several consequences to this level of simulator activity. First, the capability of
the simulator is stretched, particularly In the area of moidelling, mid qualification of the
model. Good standards of documentation are essential. Secondly, classical flight mdclanics
methodis of investigating flying qality deficiencies do not apply; neither the aerodynamic

, We, nor te flight control system model can be Inspected with ease. Third. the flight
simuilator becomes a general design toot. In defining the FC3, the enigineers heve used anaslyt-
ical methods and computer c Wes, together with a kniowledge of flying quiites criteria.
Even so, real-time simulation Is the point where all the components came together for the
first time, Including representative forcing funactions (pilot and external disturbances,
Including grounid constraint). Iteration, based on Imspection of responses, Is the key to
success, and the .CS engineer who says 'yes, we know about thet, and It Is taken care of in
the next Issue of the RCS software" is usually being ecanainicsl with the truth. Although the
techniqupe Is different, the challenge to provide good flying qualities still remaine. lRe-
peated sysluat ions are nedd- often It is after mny hours of assesseant that a loose end is
spotted - en una'nted coupling, a pitch attitude drop-back, a restrictive limit, or a cow-
bination of controls that Induces troub~le. Once found, these things are so obilous.

7.2 Lateral Departures

Carefree waroeuvring Is stll a lnuxury, and the amneuvring envelope of many fighter aircraft
is determined by lateral stability and control at high Incidence. The need to use high
incidence, perticularly at low speed, is dictated by rayalrawents relating to air combat. The
understanding of srodynmmlc phimu In this region hes greatly iproved, so that the
opymmlntiea for simulation have bewenarnce. This region of flight Is wure appropriately
studied on grond based simulators rather than airbonie simulators - In fact, the study of
these effects on the actual aircraft is not without difficulties. Because of their non-linear
nature, r epeatabilIity of a nowmeire is not assured, and It is often very domedIng on
piloting skill to achieve a test-point In the air. Flight data Is neddto confirm the
amrodynmmic model; then the simulator can be used for exploration - the effects of trim,
aircraft configuration, and flight condition. The result is a plot of departure bowrlres,
together with the nature of the departure and how to recover. In practical tenrm, tie
Clearance Aithorl ty can then incorporate maromivre restrictions Into the Pilots' notes. as
necessary. Alternatively, the control systfif couild be developed to allow high incidences to
be achieved without dearture - the Spin Prevention and lncidunc Limiting System (SPItS) on
Tornals Is such a development.

All of the work of this nature at Warton (relating to Jaguer and Tornado) -as ", '-cted on
fixed base simulators; a proprtion of the ssessments used a wide filid of vimw visual system
Inside a dome.

Thu use of grourd-based simulation to w*Wot F-14A low altitude high ole of attack flight
testing Is described in reference 34. over 2MW total meniomwres were flam an the simuliator,
Involving all aspects of the flight test POgrasm fraun Initial test planning to post flight

maOWemmve analysis. From the simulator resuts, the critical daparture torammters were



Ident ifled, OW clrture to-- were defined. As a remilt, the onures In tim aircraft
test plan were dedicated to accomlishing the critical porrn .ietratlat olnts. The
simlat ion pregrn contributed greatly to filit safety. P1ilots imr wall rehearsed for
eademontrat ion. Dotal lIstof te sof tare aro hardere Sandards used by Qufmm are given
In the reform=c. Simulator fidelity Is discussed, confiaMluug the view lst it is a relative
apitity. liii acceptability of the simulator fidelity se baed an experlance. famlsrity,
with the aircraft. n beat engineering jI g t. Ito simulation wes downed -actable as
long as it provided a 'close but contservative" rspreeantatlon of the aircraft's deprtuare and
recovery characteristics. Usilg simulation suport In this my. the P-1sa dearture charac-
teristics were safely I trated at NglSS of attack greeter then 60 degre with full
argin. thrust orlemtry at altitudes below 10.040 feet.

7.3 Spinnin

1f recovery free lateral dertwe Is not affected, spinning will fol low. Like mn high
parforomuce aircraft, the F-14 owhlblta several spin .des.The aircraft my transition Into
an moeodvaooicmilly atabl flat spin imb (" degrees ffi with increasing yaw rate to 160
degrees per second). T1he pi lot can be subject to 'symbollIs out' g forces as hli as G I tZ g,
resulting In alat total Incapacitation If his shoulder herneas Is not securely 1-ded
Reference 3S describes simulator trials to study the alrcrow safety problem, using the
Owaiac Flight Simulaetor (CPS) at 1010C Illrulnater. The key element Is a human centrifuge
Mellon platform with three degrees of frado - a 10 foot diameter gardl suspunded In a Clai
global syste, on the and of a 50 faot arm. 'The sytee can provide Tlg per second onset rate,
btleemn 1.5 and 15g. The elawnts of the simuator are man an FIgire 22. Miy aspects were
stulled. Incluing the effect on spin recovery of reovry initiation, height lost during
recovery. the effect of alt itude an entry. the need for recovery displays, and the designt of
the restraint systee. Vlale dete a re obtained from the tests althug (not surprisingly)
flight valletion e Wspae. Fidelity aspects of the centrifuge, ad the control algorithma

which were used, are deal t with In paers given at the sno AR conference.

7.5 ~c-Juas
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7.5 Genperal

The above examples are a "nIlI cross-section of specific trials. Of a more general nature Is
the value of simuilation in the study of atimspdieric iiioamena. sod their effect on flying
qualities. in the sixties, simulators contributed to the understanding of the deW-stal I
problem and the let-upset problun. Recommendat ions emerged, not only to show Mi.FT-bf-TrolI
systemn ,mdi (I catTe-nsto inluieels the probiurn, but also to advise the pilots on
flying technsiques So inforoved safety. More recently incorporating catoplex stomspheric Vtoxels
of te micro-burst have helped engineers to undierstand the nxKwniuwu Involved, end have
helped pilotsto d.&al with the operational aspects.

0I. Future Prospects

Withotut question. flightt sioulation will play a vital role In the design and clearance of all
types of future aircraft - civil anod military; conventional, VSRIL and helicopters. Hiardware
inprovements are allowing Increased fidelity in simuliation. Additionally, the catoplexity of
aircraft desigo Increasingly calls 'for sinulation as an essential step In the clearance process.

1.1 Sitiator lnprovenentS

The ccoplutwuttary nature of airborne and ground based simuliator testing Is unlikely to change.
Standards of iot-fl ighti mulation will knrptove for several reasons. Hardware inrproveffents now
avalfable Include sensors,. actuators, dota transmission, and airborne ctstputing. Programntoile
electronic displays can store easily replicate those intended for a new aircraft, so that the
rarge of tasks which can be simuilated wilI expand. Telemtry grountd I Inks, and tusnl torng
devices of far woure benefits.

Cround-based simulation Is also laiproving. West canpnies ard agencies are up-dating siIleI-
for laboratories with Improved hardware. A batter understanding exists in the simu~lator
crassatity of the source of current limitations - In visual cues, notton cues, wrod tirmw delays
- and swaens of revuving these ilimitations are appearing. The Inter-actions between these
three factors are recognised, and fuadameantals are being addiressed. Recent itoprovetnts In
visual dispiay hardware offer higher resolution and wider field of view displays. Equally
itypreselve Is the recent progress In lesge generation. Processing power, allied to cooopenes-
lion tectsities, if takting the sting out orftirm delays.

6.1 Aircraft Desly.

We saw In section I that aircraft designers are Inclined to test their ideas on simsulutors.
and reduce the role of the Flying (kmiities Specification Into that of a check list. 7hat is
only half of the story. Cleariy, the Procuring Authority needs a documesnt such as MIL-F-8587C
to Say dao a requirement for a stew aircraft. But aircraft procurulsint today Is not a sirvple
buyerfou~pller situation - on both sides, teamw are likely to be Involved. In the case of a
Seam of suppliers, Involving large costpanies. with different philosophies, there Is a need for
a uailfying force, an operating framtework. In the case of flying qualities, the Mil Spec
Provides that frawork. We nmy net obey She tan comandmewnts, tbut we are all benefactors
(rem their existence.

The aircraft design problon has changed, particularly in the area of flying qualitiesan
flight control. Responsibility for good flying qualities resides weore In the dakemin of
avionics than It did in the pest. IThe flight control syattem can be nudte to do a batter job
then tihe pi lot in nany areas - In sarooeuvre I mi Ling, and nointorlng. The Ida of levels of
flying qalItI la., to deal wi th contrvl degradation, has mudh less wanIng for wastrn aircraft
than IS had tan years ago. Flut the pilot Is still the key elostent, anod the design "sLot
Incorporate his preferences. Sect ion 7 shows the wide scope of Investigations new required.
The Stuik Is a critical elemtent. and a specirication based on only 3 categories A, 0 and C Is
Inadia~te for design pursposes.



5.3 Flyin!g Ooiities Specification

A general specification uhich emraces all possiblilties. and sets tdtory requirements, is
difficult to formuliate. Applying it to a design using now principles of control Is alga
difficult, and proving compiace Is not easy. flue question arises wheother a general
specification Is wortiwdile. When mjor projects are fewend sha there m~y be tim to
prepare a specification tailored to each project.

s t have seen, the specification serves other puirposes, and should be revised rather than
rejected. Two possibilities could be explored. One possibility Is to teen tomads the foneut
adopted In the British revision of AV 970 Chapter 6. Flying Qualities Requirmnts
(reference 37). The _w tory requirements are piweled In non-reamrical ter le , uasing phraes.
ike "sdoll not give rise to piloting difficulies". Each reqirement refers to an acceptabie

nwans of compliance (A.M.C). In this sey novel. non-aompiiant solutions can be offered. Thei
revision will be camplete when en equivslent section, acceptable weans of dsntration Is
compiete. Such demonstration will includle analysis and simulation.

The other possibility Is to heve a fraework specification, to which can be added the
rumor ica I requirements and background infonuatlon which Is appropriate to a defined new
project. The opportunity muld then arise to def ine alga the extent to which flight
sleuuiat ion Is relevant to the design and deveolopeut proces.

The requirements themwelves need to be exuineod. Al though the 'equivalent systn' aproach
deals with sawm of the features of maden digital flight control systuem, definition of what
Is an equivalent systion Is Imprecise. An aiternative or compleentary fonmit for specifica-
tion Is to use parameters which emerge fron the exoninat ion of tim responses. Such criteria
are in wide use, Inplying a swing front the frequency clomin Into the timn domin. Also, the
nature of sinmulator trials described earlier suggwst a classification of criteria for either
fine control or coarse control - the sam. control systm must satisfy both types of control
input. The Ispotant Issue for the future. howeever, is to ensure thet the Interchange betwen
analysis. moudelling, simulation, testing and project definition is a coordineted activity.
frat which emerges an aircraft with good flying qei[ties.
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